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Abstract 

Physiological studies of neurons in the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DC ) and vent ral 
cochlear nucleus (VCN) performed by Ma and Young (2006) and Cai et al. (2008) , 
respectively, showed the changes in response properties that arise following acoustic 
trauma. A model of the auditory periphery by Zilany and Bruce (2007) , capable of 
modeling the effects of acoustic trauma on auditory nerve (AN) fib er responses, was 
used to simulate inputs to computational models of DCI and VCI cells in order to 
determine if the changes shown by Cai et al. (2008) and Ma and Young (2006) could 
be fully explained by changes in the auditory periphery. 

DCN cells simulated using the Zheng and Voigt (2006) DCN model receiving AN 
inputs from an impaired auditory periphery were able to reproduce many of t he types 
of responses shown by Ma and Young (2006) . Providing impaired AN inputs wit h 
compound action potential (CAP) threshold shifts beginning just above DCN cell 
best frequency (BF) were able to reproduce the tail responses reported by Ma and 
Young (2006). Type III DCN cells showed class A tail responses whereas , type IV 
and IV-T DCN cells showed class B tail responses as a result of impaired inputs from 
the auditory periphery. Type IV-T cells also showed class B-like tails in responses 
to CAP threshold shifts beginning well below BF. A similar study was performed 
with VCN cells modeled using the Rothman and Manis (2006c) model. Modeled 
VCI cells receiving impaired inputs from the auditory periphery did not show most 
of the behaviors reported by Cai et al. (2008) indicating that the changes in VCN 
cell reponses following acoustic t rauma are the result of either plastic changes in the 
brainstem or of features of normal VCI cell responses that are not currently captured 
by the model. 
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Abbreviations 

I Abbreviation I Term 

AN Auditory nerve 
AP Action potential 
BF Best frequency 
BM Basilar membrane 
CAP Compound action potential 
CF Characteristic frequency 
CV Coefficient of variation 
DCN Dorsal cochlear nucleus 
lSI Inter-spike interval 
P-cell DCN primary cell 
PSTH Post-stimulus time histogram 
RM Response map 
SR Spontaneous firing rate 
VCN Ventral cochlear nucleus 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Physiological and modeling studies into the function of the mammalian auditory pe
riphery have resulted in robust computational models capable of not only reproducing 
responses to a wide variety of stimuli but also of reproducing the effects of hearing 
loss on the responses of auditory nerve (AN) fibers. 'While knowledge of the effects 
of hearing loss on the function of the auditory periphery is fairly detailed, only re
cently have physiological studies of the effects of hearing loss on processing of auditory 
signals in the brainstem begun to emerge (Cai et al. , 2008; Ma and Young, 2006) . 
Physiological studies into the anatomy and function of cells in the central auditory 
system have provided enough insight into the way sound is processed by the mam
malian brain to yield computational models for the function of cells in the mammalian 
cochlear nucleus (CN) . These models, however , have been developed with older , more 
simplistic models of the auditory periphery and the effects of hearing loss have not 
been seriously explored. 

Anatomical studies of changes in the central auditory system following acoustic 
trauma have shown significant changes in structure and function following acoustic 
trauma typicially demonstrated by a reorganization of the projection maps in the 
auditory cortex (Syka, 2002) . 'While there is some general knowledge of physiological 
changes in the central auditory system following acoustic trauma, it is not currently 
known whether the responses of CN cells shown by Ma and Young (2006) and Cai 
et al. (2008) are t he result of changes in the auditory periphery or due to synaptic 
reorganization that takes place in t he auditory system following acoustic trauma. 
Computational models of AN fib ers capable of reproducing the effects of hearing loss 
on the auditory periphery were used as inputs into current computational models 
of Cr cells in an attempt to explore the effects of hearing loss on the function of 
modeled neurons in the Cr . 
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1.1 Scope of Work 

These works were undertaken to perform a preliminary modeling study of the effects 
of hearing loss on the response properties of neurons in the CN. Existing models of 
neurons in the ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN) by Rothman and Manis (2006c) and 
dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) by Zheng and Voigt (2006) were used in conjunction 
with the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model of the auditory periphery. The Zilany and 
Bruce (2007) model was chosen as it is one of the only current models of t he auditory 
periphery capable of reproducing the effects of hearing loss. It has also been verified 
for an extensive set of acoustic stimuli. 

The goal of these works was to combine the DCN and VCN computational models 
with the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model. Once the various models were integrated, 
impaired AN inputs were used to examine their effects on simulated CN cells. At
tempts were made to match AN inputs to reported physiological configurations, where 
physiological information was available. Modeled impaired neurons were simulated 
with AN inputs matching the threshold shifts reported in hearing impairment studies 
by Cai et al. (2008) and Ma and Young (2006). 

Due to significant differences between the AN models originally used as inputs for 
the development of the DeN and VCN models, it was expected that some complica
tions would arise. The DCN and VCN model response properties using Zilany and 
Bruce (2007) AN inputs were analyzed with healt hy AN inputs. Published modeled 
and physiological results were compared to simulated results using the new inputs and 
an attempt was to made to explain the changes from both a modeling and physiolog
ical perspective. These comparisons were made to help guide future works to provide 
more robust and physiologically sound models of CN neurons. Attempts were made 
to find a parameter set for the DCN model to behave as similarly as possible to 
recorded DCN cells. In the case of modeled VCN cells, no attempt at studying the 
effects of parameter changes was made due to time constraints. 

1.2 Contributions of this Work 

Recent physiological studies by Ma and Young (2006) and Cai et al. (2008) showed 
the changes in response properties of neurons in the DCN and VCN , respectively, as 
a result of peripheral hearing loss. The source of the changes in response properties, 
in each case, was unknown. vVe performed computational studies of the responses 
of DCN and VCN cells receiving inputs simulating hearing loss in t he auditory pe
riphery to determine if the changes observed by Ma and Young (2006) and Cai et al. 
(2008) were the result of changes in the auditory periphery or plastic changes in the 
brainstem. DCN cells simulated with hearing loss in the auditory periphery were able 
to reproduce many of the responses shown by Ma and Young (2006). Modeled VCN 
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neuron responses to hearing loss in the auditory periphery did not show the changes 
in responses reported by Cai et al. (2008) indicating that plastic changes in the VC 
are the source of the changes in VCN cell responses following acoustic t rauma. 

While the Rothman and Manis (2006c) model was shown to reproduce the re
sponses of most VCN cell types to a wide variety of stimuli when provided with 
unimpaired Al inputs, as modeled by Zilany and Bruce (2007) , it proved unable to 
accurately model the responses of T-stellate cells. Computer simulations were able 
to show that currently unmodeled inhibitory synaptic inputs from D-stellate cells, 
shown in physiological studies by Ferragamo et al. (1998) , are required in order to 
properly model the physiological responses of T-stellate cells. 

1.3 Thesis Layout 

Following this introduction, Chapter 2 provides an overview of the physiology of 
neurons, the function of the auditory system, and descriptions of the leaky-integrate
and fire and Hodgkin and Huxley models of the neuron. Knowledge of these topics is 
necessary for understanding of the works that follow . Chapter 3 contains descript ions 
of the Carney (1993) and Zilany and Bruce (2007) models of the auditory periphery, as 
well as the Zheng and Voigt (2006) model of the DCN. Details are provided about the 
implementation of each of these computational models. Simulated DCN cells using 
both models of the unimpaired the auditory periphery are compared and discrepancies 
discussed. A description of a qualitative framework of determining ideal DCN model 
parameters using Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs is given. Modeled DCN cells 
receiving both impaired and unimpaired inputs from the auditory periphery are then 
shown. Simulated impaired DCI cell responses are compared to physiological studies 
and discussed. Chapter 4 contains descriptions of the Rot hman and Manis (2006c) 
model of VCN cells as well as details of the computational implementation of the 
model. Modeled VCN cells receiving both impaired and unimpaired inputs from 
t he auditory periphery are then shown and results compaired to both modeling and 
physiological studies. Chapter 5 contains a discussion of the limitations of each of 
t he current models of the CN as well as discussion of the main findings of these 
works. That discussion is then followed by descriptions of possible future works to be 
undertaken using these findings . 

1.4 Related Publications 

Parts of this thesis have appeared in the following publications: 
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Vetsis , S. , Zheng, X. ; Voigt , H. F ., and Bruce, 1. C. (2008). Effects of an improved 
auditory-periphery model on the response properties of modeled neurons in the 
dorsal cochlear nucleus . In Proceedings of 30th Annual International Conference 
of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society (EMBC2008) , pages 
2477-2480. IEEE, Piscataway, NJ. 

Zheng, X., Giang, A. , Vetsis , S. , Bruce, 1. C. , and Voigt , H. F. (2008) . A compu
tational modeling study of the effects of acoustic trauma on the dorsal cochlear 
nucleus. In Proceedings of 4th European Conference of the International Fed
eration for Med-ical and Biological Engineering (ECIFMBE 2008), volume 22, 
pages 2695--2698. Antwerp, Belgium. 
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Chapter 2 

Background & Theory 

2.1 Neurons 

1 eurons are the fundamental building blocks of the nervous system. They are able 
to produce rapidly changing electrochemical impulses, called action potentials, that 
can be t ransmitted throughout the body to control a variety of bodily functions, such 
as causing muscles to contract . Networks of interconnected neurons in the brain are 
able to perform a variety of complex processing functions, such as speech processing 
and recognition. The following section provides a brief overview of the physiological 
mechanisms governing the function of neurons. 

2.1.1 Physiology 

The anatomimcal features of a typical neuron can be seen in Figure 2.1. There 
are four main parts to each neuron: (i) t he cell body or soma, (ii) the axon, (iii) the 
dendrites and (iv) synapses. The soma can be described as the information processing 
part of a neuron. It takes inputs from the dendrites . These inputs then trigger an 
electrochemical response in the soma which is then t ransmitted as a propagating 
electrochemical impulse from the soma along t he axon to another cell (neuron, muscle 
t issue, etc. ). Synapses are the connection mechanism between dendri te and axon 
terminals and the neurons they connect to. To fully understand this process , we 
must first understand the underlying physiological processes that allow neurons to 
produce these electrochemical responses. 

The soma is bounded by a semi-permeable barrier known as t he cell membrane. 
The cell membrane separates the contents of a cell from t he extracellular space. It 
consists mainly of a lipid bilayer made of phospholipids with hydrophilic heads and 
hydrophobic t ails. These phospholipids orient themselves with the polar hydrophilic 
heads facing outwards into extra-cellular space and t he soma cytoplasm and wit h 

5 
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Axon 
(the conducting 
fiber) 

Myelin Sheath 
(insulating fatty layer that 
speeds transmission) ©Ene,h.nt"dL,.rni ng.com 

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the anatomical features of a neuron. (Reprinted from 
EnchantedLearning.com (2009)) 

the non polar hydrophilic tails in between. The tight packing of phospholipids in 
the bilayer limits the flow of various ions across the cell membrane. The difference in 
concentrations of ions on either side of the cell membrane produces an electrochemical 
gradient (Tortora and Grabowski, 2003). 

In order for changes to occur in the transmembrane potential, there must be some 
way for ions to cross the cell membrane and cause changes in ion concentrations. This 
is accomplished in three ways: (i) facilitated diffusion, (ii) voltage-gated ion transport 
and (ii) active transport. All methods use ion channels or pumps in the membrane 
that provide pathways for ions to cross the membrane. 

In the case of facilitated diffusion a type of ion channel called a leakage channel is 
used. Leakage channels are passive openings that fluctuate randomly between open 
and closed positions and allow potassium and sodium ions to cross the membrane 
in the direction determined by the electrochemical gradient. Ions will travel from a 
region of high concentration to a region of low concentration as well as in the direction 
determined by the transmembrane potential (Tortora and Grabowski, 2003) . The 
movement of these ions is described by the Nernst equilibrium potential (Plonsey 
and Barr, 2000). The Nernst equilibrium potential: 

v:eq = _ RT In [Cpl i 

m ZpF [Cpt 
(2 .1) 

defines that potential across the membrane that exactly opposes the net diffusion of 
an ion across the membrane. R represents the gas constant, T represents the absolute 
temperature, F is Faraday's constant, Zp is the valence of the ion p and [Cpl i and 
[CPl e represent the intracellular and extracellular concentrations of ion p, respectively. 

6 
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Voltage-gated ion channels are primarily responsible for the ability of neurons 
to generate action potentials. These ion channels open in response to changes in the 
t ransmembrane potent ial. The two ions that are mainly responsible for the generation 
of action potentials are sodium and potassium. Each has their own voltage-gated ion 
channels. Diagrams of both types of voltage-gated channels can be seen in Figure 
2.2. The voltage-gated sodium channel has two types of gating particles, activation 
particles and inactivation particles. At resting potential the activation gating particles 
are mostly closed and the inactivation gating particles are mostly open. As the 
t ransmembrane potential is increased towards a certain value (typically between, 
- 70 and -50m V) a conformational change occurs in t he activation gating particles 
causing them to open. The voltage-gated channel at this stage is considered to be in an 
"activated" state and allows Na+ ions to pass into the membrane. The permeability 
of the membrane to sodium in the activated stated state is increased as much as 500 
to 1000 fold (Guyton and Hall , 2000). The voltage change that caused the opening of 
the activation gating particles also initiates the closing of the inactivation particles. 
However , the inactivation particles close more slowly than the activation particles 
open. Once the inactivat ion particle closes a voltage-gated sodium channel is said to 
be in an "inactivated" state. Na+ ions can no longer freely cross the membrane and 
the channel is closed. The inactivation part icles will also not reopen unt il the cell has 
returned to near its resting potential. Once at the resting potential, the voltage-gated 
channels return back to their resting state. 

The main type of voltage-gated potassium channel differs from its sodium coun
terpart in that it has only one type of gating particle and two states. At its resting 
state the gating particles are mostly closed , preventing the flow of K+ ions out of 
cell. As the transmembrane potent ial is increased, a conformational change in the 
voltage-gated potassium channel occurs , similar to the voltage-gated sodium channel. 
The main difference is that the voltage-gated potassium channel opens very slowly. 
By the time t he voltage-gated potassium channel opens, the voltage-gated sodium 
channels are beginning to close due to inactivation. The decreased ent ry of Na+ ions 
into the cell combined with the increased permeability of the membrane to K+ ions 
causes the cell to return to its resting potential. 

Active transport is performed by pumps such as the sodium-potassium pump. The 
sodium-potassium pump maintains the steep Na+ and K+ concentration gradients 
across the cell membrane. It moves ions against the concentration gradient and , as 
such, requires energy in the form of ATP for its function. A graphical representation 
of this process can be seen in Figure 2.3 below. The sodium-potassium pump moves 
t hree a+ ions outside the cell for every two K+ ions it allows into the cell . It allows 
for the cell membrane to recover back to its resting level of ion concentrations across 
the membrane after the generat ion of action potentials. 

Action potentials are spike-like electrical potentials that are produced by excitable 
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of voltage-gated ion channels. The voltage-gated sodium 
channel is shown on top. The orientation of the gating particles in the resting, 
activated and inactivated state are shown. The voltage-gated potassium is shown 
below as well as its two states; resting and slow activation. In both illustrations 
intracellular space is located on the downwards side of the membrane shown. (Figure 
5-7 reprinted from Guyton and Hall (2000)) 
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of Sodium-Potassium pump process. Figure 3.11 reprinted 
from Tortora and Grabowski (2003) . 
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cells. They are "all-or-none" events t hat occur when a membrane is depolarized 
beyond a certain point called the threshold potential. Each action potential generated 
by an excitable cell is practically ident ical in shape and temporal characteristics. Due 
to the "all-or-none" nature of these events, the information they contain is typically 
not in the shape of the action potential itself but rather in the time at which it occurs 
and the rate of spiking. Action potential waveforms are divided into four different 
phases: (i) resting/stimulus phase, (ii) depolarizing phase, (iii) re-polarizing phase 
and (iv) hyperpolarizing phase. These four stages can be seen in the diagram of an 
action potential shown in Figure 2.4 below. 
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Voltage-gated Na+ channel 
activation gates are open 

Voltage-gated K"" channels are 
open; Nil.+- channels are 
inactivating 

jAbsolute 
refractory. 
period 

Voltage-gated K-+ channels are } Relative 
still open; NaT channels are in refractory 
the resting slate period 

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the various phases of action potential generation. Key 
physiological events responsible for each stage are listed to the right of the illustration. 
Figure 12.11 reprinted from Tortora and Grabowski (2003). 

During the resting/stimulus phase the membrane is init ially in its resting state. A 
stimulus is applied to depolarize the membrane. If the stimulus is not strong enough, 
the membrane will not reach the action potential threshold and will eventually return 
to its resting potential once the stimulus is removed. Facilitated diffusion and active 
transport dominate the membrane response at this stage. If the applied stimulus 
drives the membrane beyond the action potential threshold the voltage-gated sodium 
channels activate and the membrane then enters the depolarizing phase. The newly 
opened voltage-gated sodium-channels allow a large influx of Na+ ions into the cell 
and cause a sharp and quick depolarization of the cell membrane. As this sharp 
depolarization begins to subside the membrane enters the re-polarizing phase. At 
this point the voltage-gated sodium channels have begun entering their inactivated 
state and the voltage-gated potassium channels have opened. This virtually ends the 
influx of Na+ ions and we begin to see an efflux of K+ ions causing re-polarization 
of the cell membrane. As the membrane potential approaches the resting potential 
the membrane may enter a hyperpolarizing phase. At this stage the voltage-gated 
potassium channels are slowly beginning to close however they are still allowing some 
K+ ions to leave the cell which causes the membrane to hyperpolarize beyond the 
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resting potential until the channels fully close. Once fully closed, active transport 
and facilitated diffusion of Na+ and K+ ions occurs until the membrane reaches its 
resting state again. 

From the previous discussion on the generation of action potentials, it is clear 
that some form of stimulus is normally required at the soma to cause the neuron 
to fire an action potential. In the body, these stimuli are transferred to the soma 
by synapses. Synaptic inputs arrive at both the dendrites and the soma causing 
post-synaptic potentials which can generate action potentials. There are two types 
of synapses: (i) chemical synapses and (ii) electrical synapses. Electrical synapses 
are typically present in axonal connections to visceral smooth muscles and cardiac 
muscles among other cells in the body (Tortora and Grabowski , 2003). Electrical 
synapses conduct action potentials directly between adjacent cells via gap junctions. 
Gap junctions contain approximately one hundred tubular connexons which act like 
tunnels connecting the cytosol of the two adjacent cells. Ions flow directly through 
the connexons from one cell to the next . 

The works in this thesis focus entirely on interconnected neurons. Neurons are 
typically connected to one another by chemical synapses. Unlike electrical synapses, 
the intracellular spaces of the presynaptic neuron (the one sending the signal) and the 
postsynaptic neuron (the one receiving the signal) are not connected. Instead there is 
a space between the two neurons, called the synaptic cleft. When an action potential 
from the presynaptic neuron reaches the chemical synapse, it triggers the release of 
neurotransmitters that diffuse across the synaptic cleft . The neurotransmitters bind 
to neurotransmitter receptors in the postsynaptic neuron's cell membrane. This event 
triggers the opening of a type of ion channel called a ligand-gated ion channel. The 
newly opened ligand-gated ion channel in turn allows ions to enter the postsynaptic 
neuron and trigger a change in the postsynaptic neuron's transmembrane potential 
called a postsynaptic potential. Ligand-gated ion channels are similar to voltage
gated ion channels. The difference is that they open in response to the presence 
of neurotransmitters in the neurotransmitter receptors as opposed to changes in the 
transmembrane potential. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.5 . 

There are two main types of postsynaptic potentials: (i) excitatory postsynaptic 
potentials (EPSPs) and (ii) inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs). The type of 
postynaptic potential is determined, primarily, by the Nernst equilibrium potential 
of ion that travels through the ligand-gated ion channel. When a neurotransmitter is 
received by a ligand-gated ion channel, the ion channel opens and allows ions to flow 
as forced by the electrochemical gradient . If the electrochemical gradient forces a net 
influx of positive ions and increases the neuron 's transmembrane potential, an EPSP 
is generated. ESPSs make the cell more excitable since the transmembrane potential 
is now closer to the action potent ial threshold and will be able to fire an action 
potential in response to a smaller stimulus. Conversely, an IPSP is generated when 
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of signal transmission at a chemical synapse. Figure 12.14 
reprinted from Tortora and Grabowski (2003) . 

the net ionic movement across the membrane as a result of the opening of ligand-gated 
ion channels causes a hyperpolarization of the postsynaptic neuron. The net result of 
the influx of ions results in a decrease in the postsynaptic neuron 's transmembrane 
potential and a decrease in overall excitability. 

2.1.2 Models 

There are several computational models able to describe the behavior of the neural 
transmembrane potent ial using simple circuit elements. These models are all com
prised of capacitors, voltage sources and variable resistors. The two main models used 
in these works are: (i) the leaky integrate and fire model and (ii) the Hodgkin-Huxley 
model. 

2.1.2.1 The Leaky Integrate and Fire Model 

The leaky integrate and fire model is a very simple model of a neuron. The simplicity 
of the leaky integrate and fire model lies in the fact that it does not attempt to 
explicitly reproduce the specific shape of the action potential waveform. Instead, the 
model is divided into two parts: (i) a linear/passive circuit model and (ii) an ad 
hoc non-linear model for representing action potential generation. The passive linear 
circuit model can be seen in Figure 2.6. There are four main current pathways to 
the passive cell model (Koch, 1999) . The first is the membrane capacitance (em) 
which allows for t he gradual changes in the transmembrane potential in response to 
sustained stimuli as well as the gradual re-polarization of the membrane to rest. The 
second is the leakage pathway consisting of the membrane resistance (Rm) and the 
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membrane resting potential (Vrest). In the absence of other stimuli , this pathway will 
drive the model back to the cell 's resting potential. The third pathway is the injected 
current pathway, denoted by the t ransient current source (Iinj). This pathway is used 
when modeling current injection experiments. Otherwise, it can be ignored. 

The final type of current pathway is the synaptic pathway. There are several 
synaptic pathways shown in Figure 2.6. This is to account for the variable number 
of synaptic inputs for different neurons. All synaptic pathways are modeled the same 
way. They all consist of a variable, transient synaptic conductance (GsynJ t)) and a 
synaptic reversal potential (EsynJ. The value of Esynn determines whether or not we 
have an inhibitory, shunting or excitatory synaptic input (Plonsey and Barr, 2000). If 
Esynn is less than the cell 's resting potential, we have an inhibitory synapse. If Esynn 

is greater than the cell 's resting potential, we have and excitatory synapse. If Esynn 

lies around the resting potential, shunt ing inhibit ion occurs. 

+ 

Gsyn1 (t) ••• GsynN(t) 

E syn(1) Esyn(N) 

Figure 2.6: Circuit diagram of the linear, passive leaky integrate and fire model. 

The transmembrane potential is computed using 

(2.2) 
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This differential equation is obtained by performing a summation of all the cur
rents in the passive model. 

When the transmembrane potential crosses the t hreshold potential, an action 
potential is said to be generated and we switch to our non-linear model. The ad hoc 
non-linear model represents action potentials as delta functions. The transmembrane 
potential is set to a large value at the instant the action potential occurs and set to the 
resting potential for the duration of t he absolute refractory period to model refractory 
effects (Koch, 1999) . For an illustration of this process see Figure 2.7 below. 

The leaky integrate and fire model is useful tool for neural modeling in sit uations 
where we are concerned with the timing of action potential activity for lengthy stimuli. 
In t hese cases the specific shape of the action potential waveform is not of paramount 
importance. As such, the leaky integrate and fire model can be used as a reasonable 
approximation of neural activity while limiting the computational load required in 
simulations. 

2.1.2.2 Hodgkin-Huxley Model 

In the late 1940s Hodgkin and Huxley performed a series of voltage and space clamp 
experiments on squid axons in an attempt to create a model for representing the 
kinetics behind membrane currents. The experiments were performed under several 
assumptions (Koch, 1999) . Firstly, it was assumed that action potentials typically 
involve only two types of currents; ionic currents and capacitive currents. Second, 
t hat the ionic currents in open ion channels are linearly related to transmembrane 
potential via Ohm's law. Finally, t hat each ionic current could be represented as 
a maximum conductance multiplied by numerical coefficients representative of the 
fraction of open channels. Those constants are functions of gating particles which 
have one of two states; open or closed. This results in expressions of ionic currents: 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

A "voltage clamp" condit ion is obtained via an experimental setup that forces 
the membrane potential to a certain desired voltage. By fixing the transmembrane 
potent ial, Hodgkin and Huxley were able to separate the capacitive currents from the 
ionic currents. Space clamping was used to eliminate axial spatial dependence. It has 
the effect of keeping the potential along the entire axon uniform so that the resulting 
currents are radial. Space clamping is achieved by inserting a highly conductive axial 
conductor along the 8,.,'(on . 

These experiments resulted in a set of different ial equations for the sodium and 
potassium ion current dynamics. Of the two, the potassium model is simplest . The 
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Transmembrane Potential vs. Time Using Integrate-and-Fire Model 
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Figure 2.7: This plot shows a spiking neuron simulated using the integrate and fire 
model in response to an injected current. No synaptic inputs were simulated in this 
cell. The top plot shows the relative transmembrane potential (vm = Vm - Vrest)· Tref 
represents the absolute refractory period. Notice that the transmembrane potential 
is set to the resting potential after each generated action potential. Also, notice that 
the transmembrane potential is set to an arbitrarily high number when the threshold 
potential (vth) is crossed, indicating the generation of an action potential. The lower 
plot shows the injected current waveform. 
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potassium ionic current 's dynamics are described by four ident ical gating particles 
(n-particles). The gating particle n is called the potassium activation part icle. It 
is called an activation particle because it causes an increase in conductance with 
increasing depolarization. 9K represents the potassium ionic current conductance, n 
the potassium activation particle coefficient and Tn the gating particle time constant , 
gK the maximum potassium conductance, and noo is the steady state n value at the 
current transmembrane potential. In the model , the n variable can be described as 
the fraction of gating particles open and allowing ionic current flow. an and (3n are 
the rate constants and are dependant only on the relative transmembrane potential, 
Vm (= Vm - "Vrest )· 

9K(t, vm ) = gKn4(t , vm ) (2.5) 

dn noo - n 
(2.6) -

dt Tn 

an 
(2 .7) noo = 

an + (3n 

Tn = (an + (3n)- l (2.8) 

an = 
0.01(10 - Vm ) 

(2.9) exp lO-Vm - 1 
10 

- Vm 
(3n = 0.125 exp 80 (2.10) 

The model for sodium ion current dynamics is similar to the potassium model , 
but it depends on two different types of gating particles. The m particle models t he 
sodium activation particle. The h particle models the sodium inactivation particle 
because it causes a decrease in t he conductance in response to a depolarization. The 
mathematical expressions for the m and h gating particles are similar to that of t he 
n potassium activation particle. The full set of differential equations that describes 
their behavior are: 

(2.11) 

dm 
- = a (1 - m) - (3 m dt m m 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 
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am 
(2.14) moo = 

am + (3m 

Tm = (am + (3m)-l (2.15) 

hoo = 
ah 

(2.16) 
ah + (3h 

Th = (ah + (3ht
1 (2. 17) 

am = 
0.1(25 - vm ) 

-·1 (2.18) 
exp 25~;rn 

- Vm 
(2.19) (3m = 4 exp - 8-

1 

- v 
a h = 0.07 exp 20

m (2.20) 

( 30 - Vm ) 1 
(3h = exp 10 + 1 - (2.21) 

The complete Hodgkin-Huxley current model for a neuron is: 

em represents the membrane capacitance, 9m the membrane leakage conductance, 
Vrest the membrane resting potential and l inj the injected current. 

Using the set of differential equations described above , we can compute the result
ing membrane currents necessary to determine the transmembrane potent ial. This 
model, t hough more computationally intensive, is able to reproduce most of the phys
iological characteristics of neural t ransmembrane potential behavior (accurate action 
potential waveform shape, refractory period , hyperpolarization, etc .) to various ex
ternal stimuli (injected currents , synaptic inputs , etc.). 
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2.2 The Auditory System 

2.2.1 The Auditory Periphery 

The auditory periphery is the first stage of the auditory system. It is divided into 
three sections: (i) the outer ear, (ii) the middle ear and (iii) the cochlea. The auditory 
periphery 's main function is to convert the information of incoming sounds (inten
sity, frequency and direction) into electrical signals that are transmitted by neurons 
throughout the brain. An illustration of the anatomy of the auditory periphery III 

human beings can be seen in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8: The human auditory periphery. (Reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 
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2.2.1.1 The Outer and Middle Ears 

The outer ear consists of the pinna, the concha and the external auditory meatus. 
The outer ear provides the auditory system with two main functions : (i) providing 
pressure gain to the tympanic membrane and (ii) providing directionality cues to aid 
in t he process of sound localization. 

The pinna is a cartilaginous flange. It collects incoming sound waves over a larger 
area and funnels them through the resonant cavity, called the concha, and then into 
the canal (external auditory meatus) . The process of collecting all of these incoming 
sound waves and funneling them into the much smaller meatus canal results in an 
increase in pressure at the tympanic membrane. The complex shape of the external 
ear creates a frequency dependant sound pressure gain at the tympanic membrane. 
The m~'{imum gain in humans is typically 15-20 dB , with a broad peak centered 
around 2.5 kHz. In that frequency region, the length of the concha and meatus canal 
is approximately one quarter wavelength long which results in a dominant resonance. 

The complex shapes of the pinna and concha are also of tremendous importance 
in providing directionality cues for sound localization. A sound will have a larger 
intensity in the ear closest to its source. However , the intensity of the sound itself is 
not enough information to determine whether or not the source of the sound is above , 
below, behind or in front of the subject. The raised ridges of the pinna and concha 
cause unique reflections of sound waves into the external auditory meatus in a way 
that depends on the direction of the incident waves . Reflected waves will arrive in the 
meatus after direct waves and will result in interference (destructive or constructive 
depending on the direction). Figure 2.9 shows examples of t he effect the direction of 
an incident sound has on average pressure gain in the human external ear (A) and 
cat external ear (B). 

Once the outer ear has performed it 's pressure gain function, the sound waves 
enter the middle ear. The middle ear acts like a transformer to match the impedance 
of the external auditory meatus to the higher impedance of the cochlear fluids t hat 
follow. This prevents the reflection of incident sound from the cochlea. This process 
is performed, mainly, by the tympanic membrane and three small bones known as 
ossicles. These bones are called the malleus, the incus and the stapes. An illustration 
of their shape and orientation can be seen in Figure 2.10. 

Sound waves from the meatus strike the tympanic membrane and cause it to 
vibrate. This, in t urn, causes the malleus and incus to rotate together and transfer 
the force from the tympanic membrane. The malleus and incus are connected rigidly 
so that t he bones rotate together acting as levers. The force is then transferred to 
the stapes. The stapes is attached to a flexible window in the wall of the cochlea , 
known as the oval window. 

The anatomy of the middle ear achieves impedance matching by two principles. 
The first is that the area of tympanic membrane is much larger than that of the stapes 
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Figure 2.9: Figures show the effect the direction of a sound source has on pressure 
gain in humans (A) and cats (B). (A) A sound is presented to the human ear at 
different orientations in the vertical plane. Zero degrees indicates straight in front 
of the head . (B) The change in gain in the cat external resulting from changes in 
elevation of a sound source in the vertical plane. In both figures , zero degrees indicates 
a position straight in front of the head. Average sound pressure gain of the human 
and cat external ear is plotted against the frequency spectrum of a sound . (Figure 
2.2 reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 
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Figure 2. 10: Physiology of middle ear. Connection of tympanic membrane and ossicles 
(malleus, incus and stapes) to oval window shown. (Reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 

footplate. The force collected over the tympanic membrane is therefore applied to a 
much smaller area, result ing in an overall pressure increase at the oval window. T his 
is said to be t he primary method by which impedance matching is achieved in the 
middle ear (Pickles , 2008). The second principle is of the lever action of the ossicles. 
The arm of the incus is much shorter than t he arm of the malleus. This produces a 
lever action t hat increases the force and decreases the velocity at the stapes. 

By these simple principles, we would expect a constant pressure gain to be pro
duced by the middle ear. In actual fact, this is not the case. The transfer function of 
the middle ear in both humans and cats can be seen in Figure 2. 11 below. At lower 
frequencies t here is a lesser pressure gain in the middle ear . This can be attributed 
to the elastic stiffness of the tympanic membrane and the ligaments of t he middle 
ear bones. For a constant sound pressure level, the displacement of air is inversely 
proportional to the frequency of the sound. Lower frequencies will attempt to induce 
more motion in the tympanic membrane and ossicles which is partially counteracted 
by the elastic stiffness of t hat region. The effectiveness of the pressure gain at high 
frequencies is also slightly decreased. This is due to several factors. At high frequen
cies, it has been shown that the vibration pattern on the tympanic membrane breaks 
up into separate zones, reducing t he effectiveness of t ransmission. The ossicular chain 
also begins to flex at high frequencies, further reducing it's effectiveness. The max
imum of the middle ear transfer function occurs around 1 kHz. In t his frequency 
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region, t he aforementioned phenomena have t he minimum effect on the impedance 
matching function of t he middle ear. 
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Figure 2.11: Shows t he transfer functions of the middle ear in cats and humans. The 
figure shows pressure gain (dB) plotted as a function of frequency (kHz). Note that 
the cat middle ear is able to provide greater gain than the human middle ear at 
virtually all frequencies. The transfer function of the cat also has a slight dip in gain 
that occurs at the 4 kHz range of the frequency spectrum. (Figure 2.6 A reprinted 
from Pickles (2008)) 

Transmission through the middle ear can also be controlled by the middle ear 
muscles. The middle ear muscles are two striated muscles attached to the ossicles. 
The tensor tympani muscle attaches to the malleus near the tympanic membrane 
and the stapedius muscle attaches to the stapes from the wall of the middle ear. 
These muscles contract to increase the stiffness in the ossicular chain. By increasing 
the stiffness of the ossicular chain , we can reduce the transmission of low-frequency 
sounds. Several functions have been suggested for these muscles (Pickles, 2008): (i) 
contraction to loud sounds to prevent ear damage, (ii) attenuation of persistent , high
intensity, low-frequency stimuli and (iii) attenuating low frequencies to prevent the 
masking of high-frequency stimuli at high sound intensit ies. 

2.2.1.2 The Cochlea 

The cochlea is a seashell-shaped structure connected to the ossicles by t he stapes 
footplate (Figure 2.8). It is divided into three main regions, called scalae. The three 
scalae are the scala vestibuli , the scala tympani and the scala media. These regions 
spiral throughout t he cochlea maintaining their spatial orientations throughout the 
cochlea (Figure 2. 12) . The scala tympani and scala vestibuli are joined at t he apex of 
t he cochlea by an opening called the helicotrema. The scala media is separated from 
the scala vestibuli by Reissner's membrane and from the scala tympani by the basilar 
membrane. A cross-section of t he spiraling cochlear duct can be seen in Figure 2.13. 
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Co(hlN 

Figure 2.12: Illustration of the physiology of the cochlea. Note the spiraling cochlear 
duct. (Reprinted from universe-review.ca (2009)) 
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Figure 2. 13: Illustration of a cross-section of the spiraling cochlear duct. (Figure 
3.1B, reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 
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Each scala is filled with a form of fluid . The scala vestibuli and scala tympani are 
filled with a fluid called perilymph. Perilymph has an ionic concentration similar to 
extracellular fluid (high Na+ and low K+ concentration). The scala media is filled with 
endolymph. Endolymph is similar to intracellular fluid in ionic concentrations (low 
N a + and high K+ concentration) and is also at a high positive potential ( +80m V) 
(Pickles , 2008). This high potential is actively maintained by the stria vascularis. 

At the end of the scala vestibuli and scala tympani are two openings called the 
oval window and round window, respectively. The vibrations of the middle ear are 
transferred to the oval window by the stapes. This causes a displacement of fluid 
in the cochlea from the scala vestibuli , through the helicotrema and into the scala 
tympani . This fluid flow causes a wavelike displacement of the basilar membrane. 

Attached to the basilar membrane is the organ of Corti (Figure 2.14). The organ 
of Corti acts like an audio transducer, detecting the displacement of the basilar mem
brane and converting it to electrical signals for transmission to the connected auditory 
nerves. The organ of Corti 's shape is maintained by the rigid pillar cells that run 
along it 's length. The pillar cells end in the reticular lamina, the upper surface of the 
organ of Cort i at the tectorial membrane. The arch of the organ of Corti is supported 
by phalangeal cells. The inner phalangeal cells completely surround and support the 
inner hair cells (IHe). The outer phalangeal cells, or Deiter 's cells, hold the basal 
ends of the outer hair cells (OHC) . These outer phalangeal cells also extend up to 
the reticular lamina providing separation between outer hair cells. On the basal side 
of the outer hair cells are a group of supporting cells called Hensen's cells. Similarly, 
on the modiolar side of the organ of Corti is another group of supporting cells. 

Resting on the organ of Corti is the tectorial membrane. The tectorial membrane 
is a gelatinous and fibrous flap composed of collagens and tectorins (molecules unique 
to the inner ear). The tectorial membrane is only fixed on one end and is attached 
to the limbus. There are small processes, called t rabeculae or marginal pillars that 
extend from the tectorial membrane to the reticular lamina. The IHCs and OHCs 
are organized in rows running from the base of the basilar membrane to the apex. 
There are three to five rows of OHCs in humans. Protruding out of each hair cell 
are stereocilia. The longer stereocilia of the OHCs are embedded into t he bottom 
of the tectorial membrane. The stereocilia of the IHC fit into a raised groove in t he 
tectorial membrane called Hensen 's stripe. vVhen t he basilar membrane is deflected 
up and down, t he organ of Corti is pushed up into the tectorial membrane and causes 
a deflection of the stereocilia extending from the hair cells to the tectorial membrane. 
The deflection of these stereocilia causes the opening of ion channels in the stereocilia 
themselves (van Netten et al., 2008). 

In IHCs t he stereocilia are organized into a relatively straight pattern of three 
adjacent rows. The stereocilia of the OHCs are organized into three to five, closely 
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Figure 2.14: Illustration of t he organ of Corti. (Figure 3.1D, reprinted from Pickles 
(2008) ) 
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packed V-shaped rows. Electron micrographs of the organ of Corti, with the tecto
rial membrane removed, can be seen in Figure 2.15 for a further illustration of the 
arrangement of hair cells and their stereocilia. 

Figure 2.15: Electron micrographs of hair cells in the organ of Corti. (A) Shows the 
upper surface of the organ or Corti after the tectorial membrane has been removed. 
Clearly shown are the three rows of 0 H Cs (top) as well as the V-shaped pattern of 
their stereocilia. The row of IHCs as well as the straight orientation of their stereocilia 
is also shown (bottom). (B) The phlanges of Deiter's cells (e.g. arrow) are shown. 
In this micrograph, the supporting cells on the outer egde of the organ of Corti were 
removed. The micrograph shows a view looking inwards towards the modiolus. (C) 
A closer view of the straight rows of stereocilia in IHCs. (D) A closer view of the 
V-shaped rows of stereocilia in OHCs. (Figure 3.4, reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 

Illustrations of the cross-section of inner and outer hair cells can be seen in Figure 
2.16. Each type of hair cell is surrounded by a support ing structure of cells, as de
scribed earlier. Prot ruding from the top of each hair cell are the stereocilia. In both 
IHCs and OHCs, the tallest stereocilia are located furthest away from the modiolus. 
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The stereocilia are composed of packed actin filaments giving them a rigid structure 
so that they behave as levers as a result of mechanical deflection. The rows of stere
ocilia are connected by links at their tips and on their sides. This causes the rows of 
stereocilia to move together as a bundle when deflected , opening the mechanotrans
ducer channels. Some of the actin filaments protrude fur ther into the cell forming 
st ructures called rootlets. These rootlets connect to another actin filament struc
ture called the cuticular plate. This serves to form a rigid structure to attach the 
stereocilia to the hair cell body. At the basal end of each hair cell body are afferent 
and efferent nerve endings. The hair cell membrane near the nerve endings contains 
synaptic ribbons surrounded by synapt ic vesicles . The synaptic ribbon controls the 
release of neurotransmitters by the synaptic vesicles to ensure a coordinated release 
for reliable synaptic activat ion of afferent auditory nerve fib ers. The afferent nerve 
fibers project from the cochlea to the brain stem. 

c 

terminals (OCB) 

Figure 2.16: (A) An illustration of the organization of t he physiology of the stere
ocilia prot ruding from hair cells. (B) A cross sectional illustration of inner hair cell 
physiology. (C) A cross sectional illustration of outer hair cell physiology. (Figure 
3.5, reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 

Auditory nerve fib ers enter the organ of Corti through the central cavity of the 
cochlea, the modiolus and then t hrough t he spiral structure of t he cochlea. Afferent 
fib ers have their cell bodies in the spiral ganglion on the inner wall of the spiral lamina 
(see Figure 2.13). There are two types of afferent auditory nerve fib ers in the cochlea: 
(i) type I fibres and (ii) type II fibres. Type I fibres are myelinated and typically 
connect directly to the IRCs nearest to their point of ent ry from t he spiral ganglion. 
Type II fibres innervate ORCs. T heir axons take a less direct path. They enter from 
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the spiral ganglion, turn basally for approximately 5 hair cells t hrough the tunnel of 
Corti on the basilar membrane. They then spiral outwards among the rows of ORCs 
and connect to approximately 50 different hair cells, generally all in the same row. 
This can be seen in Figure 2.17. Efferent nerve fib ers innervating the ORCs tend to 
arise from the medial surface of the superior olivary complex. Those innervating the 
IRCs arise from the lateral region of the superior olivary complex. The connections of 
the efferent fibres on each type of hair cell are illustrated in 2.16 . Note that efferent 
fibres in IRCs do not connect directly to the cell body, but rather connect to the 
dendrites of the afferent fibres. 

Type 1/ 
......... 

Figure 2.17: Illustration of the innervation pattern of hair cells in the cochlea by AN 
fibers. The great majority of fibers (Type I fibers) innervate the IRCs directly. Type 
II fib ers are shown running basally for 0.6 mm after which they branch towards the 
ORCs, continue to run basally and connect to several ORCs in the same row. (Figure 
3.6, reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 

The basilar membrane (BM) plays an extremely important part in the processing 
of sounds. 'When the oval window is displaced by the stapes, the cochlear fluids are 
moved which causes a traveling wave along the basilar membrane. The traveling 
wave moves apically along the BM. The pattern and position of this traveling wave is 
dependant on the frequency of the stimulus. In response to a pure tone (sinusoidal) 
signal, the vibrations in the BM show a sharp peak confined to a narrow region. The 
location of that peak changes as the frequency of the signal changes. Righ frequency 
signals cause peaks closer to the base of the BM (near the stapes) and low frequency 
signals cause peak vibrations at the apex of the BM (near the round window). The 
shape of the traveling wave and the effect that frequency can have on position along 
the BM are illustrated in Figure 2.18. 
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Figure 2.18: This figure shows several t raveling waves along the basilar membrane. 
The relative amplit ude of basilar membrane (BM) vibrations at a part icular point 
along the BM are plotted over a range of frequencies. Above each wave is the dist ance 
of the recorded point measured from t he stapes. We see that each point is most 
responsive at a part icular frequency called the characteristic frequency (CF). The 
figure also shows that the membrane is more responsive to low frequency signals 
away from the stapes and to high frequency signals near the stapes. We also see that 
a point on the membrane does not vibrate significant ly to tones not near it's CF. 
(Figure 3.9, reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 

The response of the BM is also dependant on the intensity of the stimulus. Larger 
stimulus intensit ies tend to cause larger vibrations in the BM over a much larger 
area. This effect, however , is nonlinear. Figure 2.19 shows these behaviors. The plots 
show measurements of the vibrations of the basilar membrane at one point on the 
membrane. The figure on the left shows that , for low intensity signals, we see t hat t he 
BM vibrates only in response to a stimulus at a part icular frequency. As the intensity 
is increased, the size of the BM vibrations increases. 'vVe also see that the BM will 
vibrate in response to broader range of frequencies as well (Ruggero et al., 1997) . 
The figure on the right shows that this effect is non-linear. Event ually, increases in 
the intensity of the stimulus do not result in proportional increases in the vibration 
of the BM. 

The propert ies of basilar membrane just discussed are illustrated furt her in Figure 
2.20, in a plot called a t uning curve. It shows t he various combinations of stimulus 
frequency and stimulus intensity t hat result in identical displacements of the BM 
at a part icular point . The shape of this curve is extremely important in that hair 
cells and t he auditory nerve (AN) fib ers that innervate them have ident ical response 
propert ies. This implies t hat the propert ies of the BM are primarily responsible for 
the responses of AN fib ers. 

The hair cells provide the link between the mechanical response of BM and t he 
electrophysiological response of t he AN fib ers. As discussed earlier, the movement 
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Figure 2.19: These figures show the effect stimulus intensities have on the vibrations of 
the BM. (a) shows the amplitude of vibrations at a single point in response to several 
tones of different intensities. This particular point has a CF of approximately 10kHz 
and is indicated by the arrow. As stimulus intensity increases, the overall vibrations 
at the point is increased and the point becomes more responsive to a wider range 
of frequencies. (b) shows the BM gain plotted over frequency at a point . The fact 
that the curves do not overlap shows that the gain provided by the BM for increased 
stimulus intensity is not linear. At high intensities the BM actually attenuates the 
signal slightly whereas there is a significant gain at t he CF with low intensity signals. 
((a) Figure 3.11 A and (b) figure 3.13 B reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 
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Figure 2.20: Shows t he basilar membrane tuning curve for several different BM dis
placements. vVe see that larger displacements require larger overall stimulus intensi
ties. The thick line indicates the tuning curve of Al fibers with similar CFs. vVe see 
t hat the shape of AN fib er tuning curves is identical to that of the BM tuning curve. 
The BF at this particular point along the BM is indicated by the arrow. (Figure 3.11 
B reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 

of the BM causes the organ of Corti to move up against the tectorial membrane 
causing the deflection of the stereocilia protruding from the hair cells. The mechanical 
deflection of these stereocilia opens ion channels in the stereocilia (van etten et al., 
2008). The scala media is filled with endolymph , a high K + concentration fluid 
that has an electrochemical potential of approximately +80m V. The intracellular 
potential of the hair cells ranges from -45 to -70m V. The electrochemical gradient 
will thus force K+ ions from the endolymph into t he hair cell body. The result ing 
intracellular depolarization triggers the release of the neurot ransmitters that act ivate 
the efferent A-:\ fibers. Intracellular recordings of IHC potentials have shown the types 
of responses shown in Figure 2.21. Hair cell potentials are made of two elements, a 
DC component and an AC component. As stimulus frequency is raised , the AC 
component of the response decreases in amplitude relative to the DC component . 
This is due to the fact that the capacitance of the hair cell membrane produces 
low-pass filtering of the response with a cutoff of appoximately 1 kHz. 

2.2.2 Auditory Nerve Fibers 

AN fibers provide the means of communicating the information in auditory signals to 
the cent ral auditory system for processing. Their response properties are determined , 
primarily, by the BM, IHC and OHC response properties. AN responses to pure tone 
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Figure 2.21: Figures of inner hair cell voltage changes in response to various frequen
cies. As frequency (numbers on the far right of each curve) is increased, t he size of 
the a.c. component relative to the d.c. component decreases. (Figure 3.21 reprinted 
from Pickles (2008)) 
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stimuli are typically shown in the form of a post-stimulus-time-histogram (PSTH). A 
PSTH shows the number of spikes that occur in a particular time period of several 
repetitions of an applied auditory stimulus. A typical PSTH of an A fib er responding 
to a pure-tone stimulus can be seen in Figure 2.22 . We can see that AN fib ers produce 
a very sharp onset response when the tone is first presented. The response then drops 
sharply during t he first 10-20 ms after the stimulus is applied . The drop in activity 
then decreases extremely slowly for the remainder of the stimulus (Pickles , 2008). 
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Figure 2.22: Post-stimulus time histogram of an A fiber in response to a tone burst. 
Number of action potentials in each t ime bin are plotted against elapsed time. The 
duration of the tone burst is shown by the black bar below the elapsed time 3u'{is. AN 
fib er PSTHs in response to a tone stimulus are characterised by a sharp onset peak 
followed by a steep decline in firing rate leading to an eventual sustained fir ing period 
for the remaining duration of the stimulus. The action potentials in bins where a 
tone is not being presented represent the spontaneous firing behavior of the AN fib er. 
(Figure 4.3 reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 

We can see from the PSTH t hat A fibers still fire action potentials well after 
the stimulus tone has ceased being applied. This tendency of AN fib ers to fire action 
potentials even when there is no applied stimulus is called t he spontaneous behavior 
of an AN fibre. AN fib ers tend to fire spontaneously at a rate called the spontaneous 
rate (SR). The SR and characteristic frequency (CF) are the two variables that are 
used to characterize individual A fib ers . 

Recorded AN fib ers have shown a broad range of SRs which have been used to 
seprate t hem into t hree different groups: (i) high SR fibers (SR > 20 spikes/s) , 
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(ii) medium SR fib ers (0.5 < SR < 20 spikes/s) and (iii) low SR fib ers (SR < 0. 5 
spikes/s). Approximately, 25% of AI fibers are low and medium SR fib ers, with 
most of that group being low SR fib ers. The rest of the population of A fib ers are 
high spont fib ers whose mean SR is located at around 60-80 spikes/so The maximum 
recorded SR for an AN fib er , to date, is 120 spikes/s (Evans , 1972). Physiological 
studies have shown that differences in the spontaneous behavior of A fibers are due 
to specialization of the synapse between each fib er and the IRC. In addition, high 
SR fibers tend to be much thicker than other types of AN fib ers and they tend to 
innervate IRCs on their pillar (ORC) side. Low and medium SR fib ers are thinner 
and tend to innervate IRCs on the opposite side (Pickles, 2008) . 

Figure 2.23 below shows the tuning curves of AN fib ers with several different 
CFs. AN fiber tuning curves plot the firing thresholds (in dB SPL) of a particular 
AN fib er over a broad range of stimulus frequencies. The threshold is defined as 
the lowest intensity at which a detectable increase in firing rate, over the AN SR, 
is observed. 'While there are slight variations between the tuning curves of different 
AN fib ers, there are several common characteristics. The first is that each AN fib er 
tuning curve shows an absolute minimum threshold at CF. It is derived from the CF 
of the BM where the IRC innervating a particular AN fib er is located. The second 
feature common to all tuning curves is that they show an asymmetrical band-pass 
filter shape. Each tuning curve shows a bandpass region centered around a CF with 
a "tail" region in frequencies below CF. 

The tuning curves shown in Figure 2.23 show a variation in shape depending 
on t he CF of the Al fib er. Some fibers have thinner bandpass regions t han others 
implying some are more frequency selective than others. In order to quant ify this 
frequency resolution, a Q or "quality" factor is used. The QlO factor is defined as 

CF 
QlO=--

BW10dB 
(2.23) 

where B'vVlOdB is the bandwidth of t he AN fib er tuning curve at 10 dB SPL above t he 
CF threshold. A large QlO factor indicates a relatively narrow tuning curve bandwidth 
and thus a large level of frequency selectivity. Figure 2.24 shows the QIO factors of 
several AN fib ers plotted against their CFs. We can see that higher CF fib ers are 
more frequency selective than low frequency AN fibers. 

Figure 2.25 shows rate-intensity curves of AN fib ers with several different CFs 
and several different spontaneous rat es. Rate-intensity curves show the firing rate 
of an AN fib er plotted against the stimulus intensity for a tone stimulus. Vie see 
that t he rate-intensity relationship of A fib er responses has a non-linear , sigmoidal 
shape. At low stimulus intensit ies (around or below threshold) the rate-intensity 
relationship is constant near the SR of the fiber because t he applied stimulus is not 
yet strong enough to significantly excite the AN fiber. As the threshold is crossed, 
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Figure 2.23: Threshold tuning curves of different AN fibers with varying CFs. Tuning 
curves for two fibers wit h similar CFs are shown in each plot . A threshold tuning 
curve shows t he minimum t hreshold (in dB SPL) of excitation of the particular AN 
fiber for tone stimuli of varying frequencies. Common across all fibers is an overall 
minimum threshold at CF. Fibers with higher CF (such as t hat in the bottom right) 
have much thinnier regions of excitation around CF and prominint tails at frequencies 
below CF. The tuning curves shows that AN fibers are not responsive to tone stimuli 
with frequencies significantly greater than CF. (Figure 4.4 reprinted from Pickles 
(2008) ) 
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Figure 2.24: A fiber QlO values are plotted against CF for a large population of 
fib ers. QlO values can be seen to rise with rising CF indicating that fib ers with higher 
CFs have a greater degree of frequency selectivity than those with low CFs. (Figure 
4.6 B reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 

we see sharp increases in the AN fiber firing rate in response to increased stimulus 
intensity. Eventually, the rate-intensity curve begins to flatten out and saturates 
as stimulus intensity is increased because the AN fiber can no longer be driven any 
harder. The slope of the increasing region of the rate-intensity function is dependant 
on the frequency of the stimulus (as seen in Figure 2.25). At frequencies slighty 
above and below the CF of the fib er , the slope is fairly close to the one shown at CF 
however, the rate-intensity has a higher threshold. This is similar to the relationship 
shown by the tuning curves in Figure 2.23. At frequencies far below CF (e.g. in the 
"tail" region) , the slope is extremely low and it takes a very loud stimulus to drive 
AN fiber above threshold. The slope of the rate-intensity curve is also dependant 
on the SR of the fiber. Figure 2.25 shows that the slope of the rate-intensity curve 
decreases with SR. High SR fibers have a much lower dynamic range than low spont 
fibers. vVe can also see from this figure that high SR fibers have significantly lower 
thresholds of excitation than medium and low SR fibers (Pickles , 2008). 

vVhile AN fibers are most easily excited by tonal stimuli at their CFs, it is not 
always a CF tone that causes an A fiber to fire at its strongest possible rate. Figure 
2.26 shows iso-intensity curves for an AN fiber with a CF of approximately 2 kHz. 
Iso-intensity curves show the firing rate plotted against stimulus frequency for tones 
presented at an identical stimulus intensity. We see that at lower stimulus intensities 
the maximum firing rate achieved by the applied stimuli occurs at CF , as expected. 
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Figure 2.25: (Left) Rate-intensity curves of an A fib er with a CF of 16 kHz receiving 
tonal stimuli with a variety of frequencies. At the CF the AN fiber has its minimum 
threshold of excitation and saturates to its maximum firing rate most quickly. The 
rate-intensity curve is as steep for frequencies below CF. Above CF, the rate-intensity 
curves are much less steep. The behaviors are similar to the basilar membrane. 
(Right) Rate-intensity functions of several AN fib ers with different spontaneous firing 
rates , simulated at CF. Firing rate is plotted as a percentage of the maximum firing 
rate of each fib er. We see that fib ers with high spontaneous rates have significant ly 
lower thresholds and saturate much more quickly than fib ers with low spontaneous 
rates. (Figure 4.7 reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 
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However, at high stimulus intensities we see that the maximum firing rate occurs with 
a stimulus frequency around 1 kHz. This shift in the "best frequency" (BF) effect is 
reversed for AN fib ers with a CF below 1 kHz (Pickles , 2008) . 

Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 2.26: Iso-intensity curves of an AN fib er with a CF of approximately 2 kHz. 
Each curve on the figure represents the firing rate of the AN fib er in response to a 
variety of pure tone stimuli all presented at the same intensity. Intensit ies of each 
curve are noted next to each line. (Figure 4.8 B reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 

Studies of AN responses have shown an ability of fib ers to phase-lock to low
frequency stimuli (Johnson, 1980). This is illustrated in the period histograms shown 
in Figure 2.27. Period histograms are similar to PSTHs except that instead of plotting 
the occurence of spikes over the entire length of the presented stimulus, the occurence 
of spikes is plotted over the length of one period of the presented tonal waveform. 
The resulting period histogram resembles a half-wave rectified form of the applied 
stimulus. This is due to the nature of IHC responses to tone waveforms. They are 
most excitatory on the upwards push of the BM towards the scala vestibuli and 
hyperpolarize when the BM is deflected in t he opposite direction. A study by Palmer 
and Russell (1986) showed t hat phase-locking declines with a decrease in the a.c./d.c. 
ratio in the responses of IHCs. It appears that the average firing rate of an AN fiber 
is determined by the d. c. response of its IHC and its ability to synchronize to a tone 
is determined by how pronounced the a .c. response is from the d.c. response . The 
low-pass filtering of signals by the IHC membrane is the reason why AN fibers are 
only able to phase lock to low-frequencies. 

AK fibers do not have any inhibitory behaviors in their responses to tonal stimuli . 
However, an interesting phenomenon known as two-tone suppression occurs which can 
cause a decrease in the excitability of an AN fiber. T wo-tone suppression occurs when 
a suppressive tone is "turned on" during the presentation of an excitatory tone. This 
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Figure 2.27: PSTHs of a fib er activated by a low frequency tone (1100 Hz) at various 
stimulus intensities. Note the tendency of the of the AN fib er to fire only during 
one half of t he tone cycle and to fire more strongly as stimulus intensity is increased. 
Sinusoids of best fi t are shown on each PSTH. Note that t he overall firing rate does 
not increase after 70 dB as the AN fib er has reached its saturated firing rate . The 
saturation of the firing rate does not affect the ability of the fib er to phase lock to 
the tone stimulus. (Figure 4.9 reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 
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causes inhibition in t he response of an AN fiber as the result of a stimulus that , on its 
own, would not cause any inhibit ion (Pickles , 2008). Figure 2.28 shows a PSTH of an 
AN fiber that is undergoing two-tone suppression. We see that the response during 
the presentation of the suppressive tone is the opposite of that shown in Figure 2.22. 
At t he onset of t he suppressive tone there is significant suppression of the Al fiber. 
Gradually, the firing rate of the AN fib er increases as the suppressive tone cont inues , 
contrary to t he gradual decrease in sustained firing seen for a single tone. Once t he 
suppressive tone is removed, the typical onset and sustained behavior shown in Figure 
2.22 repeats itself as the inhibitory second tone is removed and the init ial excitatory 
tone takes over the response. This behavior arises from overlapping t raveling waves 
on t he BM. If the two tones are close enough in frequency such that their traveling 
waves overlap, then what results is a net attenuated t raveling wave and the perceived 
suppressed behavior. Two-tone suppression is a mechanism by which AN fibers can 
provide contrast to a signal buried in noise. 
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Figure 2.28: P STH of an AN fib er undergoing two-tone suppression. AK fiber is 
receiving a continuous excitatory tone over t he ent ire stimulus period. T he time
course of the suppressive tone is shown by the black bar at the bottom of the Figure. 

otice almost immediate drop in AN firing rate at the onset and the gradual increase 
in fi ring rate over the course of the suppresive stimulus. After the suppresive tone is 
removed, the AN fiber shows its typical onset behavior to t he continuous excitatory 
tone. (Figure 4. 13 reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 
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2.2.3 The Central Auditory System 

The auditory system is a symmetrical network of interconnected neurons in the brain 
that process auditory signals. There is an ident ical network of cells on each side of 
the brain that begins from the cochlea at each ear and ends at t he auditory cortex. 
The two networks are also interconnected to allow for sound localization. The audi
tory system is divided into five main parts: (i) the cochlear nuclei, (ii) the superior 
olivary complex (SOC) , (iii) the nuclei of the lateral lemniscus (1 LL) , (iv) the inferior 
colliculus (IC) and (v) the medial geniculate body (MGB) after which the network 
terminates at t he auditory cortex. An illustration of the ascending pathways of the 
auditory system can be seen in Figure 2.29. 

The system begins with AN fibers exiting the cochlea and projecting out to the 
cochlear nuclei. The works of this thesis focus on the responses of cells in the cochlear 
nuclei. A detailed description of the physiology and function of the cochlear nucleus 
can be found in section 2.2.4. After the cochlear nuclei, the auditory system is divided 
into two separate branches: (i) the binaural sound localization stream and (ii) the 
dorsal stream. 

The binaural sound localization stream projects ventrally in the ventral acoustic 
stria to the superior olivary complex on both sides of the brain where information 
about the t iming, intensity and vertical direction of sounds arriving at each ear are 
compared to localize the source of an auditory stimulus. The binaural sound local
ization stream has two divisions. The first division projects to the lateral superior 
olive (LSO) where the intensities of t he stimuli at each ear are compared. Fibers that 
project to the contralateral LSO are received directly from the cochlear nuclei or in
directly via synaptic inputs from t he medial nucleus of t he trapezoid body (MNTB) . 
The second division of the binaural sound localization stream projects to the medial 
superior olive (MSO) where interaural t ime differences are compared. The dorsal 
stream projects to the inferior colliculus (IC) on the other side of the auditory sys
tem and makes some terminals in t he nuclei of the lateral lameniscus ( LL) on the 
way. Many of the proj ecting cells in the dorsal stream arise from octopus cells that 
terminate at the ventral nucleus of the lateral lameniscus (VNLL). 

The superior olivary complex is composed of several subnuclei. The main com
ponents of the superior olivary complex are the LSO, the MSO and the MNTB. The 
LSO receives two major inputs: (i) direct , excitatory inputs from the AVC1 (primar
ily spherical bushy cells) and (ii) inhibitory inputs provided by synapt ic connections 
from cells in the MNTB which arise from globular bushy cells from the AVCN on the 
opposite side of the brain . Cells in the LSO fire in response to the difference in inten
sity of the sounds in each ear. An LSO cell fires at its maximum when an auditory 
stimulus is not present or extremely quiet at the opposing ear. As the intensity of the 
sound is increased in the opposite ear, the LSO cells firing rate decreases. When the 
sounds have equal intensity, the firing rate of an LSO cell approaches near zero levels 
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Figure 2.29: An illustration of the main ascending pathways of the brainstem are 
shown. AVCN, anteroventral cochlear nucleus; DCN, dorsal cochlear nucleus; DNLL, 
dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus; IC, inferior colliculus; LSO, lateral superior 
olive; MGB, medial geniculate body; MNTB, medial nucleus of the trapezoid body; 
MSO, medial superior olive; PVCN, posteroventral cochlear nucleus; VNLL, ventral 
nucleus of the lateral lemniscus. (Figure 6.12 reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 
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(Pickles, 2008). The MNTB, effectively, acts as a relay between spherical bushy cells 
in the AVCN on the opposite side of the brain and the LSO. The MSO receives direct 
innervation from spherical bushy cells of t he AVCN on both sides of the brain. MSO 
cells act as coincidence detectors by comparing the interaural t ime difference between 
auditory signals in each ear. MSO cells are primarily low-frequency cells that use dif
ferences in t he phase between incident signals at each ear to calculate the inter aural 
t ime difference. As the delay is increased between signals at each ear , so does t he 
firing rate of the MSO cell. A signal arriving at each ear at exactly t he same t ime and 
in phase will cause the cell to fire at a level near zero. As the difference in phase is 
increased , so does t he firing rate of the MSO neuron (Pickles, 2008) . Spherical bushy 
cells are ideal inputs to the MSO because they are able to phase-lock to low-frequency 
signals wit h greater efficacy than indivudual AI fibers. MSO cells provide synapt ic 
input to the dorsal nucleus of the laterallameniscus (DNLL) as well as the IC. 

Fibers extending from the SOC to t he IC run through a t ract known as t he lat
eral lemniscus which is subdivided into two nuclei: (i) the ventral nucleus of the 
lateral lemniscus (VNLL) and (ii) the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus. Some 
fib ers run directly through the lateral lemniscus to the IC and others enter after a 
synaptic terminal in either the VNLL or t he DNLL. The VI LL receives inputs from 
contralateral (opposing) AVCN neurons as ipsilateral (same side) MNTB neurons. 
The VNLL is not involved in binaural sound localization and instead seems to be 
primarily involved in temporal responses and extracting harmonic relations between 
stimuli . Many VNLL have responses similar to AVCN octopus cells which have sharp 
onset behaviors. The DNLL, on the other hand, is involved in binaural sound local
ization and receives inputs from the ipsilateral MSO, the LSOs of both sides and the 
contralateral cochlear nucleus (Pickles , 2008) . DNLL neurons are typically excited 
by contralateral stimuli and inhibited by ipsilateral stimuli. The DNLL serves to 
enhanse the contrast between t he responses to sounds sources localized in t he vert ical 
plane (Pickles, 2008). Both t he DNLL and VNLL provide significant inhibitory input 
to the IC. 

The IC is the main hub for t he auditory pathways from lower stages of the brain 
stem. T he IC is t he fi rst stage in t he auditory system where both t he sound local
ization and sound indent ification streams of the auditory pathway converge. Here 
information from both streams is combined to form responses that are significantly 
more complex than t hose of previous stages of the auditory system. T he IC is tono
topically organized and receives cells from several stages of the auditory system with 
identical frequencies in the same region. The variety of response types of IC cells 
is vast. Not only can cells be characterized by their responses to a wide variety of 
frequncies, but IC cells in the same tonotopic region have shown significant varia
tion in responses indicating t hat there is fur ther cell specialization orthogonal to the 
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frequency region (Pickles, 2008) . IC cells have shown responses with mult iple excita
tory and inhibitory regions. IC cells have also shown that the sizes and locations of 
each region can be changed temporally due to inhibitory and excitatory interactions 
of surrounding neurons and input neurons. IC neurons project to the MGB. Some 
neurons project through the IC to the MGB without terminating in between. 

The MGB is the final stage of the auditory system before the auditory cortex 
(AC). It both sends and receives significant inputs to the AC which indicates t hat 
they can be grouped together as a functional unit (Pickles , 2008). MGB cells have 
shown a large variety of responses , such as onset , offset, on-off or sustained excitation 
and inhibit ion. Many MGB neurons have extremely narrow tuning curves , even at 
high stimulus intensities. The tuning curves of MGB neurons have shown to be 
significantly narrower than t hose of AN fibers. This indicates that the )\11GB plays a 
role in maintaining frequency contrast regardless of stimulus intensity. Part of this 
sharp contrast is due to inhibitory inputs between adjacent MGB neurons. 

The AC is the final and most complex part of the auditory system. Here all aspects 
of sound are processed , including localization. The responsiveness of the AC at any 
point in time is hypothesized to reflect the current behavioral state of the animal wit h 
the neuronal reponses being modified so that a larger port ion of the cortex is devoted 
to stimuli of part icular significance (Pickles , 2008). 

The various stages of the auditory system also project to non-auditory sections of 
the brain to induce reponses such as the t ightening of t he middle ear musle to protect 
against loud stimuli , the fast contract ion of both facial and body muscles in response 
to a sudden acoustic stimulus and changes in orientation towards the source of an 
acoustic stimulus. 

2.2.4 The Cochlear Nucleus 

The cochlear nucleus (CN) of the brain is heavily involved in the process of sound 
localization in both the horizontal and vert ical planes. Sounds are localized in t he 
horizontal plane by comparing t he difference in arrival t ime and sound pressure level 
at each ear . In the vert ical plane, sounds are localized by detecting spectral notches 
in the signal that arise from the directionally dependant deflection of sound waves in 
the pinna. The neural circuit ry in the Cl is able to detect t hese features for sound 
localization. In addit ion to aiding in the sound localization process , CN cells also have 
certain propert ies which are involved in enhancing incoming auditory stimuli . Several 
of the cell types in the CN have inhibitory sidebands. These inhibitory sidebands can 
play an important role in enhancing spectral contrast in signals buried in noise by 
accent uating predominant frequencies in a signal and attenuating surrounding noisy 
regions. Fluctuations in amplitude modulated signals can also be emphasized by 
cells in the CN. Many cells in the VC can phase-lock to tone stimulus with greater 
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precision than an individual A fiber (Johnson, 1980). Changes in amplitude are 
then reflected in the overall firing rate of the cell. Other cells that receive a large 
number of AN inputs can reflect changes in the overall envelope of a signal by changes 
in their firing rates (Pickles , 2008). 

The C is divided into three sections: (i) the anteroventral cochlear nucleus 
(AVCN), (ii) the posteroventral cochlear nucleus (PVCN) and (iii) the dorsal cochlear 
nucleus. The orientation of these sections can be seen in Figure 2.30. AN fib ers, of 
both types , enter the cochlear nucleus from the cochlea and branch to each of the 
three sections. The fib ers are "tonotopically" arranged based on the CFs of the inci
dent fib ers (illustrated in Figure 2.30) . Each region contains different cell types which 
perform different functions. 

2.2.4.1 The Ventral Cochlear Nucleus (VCN) 

The AVCN is composed of bushy cells. Bushy cells are divided into two cell types: 
(i) spherical and (ii) globular. Spherical bushy cells receive an average of three AN 
nerve fib ers per cell and have synapt ic terminals called end bulbs of Held (Ryuogo and 
Parks, 2003) . Endbulbs of Held surround bushy cells and have many synaptic contacts 
(Figure 2.31). These synaptic contacts provide extremely reliable transmission of 
synaptic inputs with minimal synaptic delay. This is essential for the detection of 
precise timing information required in binaural sound localization (Pickles, 2008). 
The nature of these synaptic connections gives response properties similar to those 
of primary AN fib ers. As such, spherical globular cells are said to have primary-like 
responses . The spherical globular cells proj ect to the medial superior olivari (MSO) 
nuclei on both sides of the brain for coincidence detection of sounds. Globular bushy 
cells receive a larger number of auditory nerve inputs (between 4 to 40). They have 
smaller, modified end bulbs of Held as synaptic terminals. The larger number of Al 
inputs gives globular cells a higher probability of firing with the onset of a stimulus 
which gives what is known as a primary-like with notch response (Pickles, 2008). 
Globular bushy cells project along the pathway to the contralateral lateral superior 
olive (LSO) , where the sound intensities of stimuli are compared. 

The PVCN has four major types of cell: (i) globular bushy cells (as described 
above), (ii) octopus cells, (iii) T-stellate cells and (iv) D-stellate cells. Octopus cells 
are large cells with a complex structure (seen in Figure 2.32). They fire strongly at 
the onset of a stimulus, producing what is called an onset response. Octopus cells 
have an extremely low input resistance and short time constants which cause synaptic 
potentials to decay quickly. They receive a range of AN fib er inputs and only fire in 
response to several coincident AN fib ers (Oertel et al., 2000). They tend to respond 
best to broadband stimuli , such as clicks and are extremely useful in the process 
of coincidence detection. Octopus cells project to t he contralateral ventral nucleus 
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Figure 2.30: This figure shows the three regions ofthe cochlear nucleus (CN). Projec
tion of incident auditory nerve fibers throughout the CN are shown. The tonotopic 
organization of the projecting fibers is also illustrated. (Fig. 9, reprinted from Ryuogo 
and Parks (2003)) 
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Figure 2.31: Morphology of the end bulb of Held in mammals . Endbulbs of Held 
surround bushy cells and provide many parallel synaptic terminals for an incident 
Al fib er. (Fig. 3, reprinted from Ryuogo and Parks (2003)) 

of the lateral lemniscus (VNLL) and the superior paraolivary nucleus (SPN) , which 
provide significant inhibit ion to the inferior colliculus (IC) (Cant and Benson, 2003). 
Of the two types of stellate cells, T-stellate cells account for the majority ('"'-'95%) of 
the population (Pickles, 2008). Stellate cells are given their name due to t he shape 
of projection of their dendrites around the cell. T-stellate cells fire repetitively in 
response to a sustained stimulus at a rate unrelated to the frquency of the stimulus. 
This is called a sustained chopped response and is typified by a sharp init ial peak 
followed by a series of declining peaks that eventually flatten out in height (Pickles, 
2008). These cells have narrow excitatory bandwidt hs surrounded by wider inhibitory 
bands and can encode a narrow stimulus in a noisy background. T-stellate cells are 
also called T-mult ipolar or Type I multipolar cells and project to the DCN as well 
as the IC, the SPN and the dorsomedial periolivary nucleus (DMPO) (Cant and 
Benson, 2003). D-stellate cells produce an onset chopper response. This is similar to 
a sustained chopper response only it lacks t he sustained firing over the length of the 
stimulus. This is due to a delayed inhibition of the cell from other neurons (Pickles , 
2008). D-stellate cells receive AN inputs over a broad range of frequencies and are 
only responsive to broadband signals. They project to the DCN where they provide 
wideband inhibition. D-stellate cells provide direct inhibition to T-stellate cells to 
form t he inhibitory sidebands that characterize their responses (Ferragamo et al. , 
1998). D-stellate cells are also called Type II mult ipolar cells. 

Neural response properties are often shown in the form of a post-stimulus t ime 
histogram (PSTH) which indicates the number of act ion potentials fired within a cer
tain period of time in response to several repetitions of a stimulus. The PSTHs of the 
VCN cells described above are shown in Figure 2.33 to provide a visual representation 
of the response propert ies discussed. 
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Figure 2.32: This figure shows the morphology of an octopus cell . (Figure 6.5, 
reprinted from Pickles (2008)) 
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Figure 2.33: This figure shows the post-stimulus time histograms (PSTH) of the 
various responses found in the VC . (Figure 3.1 , reprinted from Oertel et al. (2002)) 
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The ability of bushy cells to a achieve a greater degree of synchrony wit h a low
frequency stimulus than AN fib ers makes them ideal for coincidence detection of 
signals. T he low membrane resistance and short time constants of bushy cells allows 
them to detect t he time difference in two ears as small as lOJ.ts (Pickles, 2008) . 

2.2.4.2 The Dorsal Cochlear Nucleus (DCN) 

The DeN is made up of layers of cells characterized by the types of cells they contain. 
The DeN is divided into three regions arranged from outermost to innermost: (I) the 
superficial or molecular layer , (II) the pyramidal cell layer and (III) the deep layer 
(Young and Oertel, 2004). Each layer is tonotopically organized in parallel to it's 
preceding layer. Figure 2.34 shows the different regions of the DeN, their relative 
posit ion in the e N and the tonotopic organization. 

---_ ... 

Lower F,eq~f'>nces 

Figure 2.34: (A) shows the locations of the various regions of t he DeN. (B) shows 
the location of all of the regions of the cochlear nucleus. (e) is an illustration of the 
tonotopic organization of the regions of the DeN. ((A) Figure 1, (B) figure 2 and (e) 
figure 3e reprinted from Ryugo and May (1993)) 

The superficial layer is comprised of granule cell axons and some of populations 
of small neurons. Granule cell axons are afferents to the DeN that provide inputs 
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orthogonally to AN fibers. The pyramidal cell layer is comprised primarily of pyra
midal cells and cartwheel and granule cells. The deep layer contains the A fib ers , 
the other afferent to the DC , as well as giant cells and vertical cells (Young and 
Oertel, 2004). Pyramidal cells and giant cells are the two forms of principal cells 
in the DCN. They are called principal cells because they integrate inputs from both 
types of afferents and are the primary output from the DCN. 

Pyramidal (or fusiform) cells have dendrites extending to both the molecular and 
deep layers of the DC . They form a band along the pyramidal cell region of the DCN 
receiving inputs from both AN fib ers and the afferents in the molecular layer. They 
produce pauser and buildup responses to stimuli. Pauser responses have an onset 
spike, followed by a pause. Buildup responses show a slow buildup in spike activity in 
a response to a stimulus. The PSTHs of both of these responses can be seen in Figure 
2.35. Fusiform cells project directly to the IC where they provide sound localization 
information (Cant and Benson, 2003) . 
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Figure 2.35: This figure shows the post-stimulus time histograms of the pauser and 
buildup responses seen in pyramidal cell in the DCN. (Figure 6.7 reprinted from 
Pickles (2008)) 

Cartwheel cells are inhibitory interneurons that receive inputs from granule cells. 
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Their dendrites project to the molecular layer of the DCN and they contact pyramidal, 
giant and other cartwheel cells. Intracellular recordings have shown some cartwheel 
cells respond strongly to sounds and others respond weakly. Animals with a lack of 
cartwheel cells have not shown a change in DCN cell responses and it is hypothesized 
that they provide nonauditory information to the DCN (Young and Oertel, 2004) . 
Giant cells are large, multipolar cells located in the deep layer. Their dendrites are 
large and sparse and cross isofrequency slices. Giant cell axons project to pyramidal 
cells in the molecular layer as well as to the IC . Vertical cells are inhibitory interneu
rons in the deep layer. Their dendrites extend to the pyramidal cell layer and some 
project back to stellate cells in the VCN tonotopically to VC cells with similar BFs. 
Vertical cells that project back to the VCN are call tuberculoventral cells. Granule 
cells receive major inputs from the parallel fib ers and provide excitatory output to 
the DCN in the molecular layer. They provide excitation across isofrequency slices 
in the molecular layer. 

The complex internal circuitry of the DCN is summarized in Figure 2.36. Here we 
can see the various layers of the DCN and the interconnections between all of the main 
DCN cell types. The types of interconnections are also noted with (+) indicating an 
excitatory connection and (-) and inhibitory connection. D-stellate cells from the 
PVCN have also been seen to project to the DCN to provide inhibitory input (Cant 
and Benson, 2003; Doucet and Ryugo, 1997) . Experimental results have shown that 
these complex interactions can be used to control pyramidal cell plasticity (Oertel 
and Young, 2004). 

DCN cell responses are typically described by what are called response maps 
(RM). RMs are intensity versus level matrices that indicate if a neuron is in an 
excitatory or inhibitory state. An excitatory state implies that the neuron is firing 
action potentials at a significantly higher rate than it 's average spontaneous rate in 
response to a stimulus. An inhibitory state is the exact opposite. DCN neurons, 
generally have a best frequency (BF) which is the frequency in which they are most 
easily excited. The main response types of cells found in the DCN can be seen in 
Figure 2.37. While the specific shapes of each response can vary from neuron to 
neuron , the inhibitory and excitatory regions that characterize each response are 
generally present. 

The type IV response is typical of most DCN principal cells in cats. Type II 
responses are most commonly recorded from vertical cells in the DCI ~. Type III 
responses have been recorded from principal cells in the DCN. They differ from type 
II responses in that they have some spontaneous activity and respond equally well 
to both broadband noise as they do to pure tones (Oertel et al. , 2002). The main 
causes for the nonlinear responses of principal DCN cells can be explained, chiefly, 
by two inhibitory interactions: (i) narrowband inhibition provided by the vertical 
cells and (ii) wideband inhibition provided by the D-stellate cells in the VCN. Cross 
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veN 

Figure 2.36: This figure shows the interconnections of all of the cell types in the DeN 
neural circuit . (+) indicates an excitatory connection and (-) indicates an inhibitory 
connection. ML is the molecular layer , FeL is pyramidal cell layer, DL is the deep 
layer, DeN is the dorsal cochlear nucleus and VeN is the ventral cochlear nucleus. 
(Figure 3 reprinted from Oertel and Young (2004)) 
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Figure 2.37: These figures shows the common response maps of each type of DCl 
cell response. Figures A-E are organized in increasing order of inhibition. Purely 
excitatory responses are typically found in the AVCN. Cells with greater amounts of 
inhibition (D-E) are predominant ly found in the DCN. A question mark deliniates a 
feature that is not necessarily present in all cells of that type. (Figure 6.9 reprinted 
from Pickles (2008)) 
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correlation experiments have shown a decrease in probability of discharge in type IV 
neurons following a discharge in a type II neurons with similar BF indicating direct 
inhibit ion (Oertel et al., 2002). The onset chopper responses of D-stellate cells have 
the exact characteristics to cause the sideband inhibit ion in type II cells as well as 
the inhibitory response to notch noise exhibited by type IV neurons. The interactions 
of the various cells are summarized in the DC circuit in Figure 2.38 and form the 
basis of the computational models of t he DCN that will be used in this study. The 
GABAergic neuron, cartwheel neuron and granule cell inputs shown account for the 
addit ional internal circuit ry discussed earlier. 

<::> Excitatory 
_ Inhibitory 

Best frequency )I 

Figure 2.38: This figure shows a schematic for a DCI principal cell. All excitatory and 
inhibitory connections are shown as per the legend. IV, is a type-IV DCN cell; II , is 
a type II cell; \VBI, represents wideband inhibit ion ; GABA, represents a GABAergic 
neuron; gr , is a granule cell. (Figure 5. 11 reprinted from Oertel et al. (2002)) 

Our earlier discussion of the outer and middle ear revealed that the pinna int ro
duces spectral notches in an incident signal dependant on the location of the source 
in the vert ical plane. Behavioral studies with cats have confirmed the location of t he 
first spectral notch in a broadband signal arriving at t he eardrum as being a key fea
t ure used by cats to localize sounds in the vertical plane (Oertel et al., 2002) . Recent 
studies have shown t hat type IV units in the DC are highly responsive to the rising 
edges of spectral notches in a signal, confirming the involvement of the DCN as a key 
part of sound localization in the vertical plane (Reiss and Young, 2005). 
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Chapter 3 

The Effects of Hearing Loss on 
Modeled Neurons in the DCN 

This chapter out lines the computational studies undertaken to explore the effects 
of hearing loss in the auditory periphery on modeled DCN neurons. Results are 
compared to a physiological study performed by Ma and Young (2006) in order to 
determine if changes in DCN cell reponse properties arise from changes in the auditory 
periphery or plastic changes in the brainstem. The chapter begins with descriptions 
of the Carney (1993) and Zilany and Bruce (2007) models of the auditory periphery 
followed by a descript ion of the Zheng and Voigt (2006) model of primary neurons in 
the DCN. A descript ion of the implementation of the Zheng and Voigt (2006) model 
used in these works as well as a discussion of some of t he difficult ies faced follows. 
DCN neurons modeled using both the Carney (1993) and Zilany and Bruce (2007) 
models as input are compared and the sources of discrepancies found . A set of Zheng 
and Voigt (2006) model parameters capable of producing physiological responses using 
Zilany and Bruce (2007) model AN inputs is presented. Hearing impairment in t he 
auditory periphery is t hen modeled using the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model and t he 
effect on simulated DCN cells is shown and compared to physiological results. 

3.1 Models of the Auditory Periphery 

T wo separate models of t he auditory periphery were used in the following works: t he 
Carney model and t he Zilany and Bruce model. The differences between the two will 
be discussed below. 
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3.1.1 The Carney Model 

The Carney (1993) model of the auditory periphery was developed in an attempt to 
model the temporal and average-rate characteristics of AN fib er responses, as well 
as t he change on t hose characteristics as a function of stimulus intensity. The model 
attempts to model t he following main components of the auditory periphery: (i) the 
mechanical tuning of the basilar membrane, (ii) inner hair cell (IRC) transduction and 
(iii) the IRC-AN synapse (adaptation, stochastic spike generation and refractoriness). 

Figure 3. 1 shows a schematic of the Carney model (Carney, 1993) . The first stage 
of the model is time-varying narrowband filter that is designed to reproduce the effects 
of the mechanical tuning of the basilar membrane. The filt er implementation is that 
of a gammatone filter with a variable bandwidth. An example of a gammatone filter 
impulse response in bot h t he t ime and frequency domain can be found in Zhang et al. 
(2001 ). T he bandwidt h is varied by means of a feedback loop to the fil ter. The first 
stage of the feedback loop is an asymmetrical compressive non-linearity. This non
linearily is designed to have no effect at low SPL levels, have an increasing effect from 
about 30 to 90 dB SPL and then saturate for high signal intensit ies similar to the 
effects of broadened tuning in AN fiber tuning curves. Following t he asymmetrical 
compressive non-linearity is a low pass filter to introduce a delay to the effects of 
the compressive non-linearity. The feedback signal is then scaled and biased from 
volts to seconds and then used as a control signal for the gammatone fil ter to control 
its bandwidth. The next stage of the model is a traveling wave delay to model the 
measured latencies of AN fibers . 

The IRC is the next stage of the Carney (1993) model and is modeled as a saturat
ing non-linearity followed by two low pass filters. The non-linearity is a characteristic 
of the input/output relationships of measured IRCs. The low pass filters are there 
to model the electrical filtering of the IRC membrane. Following this stage, we reach 
the IRC-AN synapse portion of the model. The signal from the previous stage of 
the model is used to drive a time-varying Poisson process spike generator. The spike 
generator has a feedback loop that is used to model effects of refractoriness. Refrac
toriness was modeled as an absolute refractory period of 0.75ms follow by a gradual 
decay of the discharge-history effect which lasts for about 40-50ms. 

The Carney (1993) model is able to reproduce t he temporal and average-rate 
characteristics of Al fib ers in cats with low frequency CFs in response to tonal and 
more complex auditory stimuli . For higher frequencies, however , the model loses 
its ability to accurately model A fiber responses to acoustic stimili. The model is 
also unable to model some of the non-linearit ies present in the responses of low-SR 
AN fib ers. As well , the Carney model does not model frequency glides, two tone 
suppression, peak splitting and lacks t he ability to model the effects of hair cell loss 
on the responses of AN fib ers. 
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Figure 3.1: This figure shows a schematic for the Carney (1993) model ofthe auditory 
periphery. See text for details of elements of model. NL, is a non-linearity; LP, is a 
low-pass filter. (Figure 1 reprinted from Carney (1993)) 
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Figure 3.2: This figure shows a schematic of the Zilany and Bruce (2006) model of the 
auditory periphery. See text for details of elements of model. NL, is a non-linearity; 
LP, is a low-pass filter ; CF, characteristic frequency; INV, invert ing non-linearity. 
(Figure 1 reprinted from Zilany and Bruce (2006) ) 

3.1.2 The Zilany-Bruce Model 

The Zilany and Bruce (2006, 2007) model of the auditory periphery in cats is a 
robust computational model capable of modeling a broader range of physiological 
phenomena of AN fib er responses than the Carney (1993) model. This model is also 
able to recreate the effects of hearing impairment. A full schematic of the various 
stages of the model can be seen in Figure 3.2. 

The first stage of the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model is a middle ear (ME) filter . 
This filter is a simplified version of the ME model proposed by Bruce et al. (2003) 
and is implemented as a second order system of t hree cascading digital filters. This 
fil ter reproduces the transfer function of the middle ear in cats, including the dip in 
pressure gain at 4 kHz arising from acoustic resonances in the bulla. 

The model then separates into three parallel pathways: (i) the control path filter 
pathway, (ii) the C1 filter pathway and (iii) the C2 filter pathway. The cont rol path 
fil ter pathway models the active processes in the cochlea and is divided into several 
stages. The first is a time-varying gammatone fil ter that allows for the reproduction 
of two-tone suppression effects. The filter has a higher center frequency and wider 
bandwidth than the C1 filter . The filter's center frequency corresponds to a shift of 
1.2mm basal to the fiber CF along the BM. The control path filter then feeds into 
an OHC Boltzman non-linearity followed by an OHC low-pass fil ter with a cut-off 
frequency of 600 Hz. The output of the low-pass filter is passed to a nonlinear function 
that converts the output to time-varying coefficients in the C1 filter and control path 
filters. The net result of this pathway is to control the function of the C1 filter so 
that it be behaves linearly at low and high stimulus intensities, while producing the 
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compressive and suppressive cochlear nonlinearities at moderate intensit ies. 
The C1 fil ter models the tuning propert ies of the BM. It consists of two second

order poles and a first-order pole, their complex conjugates and a fifth-order zero on 
the real axis similar to a filter proposed by Tan and Carney (2003). The placement 
of the poles and zeros is based on several physiological phenomena. The first being 
the CF dependant shape of AN fib er tuning curves. The filter also reproduces the 
frequency glides seen in the impulse response of the BM. Finally, the compressive 
and suppressive nonlinearity resulting from the active processes in the cochlea. To 
reproduce these phenomena, the poles and zeros of the C1 filter are placed based on 
the CF of the simulated AN fib er and its Q10 values. Poles and zeros are then shifted 
based on the inputs provided by the control path. 

The C2 fil ter is parallel to the C1 filter and is important in modeling responses 
at high intensities both for normal hearing and hearing impairment. The C2 filter 
is modeled as the broadest possible C1 filter (i.e. as the shape of C1 filter when the 
ORCs are completely impaired). The shape of the filter is based on physiological 
studies. The C2 filter 's function is independant of ORC funtion and its shape is 
invariant over time. 

The function of the IRC is modeled using the sum of the C1 and C2 filter pathways. 
The outputs of both the C1 and C2 filters are passed through separate t ransduction 
functions. The C1 transduction function is the same as that of Bruce et al. (2003) 
and is modeled as a logarithmic compressive function. The C2 transduction function's 
shape is designed to follow Kiang's two-factor cancellation hypothesis (Kiang, 1990) . 
It is symmetrical and inverted with respect to the C1 transduction function . The slope 
of growth of the C2 transduction function is also double that of the C1 transduction 
function . The outputs of each transduction function are summed and then passed 
through a low-pass filter to give the IRC potential. The low-pass fil ter is a seventh
order fil ter with a cutoff frequency of 3800 Rz to match the decrease in pure-tone 
synchrony of fibers as their CFs increase. 

After the IRC low-pass filter , the resulting signal is sent to the IRC-AN synapse 
model. The model is based on the work of Zhang et al. (2001) and models the 
spontaneous rate, adaptation properties and rate-level behavior of the simulated AN 
spike trains. Spike discharge times are produced by a renewal process driven by the 
synapse model that incorporates refractory effects. The implementation is similar to 
that of Zhang et al. (2001) and Bruce et al. (2003). 

The effects of hearing impairment are modeled using the CIHC and COHC scaling 
factors. These scaling factors take on values from 0 to 1 where 0 implies complete 
impairment and 1 represents healthy function. COHC is introduced in the control path 
output. As COHC is decreased, the C1 fil ter 's bandwidth is increased (broadened 
t uning) and gain is decreased (elevated threshold) to recreate the effects of ORC 
impairment on AN fiber responses. ·When substantial IRC impairment occurs , the 
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responses of IHCs tend to be dominated by the C2 filter properties. To model these 
effects, t he CIHe scaling factor is introduced to attenuate the C1 filter signal as 
impairment is increased. 

3.2 Zheng and Voigt DeN Model 

The DCN model used in these works was developed by Zheng and Voigt (2006). The 
model consists of a network of five different cell types. A schematic for the model is 
shown in Figure 3.3. The five cell types are pyramidal cells (P-cells), type II cells (12-
cells) , wideband inhibitor cells (W-cells) , auditory nerve fib er inputs (AN-fibers) and 
non-specific afferents. The non-specific afferents in this model represent the inputs 
provided to DCN pyramidal cells by GABAergic neurons, cartwheel cells and granule 
cells (as discussed in 2.2.4.2). This network model is based on the anatomical model 
shown in Figure 2.38. The model is organized into 800 iso-frequency slices spaced 
0.005 octaves apart with each cell in the same slice having an identical BF. 

The Zheng and Voigt (2006) model is able to produce the various forms of pyra
midal cell responses with simple changes to the connection parameters in the cell net
work. The connection parameters are: (i) number of inputs, (ii) connection strength 
and (iii) bandwidth of input cell BFs. The connection scheme of the DCN neural 
network is shown in Figure 3.4. Cell B is the cell being modeled and cell A is the 
input cell. Each connection between B and A is determined by the total number of 
A cells inputing to B (NA->B ) , the bandwidth of slices of A that provide input to B 
(BW A->B) and the offset of that input bandwidth (CA->B ). For example, say we are 
modeling an I2-cell with a BF of 5kHz and we set BW A->B = 2 oct , NA->B = 20 and 
CA-> B = 1 oct as the connection parameters for our AN inputs. That means that our 
12 cell will have 20 AN inputs with CFs spead over a bandwith of 2 octaves, centered 
around 10kHz (i .e., 20 AN inputs with CFs between 5kHz and 20kHz). Incident 
action potentials to cell B are modeled as step increases in variable conductance of 
(J A -> B followed by an exponential decay with time contant T A->B . 

The neuron circuit model used of modeled DCN cells is based on t he MacGregor 
(1987) neuromine. This model consists of a membrane capacitance, leakage con
ductance, a potassium channel branch and branches for each excitatory/inhibitory 
connection. The circuit model can be seen in Figure 3.5 . 

The following set of equations describe the MacGregor (1987) neuromine: 

Tm d~m = - Vm - gdVm - EId - gexCv';n - Eex) - gin(Vm - Ein) (3.1) 

dgK 
TK-

d 
= -gK + bK 5 (3.2) 

t 
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Figure 3.3: This figure shows a schematic for a patch of the Zheng and Voigt (2006) 
DCN principal cell model. All excitatory and inhibitory connections in a single fre
quency slice are shown. P-cells represent DCN pyramidal cells; 12-cell represent type 
II units ; W-cells are wideband inhibitors; Al -fibers are the auditory nerve inputs . 
(Figure 1.a reprinted from Zheng and Voigt (2006)) 
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Figure 3.4: This figure shows the connection scheme between cell types in the Zheng 
and Voigt (2006) DCN model. Cell B represents the cell being modeled and cell A 
represents the input cell. The connections parameters are all shown. (J A-> B and T A -> B 

are t he step conductance increase and decay time constant in response to spike inputs 
from input cells A. BW A->B is the bandwidth of input A cells that input into cell B. 
C A ->B is the offset of the input BvV from the B cell BF. NA -> B represents the number 
of A cells that connect to cell B. (Figure l.b reprinted from Zheng and Voigt (2006)) 
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Figure 3.5: This figure shows the circuit model used to model individual neurons 
in the Zheng and Voigt (2006) model. Vm is the transmembrane potential, Gm is 
the membrane capacitance and G the membrane leakage conductance. EK is the 
potassium channel reversal potential and GK the potassium channel variable conduc
tance. Eex is the reversal potential and Gex the variable conductance for an excitatory 
synaptic input . Ein is the reversal potential and Gin the variable conductance for an 
inhibitory synaptic input . (Figure l .c reprinted from Zheng and Voigt (2006)) 

Table 3.1: DeN model intrinsic parameters 
Population Tm (ms) e (mV) bK TK (ms) EK (mV) Eex (mV) Ein (mV) 
W-cells 5.0 4.0 2.00 1.0 -10 +70 -10 
12-cells 6.0 14.5 1.75 1.0 -10 +70 -10 
P-cells 10.0 7.5 2.00 1.0 -10 +70 -10 

where gK = GK/G, gex = Gex/G and gin = Gin/G. ·When Vm crosses the action 
potential t hreshold , the time of the action potential is noted and S is set to one to 
trigger the step increase in the K+ channel conductance. S is zero otherwise. 

Synaptic inputs to target cell B from source cells A are modeled using t he following 
expression 

(3.3) 

where SA are the input spikes at time t. 
Table 3. 1 shows the individual cell parameters for all of the different modeled cells 

in the Zheng and Voigt (2006) model. The rest of the model parameters were changed 
depending on the type of pyramidal cell response we were trying to simulate. 
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Non-specific afferents were modeled as a Poisson process with a firing rate set to 
120 spikes/so 

3.2.1 Model Implementation 

An init ial attempt at coding the Zheng and Voigt (2006) model in MATLAB using an 
integrate-and-fire type implementation and Euler 's method of numerical integration 
proved unsuccessful. The presence of st ep increases and decreases in t he membrane 
conductance resulted in oscillatory behavior as a result of sharp changes in dV / dt 
that would drive the membrane potent ial to infinity. The size of t he step increases 
proposed by Zheng and Voigt (2006) combined wit h the relatively long simulation 
t ime step of 0.1 ms were t he root cause of the instabilit ies. While smaller simulation 
steps could counteract these behaviors, t he result ing drastic increase in computational 
time for simulating a network of this complexity proved prohibit ive. 

The implementation of the Zheng and Voigt (2006) model used in these works 
used a significant ly different method to model the DeN neural network. Direct nu
merical integration was not used for calculating the transmembrane potent ial or any 
variable conductances. Instead each variable parameter was t reated as a constantly 
exponentially decaying function. At each simulation t ime step the change in variable 
conductance was calculated using the following expression 

(3.4) 

where 6.t is the simulation step size, gx(t ) the variable conductance as simulation 
t ime t , ()" A-> B the synaptic connection strength (as described above) and Nx the total 
number of synapt ic inputs at t ime t . The t ransmembrane potent ial was calculated 
using t he following expressions: 

Vm(t) = Vm(t - 1) exp ( - gtot;~6.t ) + Eoo( l - exp ( _ gtot;~6.t ) ) (3.5) 

Eoo = - EKgK(t) + Eexgex (t) + Eingin (t) (3 .6) 
gtot 

gtot = 1 + gK(t) + gex (t) + gin (t) (3.7) 

Effectively, each variable cont inues to decay over the length of the simulation until 
a synaptic input introduces a step increase, after which, t he parameter cont inues 
to decay. This implementation has serveral advantages: (i) minimal computational 
resources are required and (ii) instability issues are prevented by avoiding direct 
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numerical integration. 
The Zheng and Voigt (2006) DCN model implementation used in these works was 

coded in a combination of FORTRA and C by members of Herbert F. Voigt's re
search group at Boston University. All computations and modeling were performed 
in FORTRAN and C was used for its I/ O functionalities (loading and storing data). 
These programming languages were used due to the advantages they provide to com
putational time. All DCN simulations were carried out on an IBM pSeries 655 , 
48-processor system with 6 nodes located at Boston University. Each node consists 
of eight Power4 processors running at 1.1 GHz and sharing 16 GB of memory. 

AN fiber spike train inputs to the DCN model were simulated and stored once 
using both the Carney and Zilany and Bruce models of the auditory periphery. All 
subsequent DCN simulations would load and use these previously generated spike 
trains. Spike trains were simulated for a set of 800 AN fibers with CFs spaced 0.005 
octaves apart and centered around the DCN model center frequency of 5 kHz. Spon
taneous rates were assigned to the AN fibers randomly using a physiological statistical 
distribution (Davis and Voigt, 1996). The distribution, seen in Equation 3.8, uses a 
uniformly generated random variable (prob) as input to a piece-wise function that 
assigns an SR (Rsp). Each fiber was presented with a single repetition of a I-second 
stimulus consisting of an onset delay of 10 ms, followed by a 200 ms tone and then 
silence for the remainder of the one second period. The tone was given a 5-ms sinu
soidal ramp at both the onset and at the end of the waveform. AN fibers spike trains 
were generated for tone stimuli with intensities ranging from a to 90 dB SPL (in 2 
dB SPL steps) and stimulus frequencies within 1.5 octaves above and below the 5 
kHz (in 0.1 octave steps) to generate DCN cell response maps. AN spike trains were 
simulated with a sampling frequency of 100 kHz. 

3.66· prob , 
0.12. 10(5.o6.prob) , 

Rsp(prob) = -222.0 + 611.0· prob , 
0.0066 . sinh 29.8 . (prob - 0.697) 
+63.1 . prob + 20.35 

prob < 0.14 , 
0.14 ::; prob ::; 0.38 , 
0.38 < prob < 0.4 , 

prob 2: 0.4. 

(3.8) 

Spike train inputs as well as DCN model outputs were stored to data files using 
the stdio.h functionality of C. As such, rigorous formatting of generated AN input 
data was required. A separate data file was created for each stimulus configuration 
that contained the spike trains for all 800 AN fib ers simulated using that stimulus. 
Each individual spike train was converted into a vector of inter-spike intervals (ISIs) 
in order to minimize storage space. Firstly, the total number of spikes arriving from 
the AN input is streamed to a binary data file using 4 unsigned bytes of numerical 
preCISIOn. Following that the lSI for each successive spike is streamed to the data 
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file using 2 unsigned bytes of numerical precision. In rare cases where the lSI is too 
long to be stored using 2 unsigned bytes of data, a hexadecimal value of OxFFFF is 
streamed to the data file followed by the lSI stored using 4 unsigned bytes. Once 
the entire lSI vector has been streamed to t he data file using the C write() or the 
MATLAB Jwrite() command, the procedure is repeated again for the next AN fiber. 
Spike trains are stored in the data files in order of increasing CFs. The same process 
was used to process t he input data for use in the DCN model. DCN model data 
was stored to a data file using a similar process. Instead of generating a separate 
output file for each stimulus configuration, one data file containing the modeled DCN 
P-cell spike trains from all input configurations was stored and later used to generate 
response maps. 

AN fib ers simulated using the Carney model were simulated on the same com
putational system used for simulating DCN cell responses . The AN data simulated 
using the Zilany and Bruce model was generated on the Grid computational network 
at McMaster University. Initial attempts to integrate Zilany and Bruce AN data with 
t he Zheng and Voigt DCN model provided difficult due to incompatible binary data 
formats between the two computational systems. The IBM pSeries 655 uses an IEEE 
standard big endian format of storing data. By forcing the PRECISION variable 
of the Jwrite() command in MATLAB to "ieee-be", all simulated Zilany and Bruce 
AN inputs were compatible with the DCN model code, regardless of computational 
system used. 

Response maps (RMs) were generated from the simulated DCN cell spike data 
using the statistical method outlined by Davis et al. (1995) . The spontaneous rate 
of the simulated DCN cell was defined as the mean of the calculated firing rate of 
the last 160 ms of the silence following each stimulus over all stimulus configurations. 
Driven firing rates were computed using the last 160 ms of each presented tone burst. 
RMs were viewed as a matrix where each point represents a particular stimulus con
figuration and is assigned a value of 1, -lor 0 to represent an excitory, inhibitory 
or spontaneous state, respectively. All raw driven and spontaneous rate were filtered 
using a 3x3 spatial low-pass filter with coefficients of 1/9 before any processing. The 
filter2 function in MATLAB was used to accomplish this. An asymmetric statistical 
criterion was used to determine whether or not the DCN cell was in an excitatory, 
spontaneous, or inhibitory state. If the driven rate for a particular stimulus was 
greater t han 2 . O"SR, where O"SR is the standard deviation of the DCN cell SR, then 
the cell was said to be in an excitatory state. If driven rate was more than 0. 5 . O"SR 

below t he SR, the DCN cell was said to be in an inhibitory state. Otherwise, the 
cell was said to be in a spontaneous state. Once each region was classified, the data 
was spatially fil tered using a median filter function (medfilt2) in MATLAB. Prior to 
applying the spatial median filter , the ent ire 0 dB column of the RM matrix was set 
to O. 'Without this, the spatial filter averaging would cause the computed response 
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map to spread out to the edges of our matrix. 

3.3 Healthy Modeled Neurons in the DeN 

Prior to examining t he effects of hearing loss on modeled DCN neurons , it is im
portant to ensure that healthy modeled neurons are producing the correct response 
properties. Once the Zheng and Voigt (2006) DCN model had been integrated with 
the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model of the auditory periphery, it was found that mod
eled DCN cell responses had changed significantly. The effects an improved model of 
the auditory periphery had on modeled DCN neuron responses is shown. An analysis 
of the differences between the Carney (1993) and Zilany and Bruce (2007) model re
sponse properties was performed. Following this analysis, a framework for accounting 
for these differences is presented. Finally, sample healthy modeled DCN cells showing 
correct response properties using Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs are presented. 

3.3.1 Comparison of the response maps of simulated DCN 
units using the two different AN fiber models 

Figure 4 of Zheng & Voigt outlined a set of parameter settings for their DCN model 
that were able to reproduce the canonical response properties of type III , type IV 
and type IV-t cells of the DCN. Using the same parameter values, we simulated DCN 
P-cells using AN fib er inputs produced from both the Carney and Zilany & Bruce 
models. The results can be seen in Fig. 3.6. 

It is evident that the responses produced by using each of the AN models as 
input differ greatly. The responses obtained using the Zilany & Bruce model show 
a much greater level of excitation. The response maps tend to not only produce 
much broader regions of excitation but tend to be more excitable at significantly 
lower stimulus intensities. vVe also notice substantially smaller regions of inhibition, 
especially at higher stimulus levels in our type IV and type IV-t cells. The type
III units simulated using the Zilany & Bruce model completely lack a low-frequency 
region of inhibition. 

3.3.2 Comparison of the response properties of the AN fiber 
inputs produced by each AN model 

The results shown in Fig. 3.6 make it extremely clear that the change in AN model 
inputs significantly alters the response properties of DCN P-cells. Figure 3.7 compares 
the response properties of A fibers with low, medium and high CFs. Carney model 
fibers can be seen on the left and Zilany and Bruce fib ers can be seen on the right. 
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Figure 3.6: Response maps of typical P-cell types are shown. Type III , type IV and 
type IV-T cells simulated using the Carney AN model are shown in sub figures (a) , 
(c) and (e), respectively. Type III , type IV and type IV-T cells simulated using the 
Zilany & Bruce AN model are shown in subfigures (b) , (d) and (f) , respectively. Blue 
regions represent excitation and red regions represent inhibit ion . 
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Figure 3.7: Response maps of AN fibers . Carney AN model are shown in subfigures 
(a) , (c) and (e), respectively. Zilany & Bruce AN model are shown in subfigures (b) , 
(d) and (f), respectively. 
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Figure 3.7 shows significant differences between the two models. Common across 
all AN fibers we see a significant ly wider t uning at higher intensit ies for all fibers pro
duced using the Zilany & Bruce model. We also see much lower excitation thresholds 
in Zilany & Bruce model fibers. 

The most striking difference between t he two models is the presence of the distor
tions in t he Carney model. We see significant levels of excitation at higher frequencies 
for the low-CF fiber and vice versa for the high-CF fiber. 

3.3.3 Effects of DCN connection parameter changes on DCN 
cell response properties 

While statistically based response maps are excellent tools for examining the response 
propert ies of excitable cells, we will use plots of excitation rates to examine the effects 
of parameter changes on t he response propert ies of DCN cells. These types of plots 
provide a more detailed description of the behavior of excitable cells and provide 
better direction in determining a parameter change strategy. 

Figure 3.8 shows contour plots of the discharge rates of type-II DC cells using 
both the Carney and Zilany and Bruce AN fiber models as input. VVe can see that 
the type-II cells simulated using the Zilany & Bruce AN fiber model have much lower 
thresholds of excitation and much broader regions of excitation at higher frequencies. 
This is quite similar to the observations of the differences between t he two AN fiber 
response propert ies. vVe also notice that t he Zilany & Bruce type-II cells show slightly 
less excitation at higher intensities. This observation accounts for t he observed higher 
levels of excitation at higher intensit ies in P-cells simulated using Zilany & Bruce 
model AN fibers . Type-II cells provide significant inhibitory input to P-cells and 
if t heir responses are weaker at higher stimulus intensit ies, they will provide less 
inhibit ion to the P-cells at those intensit ies. 

Figure 3.9 shows the W-cell responses arising from each of t he AN models. VVe 
can see that the W-cell produced using the Carney model has an extra region of 
excitation in the 12-14-kHz range. This region of excitation is well beyond the W
cell input AN fiber bandwidth of 2. 0 octaves. This region likely stems from the high 
frequency distort ions in the Carney low-CF fib ers shown in Fig. 3.7. The second thing 
we notice is t hat the Zilany & Bruce W-cell has a slightly wider response than the 
Carney vV-cell and the presence of a notch at 4 kHz. This is the result of t he 4-kHz 
notch in t he middle-ear filter of the Zilany & Bruce model. All A fi bers have their 
responses to frequencies around 4 kHz significantly attenuated and as such cause a 
decrease in excitation. Away from 4kHz, however, we see that the Zilany & Bruce 
W-cells have higher levels of excitation than t he Carney W-cells. 

The results shown in Figs . 3.8 and 3.9 provide us with concrete goals fo r integrat
ing t he two models. VVe need to increase the levels of excitation at higher stimulus 
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Figure 3.8: Type-II cell responses with identical DCN model parameters. The type-II 
cells simulated using the Carney and Zilany & Bruce AN model inputs can be seen 
in (a) and (b) , respectively. 
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Figure 3.9: W-cell responses with identical DCN model parameters. The W-cells 
simulated using the Carney and Zilany & Bruce AN model inputs can be seen in (a) 
and (b), respectively. 
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intensit ies for our type-II cells and narrow their responses. Doing so will allow for 
increased inhibition of P-cells at higher intensities which would help to decrease the 
regions of excitation and begin to match t he two outputs. 

Figure 3.10 shows t he effects of certain parameter changes on the responses of 
type-II cells. In an att empt to increase excitation in type-II cells we first explored 
decreasing the level of inhibit ion from input W-cells. The A connection strength 
to t he W-cells was decreased to 0.04 from 0.06 and the AN connection strength to 
the type-II cell was decreased to 0.45 from 0.55 in 3.10(a). These changes had the 
desired effects of slight ly increased excitability at higher intensit ies and decreases in 
the excitation t hresholds of the type-II cell. 

In Fig. 3.10(b) we decreased the bandwidth of AN fib er inputs to the type-II cell 
t o 0.3 from 0.4. This had the effect of increasing the overall excitation but widening 
the response of the type-II cell. This is likely the result of having greater overlap 
between the responses of AN fib ers as they begin to get closer and closer. 

Finally in Fig. 3.10(c) we increased the AN fib er connection strength to the type
II cell back to 0.55 and decreased t he W-cell connection strength to the type-II cell 
to 1.3. Both of these parameters were changed individually and produced the same 
result , a widening of the response and increased levels of excitation. Figure 3.10(c) 
shows the effect of changing them both together which greatly enhances the behavior. 

3.3.4 Ideal DCN Connection Parameters 

In the previous section we showed and accounted for the changes in response prop
erties of simulated DeN cells that occur when using Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN 
inputs. We also showed the effects that changing individual DeN model connection 
parameters had on simulated responses. Using the insight gained from those simula
tions, we were able to find a set of DeN model connection parameters that was able 
to reproduce physiological Del principal cell responses to Zilany and Bruce (2007) 
model AN fiber inputs. The same simulat ion method originally used by Zheng and 
Voigt (2006) to determine the DeN model parameter set that generated t he responses 
in Figure 3.6 was repeated to determine the new parameter set. In essence, all con
nection parameters other than 0" A ->P and O"I2->P are t reated as constants . A 10 by 
10 matrix of DeN cell RMs was simulated with 0" AN->P varying along the column 
and O"I2->P varying along t he row of the matrix. The RMs in each matrix were then 
examined to find the 0" AN->P and O"I2->P combinations that resulted in a response that 
most closely resembled those of physiology. New 10 by 10 matrices were then simu
lated centered around those points only with parameters varying over a much smaller 
range. This process was repeated until t he RMs ceased varying significantly around 
the center point of the generated matrix. After that, t he rest connection parameters 
were varied to compensate for any remaining discrepancies using the insight from 
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Figure 3.10: Changes to type-II cell responses resulting from changes to DCN model 
connection parameters. (a) shows the effect of decreasing the AN connection strength 
to W-cells to 0.04 the type-II response. (b) shows t he further effect of decreasing the 
input AN bandwidth to type-II cells to 0.3 octaves. (c) , shows the effects of increasing 
the AN fiber connection strength to the type-II cell to 0.55 and decreasing the W-cell 
connection strength to 1.3. The changes from each figure are carried into the next. 
Zilany and Bruce AN fibers were used as input. 
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section 3.3.3. 
The resulting response maps (RMs) from t hese simulat ions can be seen in Figure 

3.11. Comparing t hese results to those of DCN cells modeled using t he Carney (1993) 
model (shown in Figure 3.6) we see that our type III and type IV cells shows similar 
response characteristics. There was a significant level of difficulty in matching the 
RMs of type IV-T cells. The response shown was the closest response we could gen
erate. While it may not be immediately evident, this simulated cell still shows many 
of the characteristics of type IV-T behaviors. The main discrepancy is a significant 
amount of excitatory behavior to tones significantly below BF at high intensit ies. 
Figure 3.12 shows iso-intensity plots of our simulated type IV-T cell. Excluding the 
extra excitatory regions below BF at high intensities, these results are quite similar 
to unimpaired DCI type IV-T cells recorded by Ma and Young (2006). 

An important result of these simulations is the importance of the non-specific 
afferents in the DCN model. The DCN cell responses simulated in Zheng and Voigt 
(2006) were generated with O"NSA->P set to zero. The Carney (1993) model AN fibers 
Zheng and Voigt (2006) were using produced canonical DCN cell RMs without the 
need for modeled non-specific afferents because of properties of the Carney (1993) 
model , not because non-specific afferents have no effect on DCN cell reponses. DCN 
cells simulated using the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model of the auditory periphery 
are all characterized by much broader responses as well as lower thresholds, in all 
cases. An overall increase in inhibition for each cell would serve to raise the cell 
firing thresholds. Additional sideband inhibition could be used to constrict DCN cell 
responses , allowing for increased frequency resolut ion. Finally, DCI cells simulated 
using Zilany and Bruce (2007) model AN inputs have a tendency to behave strangely 
at extremely high stimulus intensit ies. This is due to the saturation that occurs 
in AN input firing rates at these intensities. This suggests t hat the GABAergic, 
cartwheel cell and granule cell afferents (shown in the physiological DCN cell model 
in section 2.2.4.2) may also be involved in changing the overall excitability of DCN 
principal cells in response to loud stimuli to maintain the efficacy of their desired 
function. These findings also suggest that the non-specific afferents modeled in the 
Zheng and Voigt (2006) model may actually be inhibitory. The broad responses 
of simulated DCN cells receiving Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs may be the 
result of the nature of synaptic connection strengths assigned in t he Zheng and Voigt 
(2006) DCN model. Zheng and Voigt (2006) assigned synaptic connection strengths 
uniformly for all inputs . Due to t he much broader responses of Zilany and Bruce 
(2007) AN fibers , this results in extremely broad DCN cell responses. Assigning 
connection strengths using a normal distribut ion based on distance from target cell 
BF could counteract these effects by ensuring t hat inputs further away from BF do 
not have as strong a connection as inputs at BF. The net result would be similar to 
t he addit ional sideband inhibition described above. Lomakin and Davis (2008) used a 
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similar method of assigning synaptic connection strengths when simulating wideband 
inhibitors and were able to reproduce physiological responses. 

3.4 Impaired Modeled Neurons in the DeN 

Ma and Young (2006) recent ly performed a study that showed the response properties 
of DCN neurons both prior to and after being exposed to acoustic trauma. The 
recorded data of exposed animals did not show the typical organization of excitatory 
and inhibitory areas that characterized unexposed animals. DCN neurons showed 
eit her no reponse to sound, extremely weak responses, or "tail" responses. The two 
types of "tail" responses, as described by Ma and Young (2006) , are shown in Figure 
3.13. Class A tail responses are characterized by strong excitatory regions that extend 
deep into the low frequency ranges below BF. Class A responses have a low-pass filter 
shape that lacks any significant excitatory or inhibitory behavior above the cutoff 
frequency. In some cells exhibiting class A tail responses, excitatory regions can be 
seen with a two-tone stimulus pattern is used. Class B tails show significant excitation 
in the high frequency ranges, above BF. Due to the significant difference in response 
characteristics between impaired and unimpaired DCN cells, Ma and Young (2006) 
were not able to directly determine which DCN cell types were producing which tail 
responses. 

We will attempt to examine the effects a modeled hearing impairment in the 
auditory periphery has on the response properties of simulated DCN principal cells 
in an attempt to see if the tail distributions viewed by Ma and Young (2006) are 
primarily the result of changes in the auditory periphery or plastic changes within 
the DCN. To do this we simulated three sets of Zilany and Bruce (2007) model 
inputs . Each set of AN inputs was given a different compound action potential (CAP) 
threshold shift function from which estimates of GOHC and GIHC were obtained for each 
simulated AN fiber using the fitaudiogram() function provided with the Zilany and 
Bruce (2007) model. A CAP threshold shift function is like an AN t uning curve only 
instead of looking at the firing threshold of one fiber you are looking at the net firing 
rate of a large number of AN fibers. T he three CAP threshold shift functions modeled 
t hree different scenarios: (i) significant threshold shifts extending to frequencies well 
below DCN cell BF (from 1 kHz and above), (ii) threshold shifts beginning just above 
BF (6 kHz and above) and (iii) threshold shifts starting at frequencies well above BF 
(10 kHz). These three cases are important because they allow us to determine if the 
tail distributions shown by Ma and Young (2006) were dependant on the DCN cell 
BF relative to the rising edge of CAP threshold shift function. CAP threshold shift 
functions were reproduced from Figure 1A of Ma and Young (2006) to allow more 
direct comparisons to t he recorded data. 

Figures 3. 14, 3. 15 and 3.16 show the response maps of simulated cells for each DCN 
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Figure 3.11: Response maps of simulated DeN principal cells receiving Zilany and 
Bruce (2007) AN inputs. Inhibitory regions (red) and excitatory regions (blue) are 
shown for each principal cell response type at each tone stimulus frequency and in
tensity. All non-coloured regions indicate spontaneous activity. (a) , (b) and (c) show 
type III , IV and IV-T responses, respectively. Zheng and Voigt (2006) model param
eters used to generate these responses can be found in Appendix AA. 
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Figure 3.12: Iso-intensity curves of a type IV-T DeN principal cell receiving Zilany 
and Bruce (2007) AN inputs. Spike rate is plotted relative to spontaneous firing rate. 
Red areas indicate inhibitory regions and blue areas indicate excitatory regions. The 
stimulus intensity of each curve is listed to the far right . Frequencies were varied in 
0.1 octave steps within a 1.5 octave band above and below 5 kHz. Zheng and Voigt 
(2006) model parameters used to generate these responses can be found in Appendix 
A.4. 
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Figure 3.13: All figures show iso-intensity curves with spike rate relative to sponta
neous being plotted against stimulus frequency. Filled grey areas indicate inhibitory 
regions and filled black regions indicate excitatory regions. The stimulus intensity 
relative to 100 dB SPL is shown to the far right of each figure. (A) A class A tail 
response map showing no inhibition. (B) Class A tail response map with inhibtion. 
Single-tone (dashed line) and two-tone (filled map) response maps are shown. Second 
tone is required to reveal inhibitory regions. (C) Class B tail response. Note t hat re
gion of excitatory activity that extends to high frequencies . (D) Class B tail response 
map showing inhibit ion. (Figures 2 E-H reprinted from Ma and Young (2006)) 
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Figure 3.14: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated type III DCN principal cell receiving 
impaired Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs with CAP threshold shifts beginning at 
10 kHz. Similar to Figure 3.12. 

primary cell type receiving simulated impaired Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN model 
fibers with a CAP threshold shift function with a rising edge at 10 kHz. Therefore 
almost all modeled AN fibers with CFs below 10 kHz will not be exhibiting any 
effects of hearing impairment. Our simulated DCN primay cells have BFs of 5 kHz, 
well below the rising edge of the CAP audiogram. As such, we would not expect any 
significant differences in our simulated DCN cell responses. Figures 3.14, 3.15 and 
3.16 confirm this hypthothesis by exhibiting no noticeable changes in behavior. 

Responses of DCN cells simulated using impaired AN inputs with a CAP threshold 
shift function rising edge just above BF (6 kHz) are shown in Figures 3.17, 3.18 and 
3.19. Our simulated type III response shows tail distributions similar to the single 
tone response in panel B of Figure 3.13. The inhibitory sideband that was present at 
high intensities in Figure 3.14 has now been replaced by a region of excitation that 
extends throughout the lower frequency region. Our type IV cell shows regions of 
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Figure 3.15: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated type IV DCN principal cell receiving 
impaired Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs with CAP threshold shifts beginning at 
10 kHz. Similar to Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.16: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated type IV-T DCN principal cell receiving 
impaired Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs with CAP threshold shifts beginning at 
10 kHz. Similar to Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.17: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated type III DCN principal cell receiving 
impaired Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs with CAP threshold shifts beginning at 
6 kHz. Similar to Figure 3.12. 

excitation extending through the high frequency region similar to panel D of Figure 
3.13 that did not exist when the AN inputs were not impaired which suggests the 
formation of class B tail. Our simulated type IV-T cell showed a similar result at high 
frequencies. Figure 3.19 shows a class B-like tail at high intensit ies and frequencies. 

We finally examine the case where there is hearing impairment across, virtually, 
all simulated AN inputs to our simulated Zheng and Voigt (2006) model cells. In 
this case, our CAP threshold shift function has threshold increases starting at 1 kHz. 
Figures 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 show the responses of type III , IV, and IV-T DCN cells 
receiving AN inputs with significant threshold shifts. Each figure showed increases in 
threshold intensity and overall decreases in firing rate. Our simulated type III and 
IV DCN cells did not show tail distributions in response to impaired AN fiber inputs. 
Our type IV-T cell (shown in Figure 3.22) did show an increase in excitation at higher 
frequencies suggesting the presence of a class B tail. The region of excitation at higher 
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Figure 3.18: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated type IV DCN principal cell receiving 
impaired Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs with CAP threshold shifts beginning at 
6 kHz. Similar to Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3. 19: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated type IV-T DCN principal cell receiving 
impaired Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs with CAP threshold shifts beginning at 
6 kHz. Similar to Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.20: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated type III DCN principal cell receiving 
impaired Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs with CAP threshold shifts beginning at 
1 kHz. Similar to Figure 3.12. 

frequencies was not as prominent as that of the simulated type IV-T cell receiving 
impaired AN inputs with CAP threshold shifts beginning just above BF. 

From these results we see that tail distributions are primarily caused by DCN 
cells whose AN inputs have a CAP threshold shift function with a rising edge just 
above BF. Class A tails appear to come from type III cells and class B tails appear 
to occur in type IV and type IV-T cells. When the rising edge of the CAP threshold 
shift is significantly above BF (rv 1 octave) , there is very little noticable change in the 
response properties of DCN cells. When the rising edge of the CAP audiogram is well 
below BF, simulated DCN cell responses show minimal spike activity and increased 
spike thresholds. Type IV-T cells receiving this configuration of impaired AN inputs 
showed possible class B tail distributions. These results confirm previous indications 
by Zheng et al. (2008) that the Zheng and Voigt (2006) DCN model in conjuction 
with the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model is able to model the tail distributions that 
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Figure 3.21: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated type IV DCN principal cell receiving 
impaired Zilany and Bruce (2007) A inputs with CAP threshold shifts beginning at 
1 kHz. Similar to Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.22: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated type IV-T DCN principal cell receiving 
impaired Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs with CAP threshold shifts beginning at 
1 kHz. Similar to Figure 3.12. 
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arise in impaired DeN cells. It should be noted that the results shown for simulated 
type IV-T cells should be approached with caut ion as they provided the least accurate 
responses to unimpaired AN inputs. 
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Chapter 4 

The Effects of Hearing Loss on 
Modeled Neurons in the VCN 

In this chapter , the Rothman and Manis (2006c) model of VCN cells is implemented 
receiving AN synaptic inputs produced by the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model. The 
implementation of the Rothman and Manis (2006c) model used in these works is 
described as well as issues encountered. A set of physiological AN input configurations 
for each type of VCN cell is presented. A computational study of the responses of 
VCN cells receiving Zilany and Bruce (2007) model AN inputs to a variety of acoustic 
stimuli is presented and results are compared to physiological recordings. Hearing 
impairment is then modeled in the auditory periphery and the effects on VCN cell 
response properties are examined and compared to physiological recordings of VCN 
cells following acoustic trauma by Cai et al. (2008). Simulation results are compared 
to physiological recordings to determine if the responses shown by Cai et al. (2008) 
can be entirely explained by impairment in the auditory periphery. 

4.1 Rothman and Manis Model 

The VCN circuit model used in these works is the Rothman and Manis (2006c) model. 
This VCN model is a Hodgkin-Huxley type neuron model. It consists of six different 
ionic currents, the membrane capacitive current and synaptic input currents. The 
current equation for for the VCN cell is 

( 4. 1) 

where em is the membrane capacitance (12 pF). 
Of the ionic currents modeled by Rothman and Manis (2006c) , three are different 

types of potassium (K+) currents. These ionic currents represent the different K+ 
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currents found in the various types of VCN neurons (outlined in 2.2.4 .1 on page 45). 
h is the fast inactivating K+ current , h T t he slow-inactivating low-threshold K+ 
current and lHT the high-t hreshold delayed-rectifier-like K+ current. Rothman and 
Manis (2006a) performed a series of voltage clamp experiments on guinea pig VCl 
neurons. They found that they were able to sub-divide VCl neurons into different 
types, depending on the ionic currents present. Type II VCN neurons (bushy cells) 
showed the presence of both lHT and hT ' whereas type I VCN neurons (stellate cells) 
possessed only l HT . Type I neurons were further subdivided into I-c or "classic" 
types and I-t or "t ransient " types. The differentiating factor between t he two was 
the presence of l A . Type I-t neurons showed signs of h whereas type I-c neurons did 
not (Rothman and Manis, 2006a) . 

Using the results of the voltage clamp experiments, Rothman and Manis (2006b) 
where able to characterize the K+ current kinetics. The ionic currents were defined 
in the classical Hodgkin-Huxley formalism (see 2.1.2.2 on 13). The equat ions for the 
K+ currents can be seen below: 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

h was found to have fourth-order activation kinetics (a4
) . Two inactivation par

t icles (b and c) were required to fully characterize h recovery from inactivation. h T 
is characterized by an activation particle with fourth order kinetics (w4

) and an in
activation particle (z). The kinetics of lHT are slightly more complicated. lHT has 
two activation gating part icles with unique kinetics. The n 2 part icle has second-order 
kinetics and the p particle has first order kinetics . When the effects of the two activa
t ion particles are summed together (n2 + p) , the resulting behavior matches current 
clamp recordings. The <p variable in lHT is a weighting factor that best matches the 
gating particle dynamics to the recordings (Rothman and Manis , 2006b) . 

The rate of change for all gating particle variables in the VCN model is calculated 
using the following first-order differential equation 

dx (xoo - x) 
dt T x 

(4 .5) 

where x is a particular gating particle, Xoo is the steady-state value of the gating 
particle (as t ---t (X)) and T x is the state t ime constant. The steady state behavior of 
the gating particles was modeled using curve-fitted Boltzmann functions (Rothman 
and Manis, 2006b). Equations for the steady state behavior of each K+ current gating 
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particle, as a function of membrane potential, is described by 

aoo = [1 + exp (- (V + 31)/ 6)t1
/

4 (4 .6) 

boo = [1 + exp ((V + 66)/7)t 1
/

2 (4.7) 

Coo = boo (4.8) 

W oo = [1 + exp (- (V + 48)/6)t 1
/

4 (4.9) 

Zoo = 0.5[1 + exp ((V + 71)/1O)t 1 + 0.5 (4.10) 

n oo = [1 + exp (-(V + 15)/5)t1
/

2 (4.11) 

P oo = [1 + exp (-(V + 23) / 6)t1 (4 .12) 

State time constants as a function of voltage were fit to bell-shaped functions. 
The resulting functions for each of the K+ current state t ime constants are 

Ta = 100[7 exp ((V + 60) / 14) + 29 exp (-(V + 60)/24)t 1 + 0.1 (4 .13) 

Tb = 1000[14 exp ((V + 60) / 27) + 29 exp (- (V + 60) / 24)t1 + 1 (4 .14) 

Tc = 90 [1 + exp (-(V + 66) / 17)t1 + 10 (4 .15) 

Tw = 100[6 exp ((V + 60) / 6) + 16 exp (-(V + 60) / 45)t 1 + 1.5 (4 .16) 

Tz = 1000[7exp ((V + 60) / 20) + exp (-(V + 60) / 8)t1 + 50 (4.17) 

Tn = 100[11 exp ((V + 60) / 24) + 21 exp (-(V + 60) / 23)t 1 + 0.7 (4.18) 

Tp = 100[4 exp ((V + 60) / 32) + 5 exp (-(V + 60) / 25)t 1 + 5 (4.19) 

The sodium current (INa) model used by Rothman and Manis (2006c) was derived 
from previous studies of rat neurons. Voltage clamp studies by Belluzzi et al. (1985) 
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and Costa (1996) of neurons in the rat were used to derive the following expression 
for N a + current: 

(4.20) 

The steady state behavior for the Na+ activation (m) and inactivation (h) parti
cles , as functions of voltage, are shown below, respectively: 

moo = [1 + exp (-(V + 15)/5)r 1
/

2 (4.21) 

hoo = [1 + exp (-(V + 23)/6)]-1 (4.22) 

I Na gating particle state time constants as functions of voltage are described by: 

Tm = 10[5 exp ((V + 60)/18) + 36 exp (-(V + 60)/25)]-1 + 0.04 (4.23) 

Th = 100[7 exp ((V + 60) / 11) + 10 exp (-(V + 60)/25)r 1 + 0.6 (4 .24) 

Similar to the Na+ current, the model for the hyperpolarization-activated cation 
current (h) used by Rothman and Manis (2006c) in their VCN model was derived 
from previous studies. Patch-clamp studies of auditory neurons by Fu et al. (1997) , 
Banks et al. (1993) and non auditory neurons in rats by Huguenard and McCormick 
(1992) and Travagli and Gillis (1994) were the source of the following relationship for 
h: 

( 4.25) 

The steady state behavior for the h activation particle (r) as a function of voltage 
is given by: 

roo = [1 + exp ((V + 76)/7)r 1 ( 4.26) 

The state time constant for r as a function of voltage is: 

Tr = 105 [237exp ((V + 60)/12) + 17 exp (-(V + 60)/14)r 1 + 25 (4.27) 

The membrane leakage current is modeled by: 

Ilk = .91k(V - Vlk) ( 4.28) 

where .91k is the maximum stead-state conductance (2 nS) . 
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Excitatory post-synaptic currents (IE) were modeled using: 

(4.29) 

where gE is the time-dependant conductance change in response to an excitatory 
synaptic input. gE was modeled as an a-wave of the form: 

( 4.30) 

where gE is the peak conductance and TE the time to peak. 
The VCN model uses various configurations of AN synaptic inputs. Due to the 

differences between the types of synaptic connections to the various VCN cell types , 
gE takes on different values for the various cell types. The VeN model has two 
different types of synaptic inputs: (i) subthreshold inputs and (ii) suprathreshold 
inputs. Suprathreshold AN inputs are strong synaptic inputs that are able to cause an 
action potential in a VCN cell individually. Subthreshold inputs are weaker synaptic 
inputs that are unable to raise the VCN cell potential beyond the action potential 
threshold on their own. Several coincident synaptic subthreshold inputs would be 
required to generate an action potential in a VCN cell. To allow for these different 
synaptic inputs , the VeN model uses a parameter called the synaptic efficacy (gEO). 
gEO is defined as the minimum value of gE necessary for a single AN synapse to 
generate an action potential. For a subthreshold synaptic input gE = 0.5gEO ' For 
suprathreshold inputs gE = 3gEO · 

Table 4.1 lists the current parameters and cell properties for all of the cell types 
modeled by the Rothman and Manis (2006c) model. Table 4.2contains the reversal 
potentials for all of the ionic currents used in the Rothman and Manis (2006c) model. 

Unless otherwise specified, the equations shown above are all for VCN responses 
for cells measured at room temperature. In order to match the model to physiological 
temperatures (38°C) , all time constants were mutiplied by 0.17 (a reciprocal Q10 
factor of 3) and all peak conductance values were multiplied by 3.03 (a Q10 factor of 
2). TE was set to 0.07ms for simulations at 38°C (Rothman and Manis , 2006c). 

4.1.1 Model Implementation 

The Rothman and Manis (2006c) model was coded in MATLAB version 7.1.0.246 , 
revision 14. An ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver was coded for the system 
of differential equations outlined above. A fourth order Runge-Kutta method of 
numerical integration was implemented with a constant time step for integration. 
Instead of having a distinct IE current for each AN input , all synaptic input spike 
trains were summed and gE was computed for the net result . 
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Table 4.1: VCN model parameters and properties. (Reproduced from Rothman and 
Manis (2006c) 

I Model Type 
I-c I-t I-II II-I II 

gNa, nS 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
gHT , nS 150 80 150 150 150 
gLT , nS 0 0 20 35 200 
gA , nS 0 65 0 0 0 
gh , nS 0.5 0.5 2 3.5 20 
glk , nS 2 2 2 2 2 
Vrest, m V -63.9 -64.2 -64.1 -63.8 -63.6 
R est , MD 473 453 312 244 71 
T m , ms 7.0 4.0 3.7 2.9 0.9 
Vth , mV -38.3 -34.9 -51.2 -58.0 -62.2 
8-50/ - 70 , nS 0.3 0.3 5.0 12.6 49.5 
gEe @ 22°C, nS 2.0 2.2 2.8 3.2 8.6 
gEe @ 38°C , nS 11 12 15 17 34 

Table 4.2: VCN model reversal potentials. (Reproduced from Rothman and Manis 
(2006c) 

Current Type Reversal Potential (m V) 

h -70 
VNa 55 
Vh -43 
Vlk -65 
VE 0 
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In this particular implementation of the VCN model an a-wave vector was gen
erated and convolved with the input AN spike train to create a gE vector for the 
length of the simulation. The MATLAB "filter" function was used to perform the 
convolution since it produces an output vector of identical length to the input AN 
spike train, unlike the "conv" function. This computation gives a gE(t) vector as a 
function of time. The ODE solver is called for each time t and the value of gE at that 
particular instance of t is provided as a constant for use in computing ~~. 

All input AN spike trains were computed using a slightly-modified version of the 
Zilany and Bruce (2007) model. The original version of the Zilany and Bruce (2007) 
model used the GSL random number generator from the GNU scientific library on 
Win32 platforms and the drand48 on Unix platforms for the random spike time 
generating portion of the AN model. Both of these random number generators use 
the C "time" function to generate the inital seed for the random number generators. 
It was found that due to the extremely short length of the VCN stimuli (50ms for 
the tone stimulus followed by 50ms of silence) we would see several (",,8) identical, 
repeating spike trains of successive simulated spike trains. The Zilany and Bruce 
(2007) model would finish computing an AN spike train so quickly that by the time 
it was called a second time the C "time" function would return an identical value and 
produce an identical spike train. After several iterations, enough time would pass 
that a new inital seed would occur resulting in another new set of repeating AN spike 
trains. This phenomenon can be seen in Figure 4.1. 

To solve this issue, the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model was altered to use the 
MATLAB number generator instead. The MATLAB number generator was called by 
the C coded Zilany and Bruce (2007) model using the MEX C library functions. As 
shown by the raster plot on the right of Figure 4.1 , the resulting spike trains showed 
random behavior in successive trials. 

The system of ODEs used in the Rothman and Manis (2006c) VCN model is a 
stiff system. A stiff system is a system of differential equations that involves both 
rapidly changing and slowly changing components (Chapra and Canale, 2002). In 
such a system it is imperative that the step size used in computing the changes in 
the system of equations is small enough to maintain stability in the solution and 
allow sufficient accuracy. To ensure this was the case in our VCN simulations, the 
values of the state time constants for each gating particle were computed over a 
range of voltages (-100mV to 20m V). The fastest state t ime constant over that range 
of voltages for all gating particles was found to be approximately 63.4p,s . 

A time step (6.t) of 1p,s was selected for the ODE solver. This was done for two 
reasons. The first was to ensure that the ODE solver was at least ten times faster 
than the fastest state time constant in the VCN model. The second reason was to 
allow for easy up-sampling of AN fiber inputs. Our AN fiber inputs were simulated 
with a sampling frequency of 100kHz. In order to up-sample our AN fiber inputs, we 
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Figure 4.1: Shows raster plots of simulated Zilany and Bruce (2007) model AN fibers 
using two different random number generates for the spike generator. Each line on the 
curve represents a single stimulus repetition and each blue point indicates t he time of 
an action potential in terms of simulation time steps (6.t). (Top) Shows raster plots 
of AN fibers using the srand48 random number generator. Notice the replication 
of the exact same response over successive simulation repetitions. (Bottom) Shows 
raster plots of an AN fiber simulated using the MATLAB random number generator 
( rand) . Notice the increased variability between stimuli following the onset response 
of each stimulus repetion. Both figures show an AN fiber stimulated by 100 repetions 
of a CF stimulus (5 kHz) at 30 dB SPL. 
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needed to select a b..t that would produce an integer value in t he following expression 

1 
x =---l 

Fsb..t 
(4.31) 

where Fs is the AN model sampling frequency, b..t the VCN model ODE solver step 
size and the x the number of extra bins required to up-sample our input AN spike 
train vector. With a b..t of 1,us, we require x = 9 extra bins to upsample our AN fibre 
spike trains for use in the ODE solver. To achieve this we simply add another 9 bins 
of zeros following each bin of the input AN spike train. 

The output of our VCN model code is a transmembrane potential waveform (V(t)) 
as a function of time. This vector was then turned into a spike time waveform by 
use of a spike detection algorithm. V(t) was, simply, scanned for peaks and at the 
location of each peak, an action potential was said to have occurred. The resulting 
spike time vectors were then used in all subsequent data analysis. 

The most computationally intensive element of these works was the calculation of 
V(t) by our ODE solver. In order to minimize total computational time, the model 
MATLAB scripts were parallellized as much as possible. Each MATLAB script was 
defined as a function with input variables corresponding to the desired input stimulus. 
A separate BASH script was created to concurrently submit several jobs to the GRID 
computing network at McMaster University. The simulations were split into two 
stages. First , all AN input data was generated in parallel and saved to "mat" files. 
Secondly, the previously generated AN input data was used to compute VCN output 
spike trains which were subsequently saved as "mat" files themselves. 

For further details of how the VCN model was implemented see the MATLAB 
code in Appendix A.I. 

4.1.2 Using Zilany-Bruce Model AN inputs 

In their modeling study of VCN neurons, Rothman and Manis (2006c) used a simpli
fied AN spike train model. The model was a modified version of the works of Johnson 
et al. (1986). Their method generates a renewal process described by its instanta
neous rate function. The instantaneous rate process is able to produce a series of 
exponentially-distributed interspike intervals from a uniformly distributed series of 
random numbers (Rothman et al. , 1993) . In essence, this method of modeling AN 
fib er inputs tries to produce a statistical model that reproduces the characteristics of 
the PSTHs of AN fiber inputs. While the model can reproduce some of the physiolog
ical phenomena of AN inputs, such as phase locking, adaptation characteristics and 
refractoriness , it limits possibilities for analysis. This particular AN model creates 
AN-like PSTHs for BF-tone stimuli . However , stimulus intensity and frequency are 
not variables in the model , only the BF or CF of the AN fiber. This prevents us from 
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being able to perform more robust analyses of VCN cell response properties , such 
as rate-level curves and response maps. We are also unable to model t he effects of 
hearing loss using this method. 

We shall, again, t urn to the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model for generating our AN 
inputs. This model allows us three main benefits: (i) it allows us to generate rate-level 
and response map curves to perform a more robust analysis of the VCN cell responses , 
(ii) it allows us to explore the VCN model 's ability to model the reponses of VCN 
neurons with AN inputs that have configurations more similar to their anatomical 
counterparts and (iii) it allows us to model the effects of hearing impairment. 

Two sets of AN input data were generated using the Zilany and Bruce (2007) 
model. The first set of data did not attempt to mimic anatomical AN input configu
rations to VCN cells. A set of data was generated with all AN fibers having identical 
CFs at the VCN cell BF. "When simulating VCN cells with only 1 or 3 AN synaptic 
inputs , the spontaneous rates of the fibers were all set to 50 spikes/so When simu
lating VCN cells with 50 inputs, AN fiber spont rates were randomly generated to 
give an anatomical distribution of spontaneous rates. Figure 4.2 shows the distribu
tion of AN fiber SRs used in all VCN cell simulations with 50 synaptic inputs. AN 
input spike trains were computed in responses to tonal stimuli over a broad range of 
stimulus frequencies and intensit ies. 
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Figure 4.2: (a) shows a histogram of spontaneous firing rates of a population of 1000 
AN fibers. T his histogram is similar to distributions amongst recorded AN fiber 
populations. (b) show a histograms of the randomly generated spontaneous rates of 
the 50 simulated AN fib ers used as inputs to our VCN cells. Notice how despite this 
fact this is a very small population of AN fibers , it matches the, overall , characterisitcs 
shown in (a) for a large population. Each histogram is divided into 100 linearly spaced 
bins. 
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The second set of data attempted to mimic the input configuration of real VCN 
neurons. Spherical bushy cells receive few AN inputs. AN fibers are connected to 
spherical bushy cells by endbulbs of Held, which provide extremely strong and reliable 
synaptic connections. As such, spherical bushy cells take on primary-like response 
properties which are vitually identical to AN fibers in terms of tuning curves and 
PSTHs. Rothman et al. (1993) showed that endbulbs of Held can be accurately 
modeled using a single AN suprathreshold input. From a practical standpoint this 
makes sense in that end bulbs of Held provide approximately 50 very strong synaptic 
connections to spherical bushy cells which result in an action potential in the spherical 
cell almost every time an action potential arrives from the AN fibers. Liberman 
(1991) showed that AN fibers of all SR groups (high, low, medium) project with 
an equal probability to spherical bushy cells. In our simulations, we used a VCN 
cell BF of 5kHz. The data in the Liberman (1991) study showed a high spont rate 
fiber with a CF of 5kHz. We decided to assign a SR of 50 spikes/s second to mimic 
this case although, based on the data shown, any SR would have been anatomically 
appropriate. 

Unlike spherical cells, globular bushy cells showed preferential contact from high
SR fibers (Liberman, 1991) . Therefore, all AN inputs to modeled globular bushy cells 
were given high SRs of 50 spikes/so Globular bushy cells receive few AN inputs from 
AN fibers with similar CFs (Rhode, 2008; Rhode and Smith, 1986). The numbers 
range from 3 to 4 AN inputs. To model the effects of hearing impaired we require 
multiple AN fibers with different CFs. As such, we assigned 3 AN inputs to globular 
bushy cells. vVe were unable to find a good estimate of the bandwidth (BW) of 
CFs providing inputs to globular bushy cells. In an attempt to estimate this BW, 
we used the Greenwood (1990) function which relates the CF of an AN fiber to the 
position of the hair cell it innervates along the basilar membrane. Knowing that there 
are approximately 2500 hair cells along the basilar membrane in cats, we assumed 
that they were linearly distributed along the basilar membrane (Liberman, 1982). 
Converting these distances to AN fiber CFs, we found that successive AN fibers were 
separated by approximately 0.0028 octaves. vVe used this estimate to provide the 3 
AN inputs to globular bushy cells with a BvV of 0.0056 octaves. 

T-stellate cells, like globular bushy cells, receive very few AN inputs over a very 
small bandwidth (Palmer et al. , 2003). Specific estimates range from 3 to 4 AN 
fibers (Ferragamo et al., 1998). Like globular bushy cells, specific measurements 
and estimates of input AN fiber BW were unavailable. However , visual comparisons 
of tuning curves of globular bushy cells and T-stellate cells showed similarly sized 
regions of excitation (Rhode and Smith, 1986) . Therefore, we used similar input 
characterstics for T-stellate cells as well (BW = 0.0056oct and 3 input AN fib ers). 
Using the results of the Liberman (1993) study, we assign high-SRs to all 3 fibers. 

D-stellate cells receive a large number of AN inputs over a wide BvV of CFs. vVe 
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were unable to find specific mentions of whether or not D-stellate cells were targeted 
by any fib ers of specific SRs. As such, we assigned SRs to t he AN fib ers using 
the same physiological distribution discussed in section 3.2.1. Estimates of number 
of AN inputs to D-stellat e cells ranges from 20 to 100 (Pickles , 2008). We chose 
to use 50 AN inputs for D-stellate cells both because it was approximately in the 
middle of the estimates and also because Rothman and Manis (2006c) were able to 
successfully model onset-chopping units with 50 AI fib ers using their VCN model. 
Visual inspection of response maps and tuning curves of D-stellate cells shown in 
Rhode (2008), Rhode and Smith (1986) and Cai et al. (2008) provided us with an 
estimate of Al input bandwidth of 2 octaves for D-stellate cells. Al CFs were 
estimated using the Greenwood (1990) function under t he assumption that AN fib ers 
were received evenly from hair cells spread linearly along the basilar membrane 

Octopus cells, like D-stellate cells, receive a large number of AN inputs over a 
wide BW of CFs. Liberman (1993) found that they are preferentially contacted by 
high-SR AN fib ers. Octopus cells are estimated to receive inputs from auditory nerve 
fibers that encode approximately 2 octaves (Oertel et al. , 2000) . Estimates of number 
of AN inputs is in the range of 50 to 60 AN fib ers per octopus cell. Our simulated 
octopus cells had 50 AN inputs spread over 2 octaves, similar to the D-stellate cells. 
AN fib ers were given a SR dist ribution of 70% high-SR fib ers, 20% medium-SR fib ers 
and 10% low-SR fibers . 

4.2 Healthy Modeled Neurons in the VeN 

Historically, VCN cell responses have been defined by their post-stimulus t ime his
tograms (PSTHs), as discussed in section 2.2.4. 1 and shown in Figure 2.33. VCN cells 
were simulated with Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs and PSTHs were generated 
for each VCN cell type. Each simulated VCI cell was provided with 100 repetitions 
of a 50 ms tone stimulus followed by 50 ms of silence. PSTHs were generated by 
dividing the stimulus into 0.1 ms bins and calculating the total number of VCN cell 
action potent ials that occured in each bin over all repetitions of the same stimulus. 

VC cells can also be classified by the regularity of t heir firing which is quantified 
by the coefficient of variation (CV) (Young et al. , 1988). CV is defined as 

CV = CTRj 

f-LRj 
( 4.32) 

where CTRj is the standard deviation and /-LRj is the mean of ISIs in each bin. Like 
PSTH plots , CVs are calculated in individual t ime bins over a stimulus. In this 
case, a bin size of 1 ms was used. ISIs in each bin are computed and their statistics 
analyzed. In essense, t he CV provides a way of quantifying the variability in the time 
between successive neuron spikes over a stimulus. A high CV means that t here is a 
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large variability in ISIs. A low CV means that there is very little variablity which 
implies that the cell is firing at an extremely regular rate. Further details on the CV 
can be found in Young et al. (1988) and code of the specific implementation used in 
these works can be found in Appendix A.2. 

Figure 4.3 shows the PSTHs of a simulated spherical bushy cell at 30, 60 and 
90 dB SPL. Plots of lSI mean and lSI standard deviation can be seen next to each 
PSTH. vVe can see from these plots that our simulated spherical bushy cell shows 
primary-like behaviours. As the stimulus intensity is increased, the onset spike in 
the PSTH becomes far more prominent. This is similar to AN responses as well as 
primary-like VCN neuron responses (Young et al., 1988). Our average calculated CV 
is approximately 0.55. This indicates that our spherical bushy cell is firing at a highly 
irregular rate which is consistent with primary-like neurons recorded in the VCN by 
Young et al. (1988). 

Next we will look at a simulated globular bushy cell. PSTHs and spike regularity 
plots can be seen in Figure 4.4. We can clearly see a prominent notch following the 
onset peak in the PSTH as stimulus intensity is increased. At low stimulus intensities 
the PSTH matches that of a primary-like neuron. This matches the behaviour shown 
in measured VCN cells (Young et al. , 1988). Looking at our calculated CV value, we 
see that our simulated cell is firing at a highly irregular rate, but not as irregularly 
as our simulated primary-like neuron. This is consistent with the findings of Young 
et al. (1988). 

The cell simulated in Figure 4.4 received 3 AN inputs from fibers with identical 
CFs. Figure 4.5 shows PSTHs and spike regularity plots for a globular bushy cell 
receiving 3 AN inputs with CFs spread over 0.0056 octaves. Looking at Figures 
4.5( a) and 4.5( c) , there is no discern able difference between a globular bushy cell 
with a spread of CFs and 3 AN inputs of identical CFs. This is reasonable due to 
the fact that the AN inputs only span a bandwidth of 0.0056 octaves. The spread of 
CFs also has no effect on CV calculations. The values of CV shown in Figure 4.5 are 
virtually identical to those calculated in Figure 4.4. 

Octopus cells are characterized by their strong onset responses to a stimulus fol
lowed by very low levels of sustained firing activity. They receive a large number of 
AN inputs over a wide bandwidth. Our simulated octopus cells using the Rothman 
and Manis (2006c) model show both of those behaviors. Simulated PSTHs and reg
ularity plots can be seen in Figure 4.6. vVe can see that as the stimulus intensity 
is raised , the octopus cells onset response becomes extremely prominent from the 
sustained response. While the calculated values of CV are higher than our simulated 
primary-like neurons , we can see from the PSTHs that the octopus cells are firing 
regularly. Another indicator that the octopus cell responses are relatively regular can 
be seen in the calculated means and standard deviations of ISIs in each bin. At the 
onset of the stimulus the mean and standard deviations are extremely low implying 
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Figure 4. 3: PSTHs of a simulated spherical bushy cell are shown in (a) , (c) and (e) 
at stimulus intensit ies of 30, 60 and 90 dB SPL, repspectively. PSTHs are for 100 
repetit ions of the same stimulus and 0.1 ms bin sizes are used. (b), (d) and (f) show 
the mean (blue) and standard deviation (red) of ISIs in each 1ms bin. The average 
CV over the entire stimulus is shown on each regularity figure. Type II VCN model 
cells were simulated with 1 AN input at BF. 
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Figure 4.4: PSTHs and regularity plots of a simulated globular bushy cell are shown. 
Similar to Figure 4.3. The average CV over the entire stimulus is shown on each 
figure. Type II VCN model cells were simulated using 3 AN inputs with CFs at BF. 
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Figure 4.5: PSTHs and regularity plots of a simulated globular bushy cell are shown. 
Similar to Figure 4.3. Type II VCN model cells are simulated using 3 AN inputs with 
CFs spread 0.0056 octaves apart centered around 5kHz. 
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relatively regular firing . However , after the onset spike of the octopus cell , mean ISIs 
rise to extremely long time periods (tens of milliseconds) . These time periods are ap
proximately ten times larger than those of our simulated primary-like neurons. Our 
stimulus is only 50 ms long. If our average lSI , after the onset spike, is in the tens 
of milliseconds , that means that the simulated octopus cell only fires approximately 
once or twice after each onset spike. Clearly, this is a very small sample size of spikes 
with which to calculate lSI and , as such, it is expected that our calculated CVs would 
provide erratic results. The results shown in Figure 4.6 are of a cell receiving 50 AN 
inputs with CFs spread over 2 octaves centered around 5 kHz. Simulated PSTHs and 
regularity plots of an octopus cell receiving 50 AN fib ers with CFs at 5 kHz showed 
almost identical results and, as such, are not shown here for comparison. 

Figure 4.7 shows the PSTHs and regularity plots of a simulated D-stellate cell 
receiving 50 AN inputs with identical CFs. We can see chopping behavior at the 
beginning of each PSTH that becomes more prominent with increasing stimulus in
tensity, similar to chopper cells recorded by Young et al. (1988) . While chopping 
behavior is directly visible in the PSTHs, we also notice a relatively high sustained 
firing rate after the initial chopping response. This is atypical of onset chopper cells. 
Our calculated CV values at 30 dB SPL is approximately 0.35. This indicates that our 
onset chopper cell is firing more regularly than our primary-like units , as expected. 
At higher stimulus intensities however , we notice some discrepancies. We see that 
there are cases where the standard deviation of the lSI jumps for some bins. This 
can be attributed, mainly, to the fact that only 100 stimulus repetitions were used in 
the calculation of CV which makes our regularity data succeptible to sampling noise. 
If we ignore the large spikes that deviate from the overall trend in each curve we see 
that, for larger stimulus intensities, the standard deviation of ISIs is comparable (in 
terms of ms) to primarily-like units which contradicts physiological observations. 

Though the PSTHs shown in Figure 4.7 did show canonical onset chopping be
havior , the simulated AN input configuration did not match physiology. We now 
examine the effects a spread of CFs has on simulated D-stellate cells by providing 
our simulated cell with 50 AN inputs with CFs spread over 2 octaves . The results 
can be seen in Figure 4.8. The PSTHs in Figure 4.8 look very similar to those in 
Figure 4.7 however , the regularity plots show significant differences. VVe see that our 
calculated CV value, is substantially lower than those of simulated primary like units 
for all stimulus intensities except 90 dB SPL. Apart from some occasional sampling 
noise, the standard deviation of ISIs in each bin is significantly lower than the mean. 
This is consistent with results by Young et al. (1988) . The simulated D-stellate cell 
is receiving AN fib er inputs from fibers with CFs ranging from 2.5kHz to 10kHz. 
The fib ers with CFs significantly above and below our stimulus frequency of 5kHz 
are not firing significantly in response to our stimulus which results in t he D-stellate 
cell being driven less , overall. Also , the spread in phase between the responses of 
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Figure 4.6: PSTHs and regularity plots of a simulated octopus cell are shown. Similar 
to Figure 4.3. Type II VCN model cell were simulated with 50 AN inputs with CFs 
spread over 2 octaves centered around BF. 
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Figure 4.7: PSTHs and regularity plots of a simulated D-stellate cell are shown. 
Similar to Figure 4.3. Type I VCN cells were simulated with 50 AN inputs having 
idential CFs (5kHz) 
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each of the AN fiber inputs decreases t he effectiveness of the limited amount of phase 
locking that occurs in AN fib ers with high-frequency CFs. The spikes in standard 
deviat ion seen in panel (f) are t he result of our small number of stimulus repetitions 
and are responsible for the large CV value shown. With only 100 stimulus repetit ions , 
we occasionally end up with inaccurate estimates of standard deviation due to t he 
fact t hat a much larger sample size of data is required for accurate measurements of 
standard deviation than for calculating t he mean. 

We saw how the addition of a spread of CFs to a simulated D-stellate cell can result 
in regularity of firing t hat is more in line with measured onset chopper cells, however 
the change in input configuration cannot correct for the relatively high sustained 
firing rates observed. Rothman and Manis (2006c) developed mathematical models 
for five different observed cell types but used only the type I-c and type II cell models 
to simulate VCN cells. While they were able to produce reasonable responses using 
their AN spike generator , we now see that discrepancies arise when the auditory 
periphery model is changed. We simulated D-stellate cells using the type I- t cell 
model outlined by Rothman and Manis (2006c) and found that the net result was 
a significant decrease in sustained firing. PSTHs and regularity plots can be seen 
in Figure 4.9. We can also see from the PSTHs that the onset chopping response 
is more pronounced in D-stellate cells simulated using t he type I-t cell model. The 
main difference between the type I-c and type I-t cell model is the presence of the 
fast-inactivating K+ current (h)which serves to counteract the depolarizing effects 
of excitatory synaptic inputs , effectively increasing t he t hreshold of AP generation 
(Rothman and Manis, 2006c) . 

Finally, we examine the response properties of a simulated T-stellate cell. We 
first simulate a T-stellate cell with 3 AN inputs with identical CFs (5kHz). While we 
expect our T-stellate cell to have a sustained chopper shaped PSTH, we observe in 
Figure 4.10 that our simulated cell does not exhibit this type of response. In fact, t he 
PSTH looks almost more like that of a primary-like with notch neuron. However, if 
we examine t he regularity data, the calculated CV values are significant ly lower than 
the primary-like neuron shown in Figure 4.4, which indicates that the cell is chopping 
despite the fact that it is not visible in the PSTH. This is likely the result of the 
overlapping of several responses that are out of phase in the PSTH. The CV values 
are also comparable to our simulated onset chopper (D-stellate) cell. 

We now simulate a T-stellate cell using 3 AN inputs with CFs spread of a band
width of 0.0056 octaves. The PSTH and regularity plots are only shown for a BF 
stimulus at 60 dB SPL in Figure 4. 11. vVe can see from t his figure that the results 
are virtually identical to the previous case wit h 3 A inputs with identical CFs. This 
is to be expected as the bandwidth of AN inputs is not significantly large enough for 
differences in phase and A'Y. fib er excitation to present themselves. 
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Figure 4.8: PSTHs and regularity plot of a simulated D-stellate cell receiving 50 AN 
inputs with CFs spread 2 octaves around 5 kHz are shown. Similar to Figure 4.3. 
Type I VCN model cells were simulated. 
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Figure 4.9: PSTHs and regularity plots of a simulated D-stellate cell using the type I-t 
cell model are shown. Similar to Figure 4.3. The simulated D-stellate cell is receving 
50 AN inputs with CFs spread over 2 octaves centered about BF (5 kHz) . 
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Figure 4.10: PSTHs and regularity plots of a simulated T-stellate cell are shown. 
Similar to Figure 4.3. Type I VCN model cells were simulated receiving 3 AN inputs 
with CFs of 5 kHz. 
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We also simulated a T-stellate cell using the type I-t cell model. While the result
ing PSTHs shown in Figure 4.12 are still not ident ical to canonical sustained chopper 
responses, we do see some chopping peaks beginning to form . The rate of sustained 
firing is decreased as a result of the change in cell model, similar to our simulated 
D-stellate cell. Once again, we can see from our regularity plots in Figure 4.12 that 
our T-stellate cell is still firing at a relatively regular rate. We can conclude from 
t hese results that a currently unmodeled factor is responsible for t he result ing PSTH 
shape seen in recorded sustained chopper cells. 

Although VCN cells are often characterized by their PSTHs, not all response 
properties can be accounted for in t hat manner alone. For example, the T-stellate 
cell is characterized by its inhibitory sidebands in addit ion to its sustained chopper 
response. Octopus and D-stellate cells receive AN inputs over a broad range of CFs 
and , as such, have large regions of excitation in addit ion to their specific PSTH 
characteristics. For this reason, we will now show and analyze the spread of excitation 
of each of our simulated VCI cell types. We will do this in t he form of iso-intensity 
curves. Iso-intensity curves show the driven firing rate of a cell in response to a variety 
of tone frequencies all presented at an identical stimulus intensity. Each plotted line 
on the curve represents a different stimulus intensity. Each driven rate is a normalized 
value of the cell firing rate defined by 

DR= FR- SR 
FR30dB - SR 

( 4.33) 

where FR is the firing rate of the cell in response to the stimulus, SR is the cells 
spontaneous rate and FR30dB the firing rate of the cell at 30 dB above threshold. FR 
was computed as the number of spikes occurring in the last 30 ms of t he stimulus 
duration and averaged over all 100 repetitions of the applied stimulus. This method 
of normalization was selected in order to be able to more directly compare our results 
to those of Cai et al. (2008) when we examine the effects of hearing loss later on. 

Figure 4.13 shows an iso-intensity plot for a simulated spherical bushy cell. ote 
that frequencies are shown as the BF relative to the tone stimulus in octaves. A 
stimulus 2 octaves above BF will appear in Figure 4.13 as the cell 's BF being -2 
octaves relative to the tone stimulus. In essence, stimulus frequencies above BF are on 
t he left side of t he figure and stimulus frequencies below BF are on the right side of t he 
curve. vVe can see that the behaviors shown here resemble those of Al fib ers closely. 
At low stimulus intensities the spherical bushy cell is only responsive to an extremely 
narrow frequency region at the cell 's BF. As stimulus intensity is increased the cell 
becomes more excitable to a wider range of frequencies. At extremely high intensit ies 
the cells firing rate is saturated (similar to the AN in pu t) and t he cell shows a tail 
response to large range of stimuli below BF. As the stimulus frequency is increased 
far enough above BF , we see a sharp decrease in the excitability of the simulated 
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VCN cell. This coincides with the stimulus frequency exiting the excitable region of 
the AN tuning curve. These AN-like responses are expected because spherical bushy 
cells receive very few AN inputs and have extremely strong synaptic connections in 
the form of endbulbs of Held. The iso-intensity curve for a globular bushy cell is not 
shown because it is virtually identical to Figure 4.13. Globular bushy cells receive AN 
inputs from fibers with similar CFs and as such, it is expected that their regions of 
excitation would be similar to spherical bushy cells. In fact, recorded globular bushy 
cell iso-intensity curves show similar properties and similar overall response regions 
to those shown in Figure 4.13 (Rhode, 2008). 

We now look at an iso-intensity plot for a simulated D-stellate cell. Figure 4.14 
shows an extremely broad range of excitation. The notch in the reponse at around 
4 kHz is a result of resonances in the bulla in the middle ear and is expected. This 
iso-intensity curve shows a response similar to recorded iso-intensity curves by Rhode 
and Smith (1986) , Palmer et ai. (2003) and to W-cells simulated by the Zheng and 
Voigt (2006) DCN model. The only difference is that recorded iso-intensity curves 
show much steeper decreases in excitation above BF. A recorded D-stellate cell with a 
similar BF to our simulated cell has a steep decrease in excitation back to spontaneous 
levels at approximately 8 kHz. This discrepancy is likely due to our estimate of AN 
input bandwidth of 2 octaves. It is likely that D-stellate cells receive inputs from AN 
fibers over a much smaller bandwidth than 2 octaves. In fact , recent physiological 
results and computational studies have shown that the input bandwidth of AN fibers 
to cells providing wide band inhibition in the DCN may much smaller than originally 
estimated (Lomakin and Davis, 2008). 

Octopus cells have typically proven difficult to measure intracellularly and , as 
such, few specifically classified octupus cell iso-intensity curves have been reported 
(Oertel et ai. , 2000). PSTHs showing octopus cell-like behavior have been shown next 
to response maps of unclassified VCN cells (Palmer et ai. , 2003; Rhode and Smith, 
1986). As such, we will compare our octopus cell responses , shown in Figure 4.15 , to 
those results. We can see from our simulated octupus cell iso-intensity curves that 
their response regions are similar to our D-stellate cells but with a slightly stronger 
tail response. Similar responses were shown by unclassified cells shown in Palmer 
et ai. (2003). Like our simulated D-stellate cell, our simulated octopus cell is more 
excitable at high frequencies than measured cells. While the estimate of octopus cells 
receiving input from AN fibers that encode roughly 2 octaves may be correct , it is 
possible that the spread of CFs is actually smaller than estimated. A more accurate 
estimate, due to the reasonably prominent tail region in our simulated octopus cells, 
might be that octopus cells have a greater bandwidth below BF than above. As 
stated earlier , these conclusions should be taken with a grain of salt due to a lack of 
published octopus cell data. 
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This leaves us wit h the final VCN cell type, the T-stellate cell. Our simulated T
stellate cell iso-intensity curves can be seen in Figure 4. 16. We can see from our results 
that these simulated iso-intensity curves are ident ical to those shown for primary
like neurons in Figure 4. 13. Looking at the results from a purely mathematical 
perspective, t his makes sense. Our simulated T -stellate cell receives an AN input 
configuration that is similar to our simulated bushy cells. This, however , does not 
match physiological results. T-stellate cells are characterized by prominent inhibitory 
sidebands due to the inhibitory inputs they receive from D-stellate cells (Ferragamo 
et al., 1998). As currently defined, the Rothman and Manis (2006c) model does not 
account for these inhibitory interconnections of VCN cells and it cannot fully model 
the response characteristics of T -stellate cells. This result also accounts for the fact 
that previously simulated T-stellate cell PSTHs did not show canonical forms. We 
can conclude from this that the Rothman and Manis (2006c) model, in its current 
state, cannot fully model T-stellate cell bahavior and that inter-neuron inhibition 
must be added in order to allow for more robust and detailed analyses of T-stellate 
cell behaviors. 

One final observation of note is that the AN fib er inputs orginally used by Roth
man and Manis (2006c) to simulate VCN cell PSTHs produced responses that were 
most closely matched by Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN fiber inputs modeled at ex
tremely high intensit ies. While Rothman and Manis (2006c) were able to model some 
PSTHs that resembled physiological responses , their original AN model is not able to 
produce the broad range of reponses shown in this thesis without significant changes 
to several model parameters. 

4.3 Impaired Modeled Neurons in the VeN 

Recently, Cai et al. (2008) performed a study of the effects of hearing impairment 
on the response properties of VCN neurons. The focus of their study was changes 
in loudness recruitment arising from hearing impairment. They measured a large 
population of both impaired and unimpaired VCl cells of all types and looked at 
changes in firing rates, firing thresholds and spreads of excitation. In order to be able 
to compare our simulated impaired VCN cells as directly as possible to the results 
presented by Cai et al. (2008) , we averaged the compound action potential (CAP) 
audiograms of the unimpaired and impaired ears. The average CAP audiograms were 
then subtracted to obtain t he threshold shift in dB SPL at each frequency which were 
then used to calculate the appropriate GIRC and GOHC constants for modeling hearing 
impairment in the auditory periphery. 

Cai et al. (2008) found that common across all cell types was an overall firing 
threshold increase. Figure 4. 17 shows rate level (RL) curves for t he entire population 
of primary-like neurons. The increase in t hreshold is clearly evident between impaired 
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and unimpaired VC primary-like neurons. Also evident is a diminished saturated 
driven rate in the overall population. Cai et al. (2008) also found that the slope of the 
RL curve at threshold is steeper in the overall population of unimpaired primary-like 
cells than in impaired cells. 

The chopper cell population showed the exact opposite of the primary-like pop
ulation. Figure 4.18 shows that the impaired chopper cell population saturates to a 
higher firing rate than the unimpaired population. Impaired chopper cells also show 
a steeper slope above threshold than unimpaired chopper cells. 

Cai et al. (2008) also showed the overall spread of excitation of all recorded VCN 
cells. Cell 's iso-intensity curves were overlapped at BF using a pseudopopulation 
analysis. Driven firing rates were normalized across each cell type using the method 
out lined in Equation 4.33. Figure 4. 19 shows the plotted iso-intensity curves from 
Cai et al. (2008). Frequencies are plotted as cell BF octaves relative to tone stimulus 
frequency. We see that the main difference between the two populations is an increase 
in excitation at frequencies below BF following hearing impairment . The broadening 
in excitation that occurs as a result of hearing loss is not as large in VCN cells as it 
is in AN fib ers. 

We now examine t he response properties of simulated VCN cells receiving im
paired AN inputs. Figure 4.20 shows the rate level-curves of a simulated primary-like 
neuron receiving both impaired and unimpaired AN fib er inputs. We can see from 
the curve that there is a significant increase in threshold for the simulated cell receiv
ing impaired inputs . Unlike the results of Cai et al. (2008), our simulated impaired 
VCN cell did not show a decrease in saturated firing rat e at extremely high stimulus 
intensities. The slope after threshold of our simulated impaired VCN primary-like 
cell was not substant ially shallower t han that of our simulated unimpaired cell. Our 
simulated primary-like wit h notch VCN neuron produced a response ident ical to that 
shown in Figure 4.20. Upon initial reflection, it would seem that there may be some 
other physiological factors (e.g. plasticity) that are currently unaccounted for in the 
Rothman and Manis (2006c) model of primary-like neurons in the VCN. It is difficult 
to draw firm conclusions due to t he nature of the data in the study by Cai et al. 
(2008). The animals recorded by Cai et al. (2008) were subjected to a narrowband 
noise signal centered around 2 kHz presented at 111 dB SPL. VCN cells with a large 
number of BFs were then recorded and then averaged together. T herefore t here are 
some neurons with BFs below the narrowband noise signal and some neurons wit h 
BFs above the narrowband noise signal. The location of the BF of the cell is impor
tant because it will determine how affected the AN inputs to cell following acoustic 
t rauma. Before any serious conclusions are drawn regarding whether or not there are 
any currently unaccounted changes in the physiology of VC cells following acoustic 
trauma, further simulations of VC cells at different BFs is required. 

Cai et al. (2008) grouped onset choppers and sustained choppers together in their 
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analysis of chopper neuron response properties following acoustic trauma. For our 
analysis, we shall separately model both onset and sustained chopper cells. Figure 
4.21 shows the rate-level curve for simulated onset chopper cells. We see that the 
impaired onset chopper has a much steeper slope at threshold than the unimpaired 
onset chopper , as shown by Cai et al. (2008). We already showed earlier the Rothman 
and Manis (2006c) model , as is, cannot properly model t he responses of sustained 
chopper cells due to a lack of inhibitory inputs. It should come as no surprise that 
our simulated impaired sustained chopper cell (shown in Figure 4.22) does not show 
either of t he characteristics of cells recorded by Cai et al. (2008). Like the simulated 
unimpaired sustained chopper , our impaired cell shows response properties ident ical 
to primary-like neurons as currently simulated. We know that T-stellate cells receive 
inhibitory inputs from D-stellate cells (Ferragamo et al., 1998). If we were to apply 
a D-stellate cell response as an inhibitory input to the T-stellate cell , as currently 
modeled, we would see the behavior opposite to that of chopper cells in Cai et al. 
(2008). Our simulated impaired D-stellate cell shows a steeper slope at threshold. 
This would cause a decrease in the excitability of t he T-stellate cell as the D-stellate 
cell inhibit ion grows more prominent. This would cause a decrease in the overall firing 
rate of the T-stellate cell which would, once again , result in primary-like behavior, 
as described by Cai et al. (2008) . This is further indication t hat significant plastic 
changes occur in the VCN following acoustic t rauma. 

Figure 4.23 shows the rate level curves of simulated impaired and unimpaired oc
topus cells. Unfort unately, Cai et al. (2008) did not publish any detailed results of 
cells exhibiting similar responses for us to compare. Cai et al. (2008) did mention 
that cells exhibit ing onset type behaviors did exhibit steeper slopes at threshold and 
saturated at higher rates following sound exposure. We can see that the simulated 
impaired octopus cell shows a steeper slope at threshold than its unimpaired coun
terpart. Our simulated impaired octopus cell does saturate to a lower rate at high 
intensit ies than the unimpaired octopus cell. 

Common across all simulated VCN cells receiving impaired AN inputs is an in
abili ty to accurately model all of the rate-level effects of recorded cells in the VC . 
All of our simulated cells saturated to identical firing rates at extremely high intensi
t ies. 'While our simulated onset chopper and onset (octopus) cell did show slopes at 
t hreshold with similar characteristics to those described in Cai et al. (2008) , the rest 
of our simulated cells were unable to reproduce physiological responses. The average 
rates of firing for both unimpaired and impaired VCN cells were significantly different 
from those of Cai et al. (2008). This fact may imply that there are other physiological 
factors involved in the function of the VCN that were not previously known. 

vVe now examine the changes in spread of excitation that arise from providing 
impaired simulated Al inputs to the Rothman and Manis (2006c) VCN model. Fig
ures 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26 show iso-intensity curves for an onset chopper , sustained 
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chopper and octopus cell receiving simulated impaired AN inputs. T he iso-intensity 
curves for primary-like and primary-like with notch neurons are not shown because 
they are ident ical to those shown in Figure 4.25. Both our onset chopper and octopus 
cell show significant increases in the spread of excitation both above and below BF. 
T he remainder of t he cell types show the opposite effect. Simulated Pri , Pri-N and 
sustained chopper cells all showed a decrease in region of excitation at frequencies 
above BF as well as a decrease in excitability at frequencies below BF. The unim
paired data shown in Figure 4.19 was averaged over a population of cells with varying 
types. When performing the averaging, Cai et al. (2008) assigned weights to each 
cell typed based on relative percentage of the population of recorded cells in previous 
studies. In doing so, Cai et al. (2008) assigned the highest weight ing to primary-like 
neurons followed by sustained chopper neurons. These are the two cell types wit h 
t he narrowest regions of excitation in the VCN. The sustained chopper, in part icular , 
has inhibitory sidebands which would serve to decrease the overall average since t he 
driven rate in t hose sidebands would be a negative value. 'While it is difficult to claim, 
specificially, whether or not each individual simulated response matches its physiolog
ical counterpart, we can see behaviors in the individual spreads of excitation of each 
of our simulated cell types that match some of the overall trends in the physiological 
data. 
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Figure 4.11: The PSTH of a simulated T-stellate cell receiving 3 AN inputs with CFs 
spread of a bandwidth of 0.0056 octaves is shown in (c) receiving a BF stimulus at 60 
dB SPL. 100 repetitions of a BF-tone stimulus were presented and 0.1 ms bin sizes 
are used. (d) shows the mean (blue) and standard deviation (red) ofISls in each lms 
bin. The average CV over the entire stimulus is shown on (d) . A type I VCN cell 
model was used. 
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Figure 4.12: PSTHs and regularity plots of a simulated T-stellate cell are shown. 
Similar to Figure 4.3. T-stellate cells were simulated using the type I-t cell model 
receiving 3 AN inputs with CFs at 5 kHz. 
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Figure 4.13: Iso-intensity curves of a primary-like neuron. Stimulus intensity is noted 
next to each curve. Frequencies are shown in BF relative to tonal stimulus (in oc
taves). Cell was stimulated with 50 ms tonal stimuli from -2 to 2 octaves around BF 
(5kHz) in 0.25 octave steps. 
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Figure 4.14: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated D-stellate neuron. Similar to Figure 
4.13 
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Figure 4.15: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated D-stellate neuron. Similar to Figure 
4. 13 
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Isointensity Rate-Frequency Curves: 3 AN fibers with a SW of 0.0056 octaves 
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Figure 4.16: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated T-stellate neuron. Similar to Figure 
4. 13 
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Figure 4.17: Rate-level curves of recorded impaired and unimpaired primary-like VC 
cells . (A) shows the rate-level curves of the entire recorded population of primary-like 
cells recorded by Cai et al. (2008) in response to a BF tone. (B) shows the average 
firing rate of the entire population plotted against dB re threshold. RL curves from 
(A) were aligned at threshold and averaged. All red curves indicate hearing impaired 
VCN cells and blue curves indicate unimpaired VCN cells. (Figure 4 reprinted from 
Cai et al. (2008) 
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Figure 4.18: Rate-level curves of recorded impaired and unimpaired chopper cells in 
the VCN. (A) shows the rate-level curves of the entire recorded population of primary
like cells recorded by Cai et al. (2008) in response to a BF tone. (B) shows the average 
firing rate of the entire population plotted against dB re threshold. RL curves from 
(A) were aligned at threshold and averaged. All red curves indicate hearing impaired 
VCN cells and blue curves indicate unimpaired VCN cells. (Figure 5 reprinted from 
Cai et al. (2008) 
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Figure 4.19: Normalized iso-intensity curves for the entire population of recorded 
VCN cells. (A) shows the spread of excitation of the entire population of unimpaired 
VCN cells recorded by Cai et al. (2008) (blue). The gray line shows the spread of 
excitation of an AN fiber at 60 dB SPL. (B) shows the spread of excitation of the 
entire population of impaired VCN cells recorded by Cai et al. (2008). The grey lines 
shows the spread of excitation of two impaired AN fibers. (Figure 6 reprinted from 
Cai et al. (2008) 
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Figure 4.20: Rate-level curves of simulated impaired and unimpaired primary-like 
VeN neurons. Driven rate (firing rate minus SR) is plotted versus stimulus intensity. 
The blue curve indicates the unimpaired neuron and the red curve indicates the 
impaired neuron. Each neuron is presented with 100 repetitions of a 50 ms BF (5 
kHz) tone. Firing rates are computed as the average of the firing rate over the last 
30 ms of the stimulus over all 100 trials. 
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Figure 4.21: Rate-level curves of simulated impaired and unimpaired onset chopper 
neurons. Similar to Figure 4.20 
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Figure 4.22: Rate-level curves of simulated impaired and unimpaired sustained chop
per neurons. Similar to Figure 4.20 
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Figure 4.23: Rate-level curves of simulated impaired and unimpaired octopus cells. 
Similar to Figure 4.20 
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Figure 4.24: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated onset chopper cell receiving impaired 
AN inputs. Similar to Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.25: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated simulated chopper cell receiving im
paired AN inputs. Similar to Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.26: Iso-intensity curves of a simulated onset cell receiving impaired AN 
inputs. Similar to Figure 4. 13. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions & Future Works 

5.1 Conclusions 

The Zheng and Voigt (2006) model of neurons in the DCN was provided with AN in
puts from the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model of the auditory periphery. The resulting 
DCI cell responses were drastically different from those originally published by Zheng 
and Voigt (2006). DCN cells modeled using Zilany and Bruce (2007) model A inputs 
showed decreases in firing thresholds, significant widening of their responses and over
all increases in excitatory behavior. In order to find the source of the differences, AN 
responses from the Carney (1993) model, originally used by Zheng and Voigt (2006) , 
were compared to those generated by the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model. It was 
found t hat AN fib ers modeled using the Carney (1993) model showed less broadening 
in their responses, saturated to higher firing rates and had significant ly higher fi ring 
t hresholds. It was shown that some of the differences in responses could be accounted 
for by changes in the connection parameters of the Zheng and Voigt (2006) model. 
A series of simulations were undertaken to determine the ideal parameter sets for 
generating the most physiological type III , type IV and type IV-T reponses possible. 
Though responses that reasonably matched physiology were simulated, it was found 
that further modeling of t he non-specific afferents providing inputs to DCK primary 
cells is required to account for the low firing thresholds and wide responses. 

A~ fib ers modeling IRC and ORC impairment in the cochlea were simulated 
using the Zilany and Bruce (2007) and used in conjunction wit h the Zheng and Voigt 
(2006) DCN model to explore the effects that hearing impairment in the auditory 
periphery has on DCN cell responses. Type III , type IV and type IV-T primary cells 
were modeled using the ideal parameter set receiving impaired AN inputs with CAP 
t hreshold shifts well above, well below and just above BF. Results were compared to 
recent physiological measurements of DCN cell reponses following acoustic t rauma 
by Ma and Young (2006). Type III cells receiving impaired A inputs with CAP 
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threshold shifts just above BF showed class A tail responses. Type IV and type IV-T 
primary cell receiving similar AN inputs showed class B tail reponses. DCN cells with 
CAP threshold shifts well above threshold showed no noticeable changes in response. 
Primary cells receiving impaired AN inputs wit h CAP threshold shifts well below BF 
showed very minor activity overall. Type IV-T primary cells receiving impaired A 
inputs wit h CAP threshold shifts well below BF show class B-like tail distributions . 

Zilany and Bruce (2007) model A inputs were also provided to the Rothman and 
Manis (2006c) VCN cells model. PSTH and regularity responses of all VCN cell types 
were modeled. It was shown that the Rothman and Manis (2006c) model was able to 
reproduce a wide array of physiological responses to a variety of stimuli for simulated 
bushy cells, octopus cells and D-stellate cells. Though regularity analysis showed 
chopper-like behavior , simulated T-stellate cells were not able accurately reproduce 
physiological reponses. T-stellate cell PSTHs did not visually exhibit clear chopping 
behavior and plots of spreads of excitation showed a lack of the prominent sideband 
inhibit ion typically that characterizes their responses. It was determined that this 
was due to the lack of modeled D-stellate cell inhibit ion reported by Ferragamo et al. 
(1998). An attempt was made to provide physiological AN input configurations to 
modeled Rothman and Manis (2006c) VCl cells. The esit imate of a 2 octave spread 
of AN fiber CFs was shown to be excessive when examining the spread of excitation 
in modeled octopus and D-stellate cells. A spread of CFs did show more accurate 
physiological response properties in D-stellate cells. Modeled onset and sustained 
chopper units showed high sustained rates of firing . It was shown that sustained 
firing rates could be limited by changing to a Rothman and Manis (2006b) type I- t 
cell. The h current present in t he type I-t cell model served to lower t he sustained 
firing rate. 

Rothman and Manis (2006c) VCN cells were also modeled receiving impaired AN 
fiber inputs from the Zilany and Bruce (2007) model in order to compare the re
sponses to physiological recording by Cai et al. (2008) . Resulting simulated VCN cell 
responses did not match reported results by Cai et al. (2008) . While, D-stellate cells 
did show stepper slopes at t hreshold follow acoustic trauma, they did not show the 
higher saturated firing rates at high intensities typical of recorded hearing impaired 
VCN chopper neurons. Modeled primary-like neurons did not show the decrease in 
slope at threshold for their rate-level responses, nor did they show a decrease in sus
tained firing rate. T hese results lead us to suggest that the changes in VCN cell 
responses following acoustic trauma, reported by Cai et al. (2008), are mainly the 
result of plastic changes in VCN neurons and not of changes' AN fiber responses. 
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5.2 Suggestions for Future Works 

The results of our DCN cell simulations suggest that the input provided to DCN 
principal cells by efferents from higher stages of the auditory system as well as afferents 
within the DC playa role in increasing the frequency contrast of DCN cell responses. 
A further study of simulated DeN cell reponses with t he addition of the non-specific 
afferents described by Zheng and Voigt (2006) could serve to confirm hypothesis. The 
minor change to t he Zheng and Voigt (2006) model would be to model the non-specific 
afferents as inhibitory as opposed to excitatory as an excitatory input would actually 
make the responses worse. Zheng and Voigt (2006) current ly model these inputs as 
a renewal process with constant firing rate. It is highly unlikely t hat so simplistic a 
model is accurate and it would prove valuable to attempt to develop a physiologically 
based model of the these afferents. 

The Zheng and Voigt (2006) model assigns synaptic weights uniformly to all synap
tic inputs regardless of the target cell 's BF relative to the synaptic input. Lomakin and 
Davis (2008) recently performed a study of wideband inhibitors where they assigned 
synaptic weights using a Gaussian distribution such that synaptic inputs nearest to 
BF received the strongest synaptic connections. Such a model of synaptic inputs could 
also serve to accomodate for the wider responses exhibited by DeN cells simulated 
using Zilany and Bruce (2007) model A inputs. 

Modeled T-stellate cells using Zilany and Bruce (2007) AN inputs were unable to 
reproduce physiological repsonse properties due to a lack of the inhibition provided 
by D-stellate cells. The addition of an inhibitory synaptic current to the Rothman 
and Manis (2006c) current model could reproduce t he inhibitory sidebands typically 
shown by T-stellate cell reponses. The ability to model all five Ver cell types in 
reponse to wide variety of stumili would then allow us to attempt to model the next 
stage of the auditory system, the SOC. 

Cai et al. (2008) presented their results for a population of Vel cells of various 
types and over a range of BFs. Our hearing impairment study only examined the 
reponses of one cell of each type with a BF of 5 kHz. A further modeling study of a 
population of VCN cells, mirroring t hat in Cai et al. (2008) , could be undertaken to 
further solidify our hypothesis that the effects of hearing loss on VeN cell responses 
is primarily the result of plastic changes in the VeN and not of changes in AN input 
responses due to hair cell loss. 
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Appendix A 

MATLAB code and ideal DeN 
model parametrs 

Appendix A.l contains the MATLAB code for the implementation of the Rothman 
and Manis (2006c) VCN model used in these works. Appendix A.2 contains the 
MATLAB scripts used to calculate CV and Appendix A.3 contains the MATLAB 
script used to generate AN inputs to the Zheng and Voigt (2006) DCN model. Most 
importantly, the DCN model connection parameters used to generate physiological 
responses to Zilany and Bruce (2007) model AN inputs can be found in Appendix 
A.4. 

A.1 VCN Model Code 

The MATLAB code used to simulate Rothman and Manis (2006c) model VCN cells 
can be found here . The main script ofthe model is VCN_v9.m. VCN_RK4solv_main_v2.m 
is the main function of the implemented ODE solver. The rest of the scripts are sub
routines for the ODE solver. Further details can be found in the comments at the 
start of each script. 

f uncti on V = VCN_v9(suborsup , celltype ,spike~t ,Spike_times) 

% This function comp~tes the t~ansmembra~e pote~tial of a VCK cell 
% receiving AK fiber inputs . Data is ge~era~ed using 

% 

% spi~e~~ : defines ~he bi~ size i~ ms of tte spike trai~ vector 
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% SpiKe _~i~es : a spiKe t~ain vector 
% 

McMaster - Electrical Engineering 

% subo~sup : tiefi~es AN irputs as ei~he~ sup~a~~resholti or subthreshold . 

~ celltype : allows ~he user to select t~e type of VCN cell si~Jlated . Tbe 
% inpJt variable 1S a~ irteger correspordlng co :.he cell type . 
% 

% 'lCN Cell type 
% I-c 
% 1-:. 

% I - II 

% II-I 

% II 

% 'lCN :vJode 1 

celltype value 
1 

2 

3 

5 

% ?repa~ed by : Stephe~ Vetsis 

% Simulation parame=ers 
~t = 0 . 00 1; % sinula=ion t ine step in ms 
s i mt i me = 50* 1.2; 
Vi n it = -63 . 9 ; 

% Mod el Paraneters 
global Cm ; % ["Ie r1bra~e capacitance in p? 
globa l Vth ; % Th~eshold po t e~~ial i n mV 
% Sodiun Curren:. Paraneters 
global gNa _ma x; % Sodiun cur~en:. peak cordJccance in rS 
gl obal VN a ; % Soo.iJm current revers;:;.l pote~:.ial in m'i 

% Hyperpolariza:.ion-accivat ed cation current parameters 
global gh_max ; % Ih current peak conductance in nS 
globa l Vh ; % ~ curren:. reversal po:.ential in mV 
% ~odel leakage current 
global g l kJ11ax ; % Leakage c urre""]t mex conciJc:.ance i :1 nS 
globa l Vl k ; % Leakage current reversel poten:.ial in mV 
% Model e xcitatory pos~-synaptic current 
global tauE ; % Exci:.atory synap:.ic cur r ent time constant ir ~s 
global gE _theta ; % Synaptic efficacy of synap:.ic i nputs 1n nS 
global VE l % IE reversal potencial in mV 
% IA : Fas:. transient K currenc 
global Vk ; % Fast transien t K current. reversal po~ential i n mV 
global gA_max ; % Fast cransient K current maxi~u~ conductance i~ nS 
% II:. : Low-t~~eshold K cu~~en~ 
gl obal g LT_ma x ; % LO'",-chreshold K current maximum condt:ctance in riS 
global zeta ; % gati~g parc i cle dynamics cors~anc 
% Hig.-:.nreshold K c~rre~t 
global gHT _max ; % High-t~~eshold K c~rre~c naxim~m conducta~ce i~ nS 
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gl obal fi ; % cor.s~a~~ for Eigh ~hreshold K CL~~e~t ac~~vaticr. par~lcles 

% se~ pararnete~s according to cell ~ype 
if celltype == 1 

Vrest = -63.9 ; 
em = 12.0 ; 
Vth = -38.3; 
gNa _max = 1000.0; 
VNa = 55.0 ; 
gh_max = 0.5 ; 
Vh = -43 . 0; 
glk...max = 2 . 0 ; 
Vlk = -65 . 0 ; 
tauE = 0.07 ; 
gE _theta = 1 1. 0 ; 

% g::: _theta = 2 . 0 ; 
VE = 0 . 0; 
Vk = -70 . 0 ; 
gA_max = 0.0 ; 
gL L max = 0.0 ; 
zeta = 0.5 ; 
gHT _max = 150 . 0 ; 
fi = 0.85 ; 

e lseif celltype == 2 
Vrest = -64.2 ; 
em = 12.0 ; 
Vth = -34 . 9 ; 
gNa_max = 1 000 . 0 ; 
VNa = 55 . 0 ; 
gh_max = 0 . 5 ; 
Vh = -43 . 0 ; 
glLmax = 2.0 ; 
Vlk = - 65 . 0 ; 
tauE = 0.07 ; 
gE_theta = 12.0 ; 

% g::: _theta = 2 . 2 ; 
VE = 0 . 0 ; 
Vk = -70.0 ; 
gA_max = 65.0 ; 
gLT...max = 0 . 0 ; 
zeta = 0 . 5 ; 
gHT...max = 80.0 ; 
fi = 0.85 ; 

elseif celltype == 3 
Vrest = -64.1; 
em = 12 . 0 ; 
Vth = -51. 2 ; 
gNa...max = 1000 . 0 ; 
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VNa = 55.0 ; 
gh_max = 20 . 0 ; 
Vh = -43.0 ; 
g l Lmax = 2.0 ; 
Vlk = -65.0 ; 
tauE = 0.07 ; 
gE_theta = 1 5.0 ; 

% gE: _theta = 2 . 8 ; 

VE = 0 . 0 ; 
Vk = -70.0 ; 
gA_max = 0 . 0 ; 
gL L max = 20.0 ; 
zeta = 0 . 5 ; 
gHT _max = 1 50.0 ; 
f i = 0.85 ; 

elseif ce11type == 4 
Vrest = -63 . 8 ; 
Cm = 12 . 0 ; 
Vth = -58.0 ; 
g Na _max = 1 000.0 ; 
VNa = 55 . 0 ; 
gh _max = 3 . 5 ; 
Vh = - 43 . 0 ; 
g l Lmax = 2 . 0 ; 
Vlk = -65 . 0 ; 
t a uE = 0 . 07 ; 
gE _theta = 1 7 . 0 ; 

% g~_theta = 3 . 2 ; 
VE = 0 . 0 ; 
Vk = -70.0; 
gA_max = 0.0 ; 
gLLmax = 35 . 0 ; 
zeta = 0 . 5 ; 
gH L max = 1 50 . 0 ; 
f i = 0 . 85 ; 

elseif ce l ltype == 5 
Vrest = -63 . 6 ; 
Cm = 1 2 . 0 ; 
Vth = -62 . 2 ; 
gNaJnax = 1 000 . 0 ; 
VNa = 55 . 0 ; 
gh _max = 20 . 0 ; 
Vh = - 43.0 ; 
glk_max = 2.0 ; 
Vlk = -65 . 0 ; 
tauE = 0 . 07 ; 
gE _theta = 34.0 ; 

% gS _theta = 8 . 6 ; 
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else 

VE = 0 . 0 ; 
Vk = -70 . 0 ; 
gA_max = 0 . 0 ; 
gLLmax = 200 . 0 ; 
zeta = 0 . 5 ; 
gHLmax = 150.0 ; 
fi = 0 . 85; 

, error( 'Unrecognized Cell Type : Celltype(%d) , d3(%d) , Ez(%d) 
celltype , stimdb , stimfreq); 

. , 

end 

% Ex=ernal applled cJrre~t 
Iext = 0.0; % Applled ex=er~al s=i~ulus curre~t in pA 

% V = zeros(l , round(sim=ime/~t» ; 

i = 1; % currenc V vec=or i~dex for wnile loop 

% Upsample AK spike train 
spikeresamp = [Spike_times; zeros ( ( sp ike~t/~t )-l,length ( Spike _times » l; 

% Convolve with alp~a wave to get AN input variable conductance vec=o-

t = 0 : ~t : 2 ; 

alphawave = (t /tauE ) . *exp(l- (t . /tauE» ; 
% g:<: = g::: _thetaf-filter (alpha\'iave , 1 , (spike~t/1800) *spikeresanp ( : ) ') ; 
gE = gE _theta*filter (alpha wave , 1 , spikeresamp (:) '); 

% Clear loaded data to save memory 
clear Spike_times 

% Ins=antiate trans~embra~e potencial vector 
V = zeros(l , round (simtime/~t »; 

% Initial condie ions for V 
V Ii) = Vrest ; 

% Ge= i~icial values of gati~g pa=icles a~d their cime cons=ancs 
[a b c w z n p m h r l = gateparts(V (i) , zeta) ; 

while (i< length (V» 

% calculate derivatives of parameters and value at next =ime seep 
[dV da db dc dw dz dn dp dm dh dr l = VCN _RK4so1v_main_v2 (V(i) , 

a , b , c , w , z , n , p , m , h , r , Iext , suborsup*gE (i), ~t) ; 

% Assign new values to curre~t values 
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end 

b b + t>t*db; 
c = c + t>t*dc ; 
w w + t>t*dw ; 
z = z + t>t*dz ; 
n = n + t>t*dn ; 
p p + t>t*dp ; 
m m + t>t*dm ; 
h h + t>t*dh ; 
r = r + t>t*dr; 
V (i+l ) = V(i ) + t>t*dV ; 

% i~crement index 
i = i+l ; 

A.1.2 veN _RK4so1v _main_ v2.m 

f unctio n [ dV da db dc dw dz dn dp dm dh dr J = ... 

VCN _RK4solv_main_v2(V , a , b , c , w, z , n , p,m,h,r,IExt _cur , gE , t>t) 
% T~is is the main fu~ct ion of the VCN Model R~4 so l ver . It ea~es as inpc~ 
, ~he current values o f a ll o f cho model pa~a~ece rs , the cu~ren~ applied 
% ex~racellular current and t he si~u l ation t i me s ~ep . The function then 
% r ecurns the calculated de rivac i ves for al l o f e he model pa~a~e~ers using 
% ehe 4- ch order Runge-Kutt a me t hod of numer l ca l dif fe ~entiaeion . 

% Calculaee all K-va l ues f or all parameters 
[ KIV KIa Klb Klc Klw Klz KIn KIp KIm Klh KlrJ 

a ,b, c , w, z , n , p , m, h , r , IExt_cur,gE); 

[K2V K2a K2b K2c K2w K2z K2n K2p K2m K2h K2rJ = VCN_RK4solv_v2 ( 
V+ (t>t/2*KIV) , a+ (t>t/2*K l a ), b+ (t>t/2*Klb) , c+(t>t/2*K l c) , . . . 
w+ (t>t/2*Klw) , z+ (t>t/2*Klz) , n+ (t>t/2*Kln ), p+ (t>t/2*Klp), .. . 
m+(t>t/2*Klm) , h+(t>t/2*Klh) , r+ (t> t/2*Klr) , IExt _cur , gE) ; 

[K3V K3a K3b K3c K3w K3z K3n K3p K3m K3h K3rJ = VCN_RK4solv_v2( 
V+(t>t/2*K2V} , a+(t>t/2*K2a} , b+ (t>t/2*K2b} , c+ (t> t/2*K2c }, .. . 
w+(t>t/2*K2w} , z+(t>t/2*K2z} , n+ (t>t/2*K2n} , p+(t>t/2*K2p) , . . . 
m+(~t/2*K2m} , h+ ( ~t/2*K2h) , r+ ( ~t/2*K2r },I Ext _cur , gE} ; 

[K4V K4a K4b K4c K4w K4z K4n K4p K4m K4h K4r J = VCN_RK4solv_v2( 
V+(t>t*K3V} , a+(t>t*K3a} , b+(~t*K3b) , c+(t>t*K3c} , .. . 
w+ (t>t*K3w), z+ (t>t*K3z) , n+ (~t*K3n) , p+ (~t*K3p), .. . 
m+(~t*K3m) , h+(t>t*K3h) , r+(~t*K3r} , IExt _cur , gE) ; 

% Calculate the derivative of eac~ model para~ecer 
dV RK4_deriv_calc(KlV,K2V , K3V , K4V) ; 
da = RK4_deriv_calc(Kla , K2a , K3a , K4a} ; 
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db RK4 _deriv_ca l c (Klb , K2b , K3b , K4b } ; 
dc RK4 _deri v _calc(Klc , K2c , K3c , K4c} ; 
dw RK4 _der i v_calc (Klw , K2w , K3w , K4w }; 
dz RK4 _deriv_ca l c (Kl z , K2z , K3z , K4z }; 
dn RK4_deriv_ca l c (Kl n , K2n , K3n , K4n }; 
dp RK4 _der i v _ca l c (Kl p , K2p , K3p , K4p }; 
dm RK4_deriv_calc (Klm , K2m , K3m , K4m }; 
dh RK4 _der i v _ca l c (Kl h , K2h , K3h , K4h } ; 
dr RK4 _der i v _calc (Klr , K2r , K3r , K4r } ; 

A.lo3 veN _RK4so1v _ v2.m 

funct i on [KV Ka Kb Kc Kw Kz Kn Kp Km Kh Kr J = . . . 
VCN _RK4so 1 v _v2 (V, a , b , c , w, z , n , p,m, h , r , IExt _c ur , gE ) 

% This function calc~lates the current K values f or eac~ of Lhe para~e~e~s 
% i~ ~he VCN model using the 4 th order Runge ~utLa method . The input 
% parameters are the current values of all of the model parame~ers as well 
% as ~he current value of the applied extra-cellular currenc . 

% Find current steady stace value of gacing part i c l e dyna~ics and cime 
% constanes of change ac current transmembrane potential . 
[ass bss c ss ws s zss nss pss mss hs s rss J = gatep art s(V, O.5} ; 
[ta tb tc tw tz t n tp tm th t r J = ga t etaus _v2 (V) ; 

% Calculate K values 
KV vo l tder i v_v2 (V,IExt _cur , a , b , c,w , z , n , p , m, h , r , gE ); 
Ka gatederiv (a , ass , ta }; 
Kb gateder i v (b , bss ,tb }; 
Kc gateder i v (c , css , tc } ; 
Kw gateder i v (w, wss , tw } ; 
Kz gatederiv ( z , zs s, tz } ; 
Kn gateder i v (n , nss , tn }; 
Kp gatederiv (p , pss , t p}; 
Km gateder i v (m, mss , tm}; 
Kh gatederiv (h , hss , th} ; 
Kr gatederiv (r , rss , tr } ; 

A .lo4 

f u n c ti on deriv = RK4 _deriv_calc (Kl , K2 , K3 , K4} 
% This function calculates the weighted average of the K values produced br 
% ~ he 4~h ortier Runge-~utta method to return ehe derivative of ~he 
% parallete:- . 

deriv = ( (Kl+(2*K2}+(2*K3}+K4} / 6) ; 
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A .lo 5 veN _RK4so1v _main_ v2.m 

f unctio n [dV da db dc dw dz dn dp dm dh dr J = . . . 

VCN _RK4so l v_main _v2 ( V , a , b , c , w , z , n , p , m , h , r , I E xt _cur , gE , ~t ) 

% This is the main function of the VCN model RK4 solver . It cakes as inpuc 
% che current values of all of the model pa~amecers , t~e cu~renc applied 
% excra~ellular currer't and the simulation time seep . T~e function then 
% recurns the calculated derivatives for all of the model paramecers using 
% che 4-ch artier Runge-Kutta met~od of numerical differentiaeion . 

% Calculate all K-values for all parameters 
[KIV KI a Ki b Ki c KI w KIz KI n KI p KIm KI h KI r J 

a , b , c , w, z , n , p , m, h , r ,I Ex t _cur , gE ); 

[K2V K2a K2b K2c K2w K2z K2n K2p K2m K2h K2r J = VCN _RK4solv_v2( 
V+ ( ~t/2*K I V) , a+ ( ~t/2*K I a ) , b+ ( ~t/ 2 *KI b ) , c+ (~t/2*KI c ) , .. . 
w+( ~t/2*K I w ) , z+ ( 4t/2*K I z ) , n+ ( 4t/2*K I n ) , p + ( 4t/2*KIp ) , . . . 
m+( ~t/2*KIm) , h+ ( 4t/2*K I h ) , r + ( ~t/ 2*K Ir) , I E x t _cu r , gE ) ; 

[K3V K3a K3b K3c K3w K3 z K3n K3p K3m K3h K3r J = VC N_RK4so l v _v2 ( 
V+ ( ~t/2*K2V ) , a+ ( 4t/2*K2a ) , b+ ( 4t/ 2 *K2b ) , c+ ( ~t/2*K2c ) , .. . 
w+( ~t/2*K2 w ) , Z +( 4t/2*K2z ) , n +( ~t/2*K2n ) , p+ ( ~ t /2*K2p ) , .. . 
m+( ~t/2* K2m ) , h +( 4t/2*K2 h ) , r +( ~t/2 *K2r ) , IE xt_cur , gE ) ; 

[K4V K4a K4b K4c K4w K4z K4n K4 p K4m K4h K4 r J = VC N_RK4so l v _v2 ( 
V+ ( ~t*K3V ) , a+ (~t*K3a ) , b+ ( ~t*K3b) , c + ( ~t*K3c ) , .. . 
w+ ( ~t*K3w ) , z+ ( ~t*K3z ) , n + ( ~t*K3n ) , p + (~t*K3p) , .. . 
m+( 4t*K3m ) , h + ( ~t*K3h ) , r+( ~t*K3r ) , I Ext _cur , gE ) ; 

% Calculate the derivative of each model paramecer 
dV RK4 _der i v _ca l c (KI V, K2V , K3V , K4V ); 
da RK4 _deriv_calc (Kla , K2a , K3a , K4a ); 
db RK4_der i v _cal c (Kl b , K2b , K3b , K4b ) ; 
dc RK4_deriv _calc (Klc , K2c , K3c , K4c ); 
dw RK4 _der i v _ca l c (Kl w, K2w , K3w , K4w ) ; 
dz RK4 _der i v _ca l c (Kl z , K2z , K3z , K4z ) ; 
dn RK4 _der i v _ca l c (Kln , K2n , K3n , K4n ) ; 
dp RK4 _der i v _ca l c (Klp , K2p , K3p , K4p ) ; 
dm RK4 _der i v _ca l c (Klm , K2m , K3m , K4 m) ; 
dh RK4 _der i v _ca l c (Kl h , K2h , K3h , K4h ) ; 
dr RK4 _deriv_calc (Klr , K2r , K3r , K4r ) ; 

A .lo6 gat eparts.m 

f un c t i on [a b c w z n p m h r J = gateparts(V, zeta) 
% Tilis f unction calcLlatates the sceatiy state values of all of che VCK 
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% model ga=ing pa=ticles at a pa=t i cular t ~ansmembrane pote~cial in oV 

a = p ower (1 +exp (-(V+31)/6 ),-1 /4 ); 
b power(1+exp( (V+66)/7),-1/2); 
c = b; 
w = power(1+exp(-(V+48) /6 ),-1 /4 ); 
z = (1-zeta)*power(1+exp((V+71)/10) , -1)+zeta; 
n = power(1+exp(-(V+15)/5), - 1/2); 
p power(1+exp(-(V+23)/6),-1); 
m power(1+exp(-(V+38)/7) ,-1 ); 
h power(1+exp((V+65)/6),-1); 
r = power (1+exp (( V+76 ) /7 ), -1); 

A.lo7 gatetaus_v2.m 

f unct i on [ta t b tc tw tz tn tp tm th trl = gatetaus _v2 (V) 
% This function ca l culatates the c i me constancs for eacl' of che ga~lng 
% par=icles i n the VCN model at a parc i cu l a= transmemb=ane pocential (V) 
% in roV . 

ta 0 .1 7* (1 00/ (7*exp (( V+60)/14)+29*exp(-(V+60)/24» + 0 . 1 ); 
tb 0. 17* (1 000/ (1 4*exp (( V+60 ) /27 )+ 29*exp(-(V+60)/24» + 1 . 0 ); 
tc 0 .1 7* (90/ (1+exp( - (V+66) / 17» + 10.0); 
tw 0.17* (1 00/ (6*exp (( V+60)/6 )+1 6*exp(- (V+60 ) /45» + 1 . 5) ; 
tz 0.17* (1 000/ (exp ( (V+60 ) /20 )+exp(-(V+60 ) /8» + 50 . 0) ; 
tn 0.17*(100/(11*exp((V+60)/24)+21*exp(-(V+60)/23» + 0.7); 
tp 0 .1 7* (1 00/ (4*exp( (V+60 ) /32 )+5* exp (- (V+60 ) /22» + 5.0) ; 
tm 0 .1 7* (10/(5*exp (( V+60 ) / 1 8 )+3 6*exp (-(V+60 ) /25 » + 0 .0 4 ); 
th 0. 17* (1 00/ (7*exp (( V+60 ) / 11)+10*exp(- (V+60)/25» + 0.6) ; 
tr 0 .1 7*(le5/(237*exp( (V+60)/ 12)+1 7*exp(-(V+60)/14 » + 25.0) ; 

A.loS voltderiv _ v2.m 

funct i on dVdt = vo l tderiv_v2 (V_cur ,IExt _cur , a , b , c , w, z , n ,p, m, h , r , gE) 
% T~is function calc~lates the derivative of the VCN cell transmembrane 
% pocential . V_cu= represents cne current t=ansmembrane potential . 
% IExt _cu= is the exce~nal stimu l us currently be i ng applied . The rest of 
% =he paramete=s r epresent the gating part i cle constants as described i n 
% Ro=hman and Mannis 2003 . 

% Model Parameters 
global Cm ; % Membrane capacitance in p? 
globa l Vth ; % Threshold potencial in mV 

% Sodi~m Current ?arameters 
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gl o bal gNa_max ; % Sodl1.:r:1 C1.:rre:1:: pea:.c cor,c'Jcca:1ce i:1 r.S 
gl o bal VNa ; % SOdlJm current reversal pote:1:ial i:1 mV 

% Hyperpola~ization-acclvated catio:1 current parameters 
gl o bal gh_max ; % Ih current peak cC:1ductance in nS 
gl o bal Vh ; % h curren: reversal po~ential in mV 

% ~odel lea~age current 
globa l glk _max ; % Leakage curren: max conciucta,nce i:1 r.S 
global Vl k ; % Leakage current reversal potential i:1 mV 

% ~odel excltatory post-synapcic current 
globa l tauE ; % Excltatory synapt i c c~rrent t i me constant in ms 
globa l gE_theta ; % SY:1aptic efficacy of synaptic i :1puts in nS 
globa l VE ; % IE reversal potential in mV 

% IA : fas:: transie:1: K currenc 
gl o bal Vk ; % Fast transient K current reversal po:ential in mV 
global gA_max ; % Fast ~ransient K current ~aximurn conductance in nS 

% II:: : Low-threshold K curre:1:: 
g lobal gLT_max ; % LO\,-::r,resr.old :<: currect maxim'urn conductance in nS 
globa l zeta ; % gating par::icle dynamics cons::ant 

% High-thresho l d K curren t 
g l oba l gHT _max ; % High threshold K current maximum conductacce in .S 
gl o ba l fi ; % co n stant for High-chreshold K current activation particles 

IA = 3 . 03*gA_max* (a'4)*b*c* (V_cur-Vk ); 
ILT 3.03*gLT_max*(w'4)*z*(V_cur-Vk); 
IHT = 3 . 03*gHT _max* (fi* (n'2 ) + (1-fi)*p ) * (V_cur-Vk) ; 
INa = 3 . 03*gNa-max*(m'3)*h* (V_cur-VNa ); 
Ih = 3 . 03*gh_max*r* (V_cur-Vh) ; 
Ilk = 3 . 03*glk_max* (V_cur-Vlk) ; 
IE = gE* (V_cur-VE ); 

dVdt - ( (IA+ILT+IHT+INa+lh+Ilk+IE-IExt _cur ) /Cm) ; 

A.1.9 gatederiv.m 

f u ncti on dxdt = gatederiv(x , xss , taux) 
% [his fJ:1ctior calculates the race of change of a gating particle with 
% respect to charge . The input x is :he CGrre:1t value of the ga:ing 
% par::icle . xss represents the steady state value of the gating par::icle 
% a:: ::he current transmembrane potential (calculated using the GATE?ARTS 
% fu~ctior) . taux is :eh tir:1e consta:1:: of the ga::ing particle a:: t~e 
% current transme~brane potential (calc~lated usi:1g the GATETAUS function) 
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dxdt = (xss - x)!taux; 

A.2 CV Calculation Code 

A.2.1 CVplot.m 

nrep = 100 ; % nunber of stimulus repetitio~s 
CVbin = 1; % size of CV calculation bins (ms) 
% spi~e~= = 0 . 01 ; % bin size of simulated AN spike crains (~S) 

spike4t = 0 . 001 ; % bin size of si~ulated AN spike =rains (ns) 
stimtime = 50 ; % sci~eles lengcn (ms) 
% sci~tine = 17*spike~c ; 

% Cell input config~racion 
CT = 5 ; % VCN model cell type 
numANfibs = 1 ; % nu~be ~ of inpe= AN fibe~s 

BW = 0 ; % Bandwidth of AN inpucs in octaves 

stimdb = 60 ; %stinulus intensicy in d3 SPL 
mode l CF = 5000 ; % VCN cell BF in Hz 
st i mfreq = modelCF ; % stl~ulus frequency in Ez 
healthirnp = 1 ; % if 1 , unif:1pair~d AN i:1puts , i f C, i:npaired .AN l!1pU::S 

if healthimp '" 1 
subloc ' \VCNi~paired' ; 

else 
sub l oc ' \VCl'ihealL1Y ' ; 

end 

savespot = [ subloc ' \ VCNoutsCF _' num2str (modelCF ) ' H z- ' 
num2str (numANfibs) ' JI.Nfibs _mv ' num2str (BW) ' OCL: '] ; 

filenam = [pwd savespot ' \VCNouttiac _CT' num2str(CT) 
num2str (stimdb) ' d3 ' num2str (stimfreq) ' hZ ' ]; 

load(filenam) ; 

[row col val ] = find(psth ); 

numANbinsperCVbin = CVbin!spike4t ; % num of spike trair. bins per CV bin 
numCVbinspersim = f l oor ( (stimtime-10) !CVbin ); % num of CV bins per sflke=rain 

sigmavec = zeros(l , numCVbinspersim); % init bin s=andard deviation vector 
meanvec = zeros(l , numCVbinspersim) ; % init bin ~ean vector 

f o r i = l : numCVbinspersim 
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ISIsinbin = [) ; 
for curcol = (i-l)*numANbinsperCVbin+l: numANb i nsperCVbin*i 

startcolindex = find(col==curcol , l , ' firsc ' ) ; 
endcolindex = find (col==curcol, 1 , ' last ' ) ; 

% 

end 

f or j=startcolindex : endcolindex 

end 

nextspike = find(psth(row(j) , curcol+l: end ) , I , ' firs~ ' ) ; 

if (nextspike+curcol) ~ (stimtime /spike~t ) 

end 

ISI si~bi~ = [ISIsinbin (~e xtspi~e-row (j )) ] ; 

ISIsinbin = [ ISIsinbin nextspike); 

sigmavec(i) = std(ISIsinbin)*spike~t ; 

meanvec(i) = mean(ISIsinbin ) *spike~t ; 

end 

CVvec 

figure ; 
hold on 

sigmavec./meanvec ; 

plot(CVbin*(I:numCVbinspersim) , sigmavec , ' b-- ' , CVbin* ... 
(l: numCVbinspers i m), meanvec , ' r-' ); 

title ([ ' 3F tone @ , num2str (stimdb ) , dB SPL : 
num2str (numANfibs) , AN fibers wich a B~v of ' num2str (BW) 
, oc:.aves ' ), ' i"o:1tSize ' , 16) ; 

xlabel (' Si:nulation Ti:ne (ms) ' , ' FontS ize ' , 16) ; 
ylabel ( ' Time (ms) ' , ' FontSize ' , 16) ; 
set (gc a , ' FontSize ' , 14) ; 
legend ( 'l SI stacdard deviat i on ' , ' l SI :nea~ ' , ' ::"oca:.io:1 ' , ' Sot:th2:as~ ' ) ; 
text (numCVb inspersim-30 , max(meanvec) +0 . 1, [ ' CV 

num2str(nanmean(CVvec))) , ' FontSize ' , 16) ; 
hold off 

A .3 Code for generating AN inputs to the Zheng 
and Voigt (2006) DeN model 

A .3.l fANimpairgenv2.m 

fu nct i on fANimpairgenv2(stimdb) 
% ThlS f~nccior: cakes as i~pu~ ~he s~imult:s freq~ency i~ Ez and ~he 
% s~imt:lus intensicy in dB and generates a data file co~taining che 
% spi~e ~rains of che 800 AN fibres needed for input to the Zheng a~d 
% VOlght (20 06) :nodel of the DCN . 
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% 

% Load i~ Cfs anc spo~t ~ates of all i~p~t AN fibres 
l oad ANfibredat 

% S=i~~lus pa~a~e=ers 
st i mde l ay = 10e-3 ; % onset delay in seconds 
s t im1 en = 0.2 ; % lenth of stiDul~s in seco~ds 
ris e f a l1 = 5e-3 ; % rise / fall time in seco~ds 
T = 1; % t~ia1 length in seconds 
Fs = 50e3 ; % sampling ro.te of outpu-=. spike Lcai~ i~ Ez 
F zbmodel = 1 00e3 ; % sampling rate for ZBcacmodel 

fr eqs li ces = 3 1 ; % nJmbe~ of f~eqJency slices in sl~~latl o~ 

t = 0 : 1 /Fzbmode l:T-1 /Fzbmode l ; % Lime vector 

% Creace/Open file to save data 
mbf = sing l e (5 ) ; 
fr e qstep = s ingl e (O. l) ; 

% calculates inpuc frequencies 
f rq = zeros ( 1 , f reqs lices , ' single ' ) ; 
for i= l : f reqs l i c es 

end 

if (mod (int32 (i) , i nt32 (2 )) == 0) 
f rq ( i ) mbf*2' (s ingle ( (i nt32 ( i - 1) / i nt32 (2 ))) * f reqstep ) ; 

else 
f rq (i ) 

end 
mb f* 2' (-sing l e ((int32 (i-1) / i nt32 (2 ))) * f reqstep ) ; 

% Generate fibre paraDeters fo~ hearing loss 
audi og f s 1 000* [1 : 6 6 .5: 0 . 5 :1 0 1 0. 5 2 1) ; % a~diogram frequencies 
dBloss = [ zeros (1 , 6 ) 28 40 46 62.5 75 7 6 7 6 80 80 80 ); % auciogram cEless 

dB l ossC f s = interp1( audi o gf s , dBloss , ANCFs ) ; % AN c!lresr.old Shlfts 

[Cohc Ci hc) = fita u d i ogram (ANCFs , dB l ossCfs ) ; % AN fibre para~e=ers 

% create AK fib~e daLa for each sci~ulus frequency ae inpuc SPL 
for k= l:freqs lices 

FO = 1 000* f rq (k ); % inpue stimulus f~eq~ency 

% creates and ope~s data file for saving daea 
%filname = ' cfileZ.anSOO ' 
x = sprintf ( ' f%0~dl%03d . an%d ' ,f ix(FO) , f i x ( single ( stimdb)) , fix(8 00 )) 

fi l name = [pwd ' /dae a _imp/ ' x ) ; 
fdat = f open(fi l name , ' w ' ) ; 
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% Generate tone s~i~~lus vector 
pin = zeros(1 , T*F zbmode l} ; 

McMaster - Electrical Engineering 

pin (round(stimde1ay*Fzbmode l} +1 : round( (( stimdelay+stim1en }*Fzbmodel}} 
= sqrt(2}*20e-6* (1 0'(stimdb/20} } *sin(2*pi*FO* (t ( . . . 
round(stimdelay*Fzbmodel}+1:round(( (stimde lay+s t imle n }*Fzbmode1 }}) 
-s timde lay} } ; 

% Rise/Fall envelopes 
priseenv = 0.5*(1 - cos(2*pi*( t (round(stimdelay*Fzbmode l} 

+1 : round(((stimde l ay+risefal1}*Fzbmodel}}}-stimde1ay}/2/ ... 
(risefall-1/Fzbmode1}}) ; 

pfallenv = 0.5* (1 - cos (2*pi* (stimde l ay+stimlen-t (round (( ... 
stimde 1ay-risefal l+stimlen } *Fzbmodel}+1 : round(( ( . . . 
stimdelay+stimlen}*Fzbmodel }}}} /2/ (risefall} }}; 

% Mul=iply Inpu= signal by cosine rise/fall envelopes 
pin(round(stimdelay*Fzbmodel}+1 : round(( (st imdelay+risefall) 

*Fzbmode l}}} = priseenv . *pin(round(stimdelay*Fzbmodel}+1 : ... 
round( ((s t imde lay+risefa ll}*Fzbmode l}}) ; 

pi n (round ((s timde l ay-r isefall+s t imlen } *Fzbmode l}+1: round((( . . . 
stimdelay+stiml en } *Fzbmodel}}} = pfallenv.*pin(round(( . . . 
stimdelay-risefal l+ stimlen}*Fzbmode l} +1:round( ( ... 
(stimdelay+stimlen}*Fzbmode l) }} ; 

% Gene~ate AN spike time vectors 
for j = 1:length(ANCFs} 

% Dodel fiber paraneters 
cohc Cohc (j) % nornal o~c 
c i hc Cihc(j} % r.ornal i'1c 

% PSTH parameters 

fllr.c=io:1 
f~r~cc. iO·l 

nrep = 1; % number of stirnulJs repetitions (e . g. , 50) ; 
psthbinwidth = 1 /Fs ; % bi:1widtt in seco:1ds ; 

[ timeout , meout , c1fi l terout , c2f il terout , c 1v ihc , c2vihc , v i hc , synout .. . 
, ps th500k ] = zbcatmode l(pi n , ANCFs(j} , nrep ,1 /Fzbmodel , T , cohc , . . . 
c i hc , SFR2 (j}) ; 

% nunber of ps:'1500k bins per psth bln 
ps t hbins = round(psthbinwidth*Fzbmodel} ; 
psthtime = t imeout (1 : psthbins: end } ; % ~ime vec:or fer ps:h 
% pr of spiKe i:1 each bin 
pr = sum (reshape (pst h500k , psthbins , l ength (psth500k}/psthbin s}} 
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end 

end 

/nrep ; 

sptimes = find(pr > 0 ) ; % vec~o~ of AP ~imes 

numspikes = sum(pr) ; % nJmbe~ of Action ?oce~tials 
isis = sptimes-[ O sptimes(l : length (sptimes)-l)] ; % vec~c~ cf ISIs 

% W~ite A ' spl~e t~ain to data file 

fwrite ( fdat , numspikes , ' in:.32 ' , 0 , 'i eee-be ' ) ; 
f o r i=l : numsp ikes 

end 

if isis(i) < 65536 
fwrite (fdat , i sis (i) I ' uint.16 ' , 0 , ' ieee-be ' ); 

else 

end 

fwrite (fdat , hex2dec ( ' ffff ' ), ' L1int16 ' , 0 , ' ieee-be' ) ; 
fwrite (fdat , i sis (i) , ' ln~32 ' , 0 , ' ieee- be' ); 

% Close AN spike train file 
status = f c l ose (fdat ); 

A.4 DeN model ideal parameters 

The ideal set of Zheng and Voigt (2006) model connection parameters capable of pro
ducing physiological DCN principal responses to AN inputs simulated by the Zilany 
and Bruce (2007) model can be found in the following tables. Table A.1 , Table A.2 
and Table A.3 shows the set of connection parameters that generate type III , type 
IV and type IV-T cell responses, respectively. Note that parameters not shown are 
as they appear in Zheng and Voigt (2006) . 

Table A. 1: Type III response DCN model parameters 
Connection BWA--->B NA--->B CTA ---> B 

A~B (octaves) 
AN~'vV 2.0 140 0.08 
AN~I2 0.4 48 0.800 
AN~P 0.3 48 0.2 
W~I2 0.1 15 1.40 
'vV~P 0.1 15 1.0 
12~P 0.6 21 0.04 
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Table A.2: Type IV response DCN model parameters 
Connection BVVA->B NA -> B (JA->B 

A~B ( octaves) 

AN~vV 2. 0 140 0.08 
Al ~I2 0.4 48 0.800 
AN~P 0.4 48 0.434 
vV~I2 0.1 15 1.40 
W~P 0.1 15 1.0 
I2~P 0.6 21 1.516 

Table A.3: Type IV-T response DCN model parameters 
Connection BW A->B NA->B (JA->B 

A~B (octaves) 

AN~vV 2.0 
AN~I2 

AN~P 

W~I2 

W~P 

I2~P 

0.4 
0.4 
0.1 
0.1 
0.6 
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